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FOREWORD TO THE SECOND EDITION

It is a matter of great gratification to the author that Messrs Motilal Banarsidass have decided to issue a reprint of the present book. The original limited edition has been out of print for many years and as scholars and students have seemed to find it useful in their study for Rāmānuja and Viśiṣṭādvaīta, it is hoped that a reprint will be welcomed.

The limitations of reproduction by off-set have the disadvantage that no changes can be made in the body of the text. Apart from the title page, the table of contents and this foreword, which replaces the original Dutch foreword, the book therefore is identical with the original.

The author would like to record once more here his great debt to Dr. J. Gonda, Professor of Sanskrit at the University of Utrecht, under whose guidance this study was begun and completed.

As in the Introduction I mention the comparative neglect of Rāmānuja and Viśiṣṭādvaīta in modern scholarship, this might be a good opportunity to record with a great deal of pleasure the upsurge in such studies since 1953 and to add here a selected bibliography that should supplement the one that is given in the book.

Several general works have appeared, notably:

Frederick K Lazarus, The Metaphysics of Rāmānuja and Dāwā (Thesis Boston University 1957)
M.A. Ayyanger, The Philosophy of Rāmānuja (New Delhi 1958)
K. D. Bhardwaj, The Philosophy of Rāmānuja (New Delhi 1958)
A. Hohenberger, Rāmānuja : ein Philosoph indischer Gottesmystik (Bonn 1960)

Rāmānuja’s Vedārthasaṁgraha in particular has been studied widely. Almost simultaneously three different scholars worked on it and their research fructified in a critical edition, translation and

It is to be hoped that this recent development in Rāmānuja studies will prove the harbinger of a long and sustained interest in India as well as the West.

New Delhi, April 24, 1968

J. A. B. van Buitenen
PREFACE

There is no doubt that Rāmānuja’s Commentary on the Vedānta-sūtras, or Śrībhāṣya, is the most important work of this great Indian thinker. Yet, its very importance has led modern scholars to neglect the study of his other writings: for the interest of Rāmānuja’s Commentary was derived, not from his own original genius, but from that of his famous antipode, Śāṅkara. Rāmānuja’s interpretations of the Sūtras and his general views on Advaita were studied too exclusively in juxtaposition with the monistic system of Śāṅkara. However elucidating such a juxtaposition may be, it will give the student only a limited view of Rāmānuja’s complete personality; while focusing the light on the intellectual aspects of his philosophical system, it cannot but obscure the aspects of devotion and religion. It seems to me that the study of his commentary on the Bhagavadgītā will, perhaps not increase but certainly deepen, our knowledge of his profoundly religious system. In the Gītābhāṣya the great religious and moral significance of the Gītā is set forth with the philosophical subtlety of the author of the Śrībhāṣya and the pastoral fervour of the priest of the temple of Śrīraṅga.

It has been my object to present this commentary on the Gītā to the public in as lucid a form as possible. In a short introduction I have tried to give an account of the various aspects of this text. In the first chapter the basic assumptions of Rāmānuja’s doctrine are sketched in outline and the attention is drawn to the parallelism between the relation of the Gītā to the earlier upaniṣads and that of Rāmānuja to Śāṅkara. The second chapter deals with the place of the Gītā in Rāmānuja’s system and with his indebtedness to Yāmuna, whose Gitārthasaṅgraha is included in an appendix together with a verbatim translation into English. In the third chapter I have sought to determine the relation of the Gītābhāṣya to the Śrībhāṣya and their relative dates. In the fourth chapter I have given a brief account of Rāmānuja’s views on the doctrines of the Gītā, dealing in greater detail with the relation between karma- and jñānayoga and with the position of prapatti. In the fifth chapter, finally, I have attempted a short exposition of Rāmānuja’s methods in commenting on his text.

The introduction is followed by a condensed rendering of the Gītā-
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bhāṣya, based upon a complete translation of the text into Dutch. When this translation was all but completed, an old rendering of the bhāṣya by the Indian scholar A Govindačārya came to my notice. Although I often had occasion to differ from his interpretations, I wish to acknowledge the help which his translation has given me. In general I have benefitted much by publications of Indian scholars, especially the writings of Mr P N Srinivasachari, in whom modern Visistādvaita has found a learned and ardent interpreter, have been a constant inspiration to me.

I have but hesitantly ventured upon this study, fully conscious not only of my limited knowledge, but also of the great, almost insuperable difficulties which a Western student will meet in interpreting an Indian spirituality. Yet gradually I have been confirmed in my belief that in many respects the study of Ramanuja's system, in its theistic tenets so frequently and so intimately akin to Christianity, may lead a Western student to a deeper comprehension of the Indian genius. I do sincerely hope that Ramanuja's interpretations of the Bhagavadgīta will find their way alike to those who abhor, and to those who admire "the Indian philosophy — as the richly varied trends of Indian thought and religion are usually styled without discrimination — for its unmitigated monism.
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INTRODUCTION

I

Rāmānuja is indisputably the greatest philosopher of the viśiṣṭādvaita\(^1\) school of Vedāntamīmāṃsā. Moreover, he was the first Indian thinker who succeeded in creating a philosophical system out of the data of popular emotional religion. At the beginning of one of his earlier treatises, the Vedārthasaṃgraha,\(^2\) he states his position thus: “True knowledge of the jīvātmāna and the Supreme Ātman, applied to the performance of the obligations imposed by the dharma of the various stations and stages of life, accompanying humble and pious acts of reverence for and meditation on the Supreme Person — these and similar acts being held most dear by the devotee — will result in the attainment of God.”

In this succinct statement the main principles of his religious philosophy are implied. True knowledge may be had of the living, embodied, individual ātman and of the supreme, animating, personal God, who are distinguishable and not identical. From the individual existence of a plurality of embodied ātmans results, on the one hand, the importance of personal activity within the boundaries of an organized society in which the embodied ātmans occupy individual positions, and, on the other hand, an individual relationship of the embodied ātman to the Deity. The ātman’s relation to God is marked by religious worship and pious representation and animated by a spirit of love for these very religious acts which have such an exalted object. These acts performed

---

1 the term is often incorrectly interpreted as a karmadhāraya comp “qualified, modified non-dualism”; but it is a tattvrupā: viśisṭaḥ dviḻiḻam, or, as Venkata-nātha (Nyāyasadhanā), quoted by Kuppuswami in Srinivasachari, Finite Self) puts it, viśisṭaḥ viśisṭarūpam adviḻam “monism of the differentiated, unity of the universe’s spiritual and non-spiritual substances with and in God whom they modify by constituting His body”.

2 anterior at least to the ČBh; the passage runs (Ved. 5) jivaparamāṇ, mayātātmaya jñānapāraṇākavārṇāḥ pramadḥaṅkaraṇākāravatikṣat kakaparamapuruṣacaranāya vālakhyānācaraṇānāmādir atyarthapriyās tatprāptishāhak.
In His absolute form He is knowledge and bliss, antagonistic to all evil, comprising all that is good. His divine Personality takes more shape with His beautiful qualities and glorious manifestation, yet He is inaccessible to perception, inexpressible by speech, inconceivable by thought. Nevertheless, all perception, speech and thought are concerned with God, for He is the divine reality underlying all and everything. Everything forms part of His glorious supernal manifestation, His seigniory and dominion. So everything forms a mode of God, a prakāra which is attributable to Him, subservient to Him and effected by Him. And God and His modes are indissolubly connected in a perfect and everlasting unity.

This is the truth which Rāmānuja distils from the Upanisads, the same scriptures from which Sankara derives a very different view. The question of whose interpretation is the correct one need not concern us here. What we are concerned with is the important fact that Rāmanuja had to justify his interpretation and build his system against Śankara’s. Before he could start on developing and elaborating within the pales of the Vedānta school of thought the views set forth by his predecessors, he had to refute Sankara’s entire philosophy and to prove that the great revelations of the Upanisads admitted of a very different interpretation. That he was fully aware of this is clear, the first doctrine he summarizes in the Vedarthasamgraha after summing up his own position is Sankara’s, the purvapaksa to his great Siddhānta is again Śankara.

Rāmānuja was, though not literally, a pupil of Yāmuna who was the first to introduce the conception of bhakti into the Vedānta. Much of what we see blossoming into full maturity in Rāmanuja’s works we see budding in Yāmuna’s writings. And Yāmuna was the grandson and successor of Nāthamun, the first of the ācāryas who tried to give a philosophical expression to the thoughts scattered throughout the inspired hymns of the Śrīvaiśnavas, and these hymns were the answer of the South-Indian Śrīvaiśnavas to latter-day Buddhism, just as in its way Śankara’s system was also an answer.

Rāmānuja, carrying on what Yāmuna had only just begun to do,
attempted to give the Bhagavadgītā its legitimate place among the authoritative texts of the Vedānta. With this attempt the wheel of Indian thought had swung around once more. The earlier upanisads, at the same time carrying on the quest of the brāhmaṇas for a stable unitative principle and reacting against the paramount importance given by them to ritual acts, found a tentative answer in the conception of a Supreme Principle, identified with brahman and ātman, beyond the phenomena of the world of perception and activity, only attainable by immediate intuitive comprehension, identical with this comprehension, sole ground of all being, sole being, ultimate reality in which man submerges by knowing it and thereby escapes from samsāra. A reaction against this tendency of speculative thought which could only end in divorcing religion from its natural object became clearly marked in some later upanisads but found its most remarkable expression in the Bhagavadgīta. The Gita, without pretending to correct or supersede the 'monistic' conclusion of the upanisads, stresses once more the necessity of action for the proper functioning of world and society and opens to all and sundry the way to release by emphasizing the personal character of the Deity who can be attained not magically or mystically through knowledge, but devoutly through bhakti.

Sankara, then, started where the upanisads had stopped. Their ultimate answer neti neti is his postulate from which he develops a philosophy that explains the perfect by explaining away the imperfect. The sole real being is the absolute, everything else is unreal, sprung from an inexplicable imagination which itself is neither real nor unreal. There is no room here for reason, let alone emotion. Action is purposeless, religion impossible; there is nothing but knowledge. Against this there is again a reaction, born from the same need as was felt by the poet of the Gita, the need to take into account common sense and common experience, common religion and common God. There is indeed a striking parallelism between the Gītā's reaction against the monism of the upanisads and Visistadvaita's reaction against the monism of Advaita. Just as the Gītā seeks to reconcile — within orthodox Brahmanism — monism and theism, stresses the importance of ritual acts and upholds the claims of emotional religion, so Visistādvaita seeks to reconcile — within orthodox Vedanta — unity and distinctness in the universe, stresses the importance of acts prescribed by the śastras and upholds the claims of the religious emotions felt by the devout believer in relation to a personal God. However, just as Advaita brought only

---

8 esp ČētUp, on R.s indebtedness to this text, cf Kumarappā, p 207 f
a certain tendency of the Upanisads to its logical conclusion, so did Viśiṣṭādvaita elaborate only a certain, though most important, tendency of the Gīta. Henceforth there is no tentativeness, no side-by-side, no fluency of opposites; the positions are clear-cut, the conclusions decisive, the truths definitive. Groping speculation and poetical inspiration have given way to well-defined systems.

II

This remarkable parallelism between certain tendencies in the Bhagavadgītā and in Viśiṣṭādvaita naturally leads to the question if the tenets of the Gītā have influenced Rāmānuja's system, and if so, to what extent. It is not easy to give a complete answer to the question. Generally speaking, of course, the answer is an emphatic yes; but as soon as we start to investigate the exact manner in which this influence was exerted and precisely to what extent any direct influence is perceptible, we meet with difficulties. For it is impossible to distinguish between Rāmānuja as the independent and original thinker who created a philosophical system and who in his philosophic solitude could have been influenced directly by the Gītā, and Rāmānuja as the faithful Vaiṣṇava who succeeded Yāmuna at the temple of Śrīraṅga and who from his boyhood lived in a devout milieu where the tradition of centuries of Vaiṣṇavite sentiments, conceptions and mythology was interwoven with advaitic illusionism and monism, pāñcarātric cosmology and bhāgavata mysticism. In this milieu the teachings of the Gītā played traditionally an important rōle, and any influence they exercised on Rāmānuja must have been indirect, often unrecognizable, expressing itself in a spirit of religion and devotional actions rather than in a clear system of ethical and metaphysical truths. More than anything it was this spirit which formed Rāmānuja and which in due time would be reformed by him.

Philosophically speaking, tradition was adrift. After the great revival of the Āḻwārs and the new religious fervour which stirred the South-Indian Vaiṣṇavas, the Aḻagiya could no longer acquiesce in a sterile sectarianism in which the exalted thoughts of the ecstacies would eventually drift off and vanish, no more than they could acquiesce in the not less sterile Vedāntic system of Śaṅkara which threatened to cut their thinkers off from the revivifying inspiration of personal religiosity.

It was the sentiment of bhakti in which Indian, and especially
Vaisnavite, religiosity had expressed itself of old, and it was thus bhakti, grown richer and deeper in the course of time, which at all costs should be saved. This bhakti, a completely unintellectual devotion, a continuous flow of emotional religiosity, ranging from the worship of idols to the most exalted mysticism of love for and surrender to the supreme Deity, and as such an essentially theistic spirituality, pervaded and animated the religious life of the Vaisnavas, ever since it had found its superb expression in the poetry of the Gita, and possibly even before. The tradition of bhakta theism, side by side with a more or less upanisad-inspired monism, was continued by popular texts like the Visnu- and Bhagavatapurana and by the āgamas of the Pañcarātra which coupled the cosmogonic doctrines of the Samkhya with the ancient devotion of Nārāyana. The typically Vaisnavite doctrine of āvatāra widened the scope of man's religious possibilities. At the same time the orthodox Karmamīmāṁsa with its exclusive attention for ritual action persisted, although the actions as such were no longer recognized as the only aim but were given a subordinate place in man's progress to salvation.

All these currents of religious belief existed since the Gita side by side, and all of them exerted influence on Ramanuja. But it is hard to say what was the influence which the Gita, in which most of them can be found, exerted on them. The extraordinary popularity of the Gita should not make us forget that it was just one of the texts in which certain religious and 'philosophical' trends expressed themselves in passing. Its popularity grew with the influence of these trends themselves. I think we may say that many tenets of Ramanuja's system were not so much directly inspired by the Gita than by the very unde current of popular religiosity by which the Gītā itself had been inspired.

But in the meantime the Gita had become an authoritative text and every thinker who attempted to justify the devotional theism of the Vaisnavas against the monistic doctrines of advaitic Vedanta could find in it his authority. Even Sankara could not pass the Gita by, but had to demonstrate that his system was perfectly in keeping with the purport of that celebrated text. But sankara's interpretations were dangerous,

9 " la bhakti est la forme spécifiquement hindoue du sentiment religieux que l'on peut retrouver et que l'on retrouvera toujours dans tout culte et toute secte, quels qu'ils soient." Lamotte Notes p 20
10 for a historic survey see Gonda Bhakti
11 on Pañcarātra see O Schrader Introduction to Pañcarātra Madras 1916
12 on Čaṅkara's commentary on the G see B Faddegren Čaṅkara's Gitabhāṣya toegelicht en beoordeelt thesis Leyden 1906
he interrupted the continuity of religious thought as it had developed since the Gitâ by returning directly to the monism of the older upaniṣads. And by erecting a clear-cut system he provoked automatically the opposition of all Vedantins who would not exclude from philosophy the rich inspiration of religion. To the challenge of Śaṅkara's system they could only respond by another, more synthetic, system.

It was Yānīnā who laid the foundations of such a system. In his Siddhārtraya he demonstrated that the ātman had an individual existence apart from Īśvara, the supreme personal Deity, and, borrowing his arguments from Nyāya and Śaṅkhyā, maintained the separate existence of God as the cause and of the conscious ātmans and the phenomenal world as effects. Besides he composed a summary of the Gitâ in which he set forth that its principal object is to teach bhakti as the sole means of attaining God, thereby opening the possibility that the Śaṅkhyan dualism of God, souls and matter, which still persisted in his doctrine, might be solved in a higher unity. It was left to Rāmānuja to build a synthetic system on both foundations.¹⁴

The frame-work of Rāmānuja's system is the great conception of śaṅkaraśāṅkarabhāva, the doctrine that God stands to the world of ātman and prakṛti in the relation of soul to body which forms its indissoluble attribute. This doctrine satisfied the demands of philosophy; but religion demands more. It demands a way out of the bondage of embodied life to salvation in release. And to satisfy this demand Rāmānuja expounded the teaching of the Gitâ coherently with the tenets of Viśiṣṭādvaita.

Now the Gitâ exerts direct influence. It is not only the text whose teachings have imperceptibly found their way to purāṇa and āgama, to the every-day life of temple and hermitage, but also the authoritative śruti text whose prestige should warrant the workable truths of Viśiṣṭādvaita. The position of the Gitâ as an authoritative text is an ambiguous one. It is called an upaniṣad, but forming part of itihāsa it is śruti, albeit a śruti which has more prestige than many a śruti text. What does the Gitâ mean to Rāmānuja? Being śruti its task is to support the śruti, that is to clarify the purport of the Vedas — which


¹⁴ It would be interesting to study the exact relation between the views of the Siddhārtraya and those of the Čīrīhāya; too little is still known about the early history of Viśiṣṭādvaita.

¹⁵ that the G. is śruti for R. appears from many instances, e.g. CBh. 1.1.1 p. 65 (Th. p. 86).
is already known — by means of the teachings of those sages who have complete knowledge of the Vedas and their contents and who have in virtue of their own efforts arrived at an intuitive understanding of the true meaning of the Vedas. Therefore, it necessarily must be in accord with śruti. A quotation of the Gita can never suffice to prove a point without the corroboration of śruti. But not seldom the meaning of śruti is made to agree with the Gita so that the Gita might agree with śruti. It is God himself who chants the Gita, and God is omniscient so that his teaching needs be true. We may remember that Rāmānuja has written a complete commentary on the Gita but none on the upanisads, not even on the Svetasvatara and the Katha, and that he has contented himself with sketching in outline the manner in which the conflicting statements of the various śrutis should be reconciled. It is on the strength of the authority of the Gita that he sets forth the necessity of ritual action, performed not to achieve a personal end but for the glory of God, as a first step to ultimate beatitude in the intuitive vision of God through exclusive and perfect bhakti, and this doctrine is the raison d'être of his whole system which was born from the need to account philosophically for the redeeming value of religion and devotion.

On the whole we may say that it was the Gita and all it stood for, the long tradition of love inspired theism, of devout Vaisnavism of the worship of avatāras and the importance of ritual action, which provided Rāmānuja if not with the framework of his religious philosophy, at least with its main inspiration and that it was the Gita's doctrine of salvation which was elaborated and re-integrated in Rāmānuja's reformulation of Vedānta which was thereby lifted from the 'intellectual' sphere to the plane of religion. Just as Sankara, after the decline of Buddhism, restored the continuity of Brahmanism by reaching back to the upaniṣads, so Rāmānuja restored the continuity of Hinduism by making room

---

10 CBh 111 p 72 (Th p 91)  
17 eg in CBh 111 (Th p 78 ff) R quotes first several śrutis then the G and finally the VP to corroborate his view that Brahman is not nirguna in Ṣankara’s sense

15 a striking example is the vedana upāsana and dihyana of the upaniṣads which is equated with the bhakti of the G, cf also GBh ad 7

19 cf GBh. 212 and 13,2

20 viz in the Ved and CBh 111 (Th p 138 ff) in the CBh, the G is quoted not less than 140 times following in number immediately after BAU and ChUρ
in Vedānta for the Bhagavadgītā This is already amply proved by the Śrībhāṣya; but by composing the Gitābhāṣya Rāmānuja gave full expression to the cardinal significance of the Gitā in Vedānta.

So Rāmānuja acquitted himself of the task left to him by Yāmuna, and, we may add, entirely in Yāmuna’s spirit. For Yāmuna left his successor not only a task, but also a scheme, the Gitārthasamgraha.

Rāmānuja’s indebtedness to Yāmuna’s Gitārthasamgraha

Several authors contend that Rāmānuja was in a large measure indebted to Yamuna’s Gitārthasamgraha for his interpretations of the Gitā, but, as far as I know, no attempt has as yet been made to determine the exact measure in which Rāmānuja was influenced by his predecessor.

Yāmuna’s GAS is a very concise summary of the G in 32 slokas. It may conveniently be divided into four parts, 1 the doctrine of the G (st 1); 2 the subject-matter of the three satkās into which Y divides the eighteen Lectures (st 2-4), 3 the subject-matter of the eighteen Lectures separately (st 5-22), 4 definitions and discussions of the main points of the G (st 23-32).

We do not exaggerate when we say that practically all the salient features of the G Bh are contained in Y’s scheme. Rāmānuja himself leaves no doubt as to his indebtedness to Yāmuna; he not only dedicates his commentary to Yāmuna with the significant remark that he owes everything to his illustrious predecessor, but he also quotes some of the slokas of the GAS and most important of all, makes a point of using Yāmuna’s own words, as often as the occasion arises.

The following notes may suffice to illustrate this:

1. The doctrine of the G according to Y svadharmajñanavairāgyasadyabhakttyakogocaraḥ Nārāyaṇah param Brahma (vs 1), and to R paramabrahmaḥ Nārāyaṇo svavisayam jñānākarmānugṛhitam bhaktiyogam avatārayāmāsa, and Gitāsāstrasya sārartho bhaktiyogah (18,0).

21 e.g Radhakrishnan, G p 17, Srinivasachari, VA p 512, and Kumarappa, p 144.

22 Text and translation of the Gitārthasamgraha in Appendix.

23 In the title of the Vedārthasamgraha we hear a courteous echo of that of the Gitārthasamgraha

24 This passage in Intr, aya vāya is borrowed from GAS 5.
2 R borrows from Y the tripartition of the eighteen Lectures in 3 satkas, a 1-6, b 7-12, c 13-18

a 1 6 Y jñānakarmātmike nisthe yogalakṣetātmānubhūtiṣiddhyaithe (vs 2), and R prathamenādhya-atchena ātmajñānapūrva karmānusthānasādhyam praptuḥ pratyajatmano yāthātmyadarsanam uktam (7,0), R uses throughout Y’s term -nsthā 28 where G has -yoga- in jñāna- and karmayoga- ātmadarsana- corresponds to Y’s atmadrsti- (vs 25), Y’s yoga- to R’s “contemplation of the ātman” (ātmadarsana-, -avalokana-), cf 2 53 and 68-72, 6, 27-29

b 7-12 Y bhagavattavāyahātmaṁavāptisiddhaye jñānakarnābhuvanvartyo bhaktiyogah, and R jñānakarmānugṛhitam bhaktiyogam (Intr.), and madhyatane ca paramaprapahūtabhagavattavyātmatmya jñānapūrvakaśāntiśāntiśāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣāntiṣातसग्रामपञ्चा- (4) isvarāyātmatya- (5) karma- (6) jñāna- (7) bhaktisvarūpatadadānaprakārās ca satkadvayodita visodhyante (13,0)

3 R follows in his own abstracts of the Lectures the summary of the GAS often to the point of literalness

So, e.g., Y prasaṅgāt svasvabhāvoktiḥ karmano 'karmatāsyā ca / bhedā jñānasya māhātmyam caturthādhyāya ucyate // (st 8) and R caturthē karmayogasya kartavyatam dradhayītvantargatajñānatāśaiva jñānayogākāratām pradarsya karmayogasvarūpam tadbhedā karmayoge jñānāmsaiva prādhanyam cocoṭaye, prasaṅgaḥ ca bhagavadavatārayātmatmyam ucyate (4,0), and Y (1) svayātmatmyam (2) prakṛtyasya tirodhiḥ (3) saranagathī / (4) bhaktabhedah (5) prabuddhasya śrāstmtam saṃtanam ucyate // (st 11), and R. saṃtame tāvād (1) upāsyabhūtpamarupusasvarūpapāyātmatmyam (2) prakṛtyā tirodhānām (3) tannvṛtaye bhagavatprapattir (4) upāsakavidhābhedō jñānīnah snasthyam cocoṭaye (7,0), and Y svakalānagunānanantya kṛtāsādhdihitāmatiḥ / bhaktyuttpattivivṛddharthā vistārā daśamodita // (st 14) and R bhaktyuttpattaye tadavvṛddhye ca bhagavato kalānagunaganānanantya kṛtāsā vajatā tatravartytavam ca prapañcyate (10,0), and Y. (1) dehasvarūpam (2) ātmāptihetur (3) ātmavisdhyānam / (4) bandhahetur (5) vivekas ca trayaṭasa udyate // (st 17), and R: trayaṭose (1) deḥātmanoh svarūpam dehayātmatmyasodhanam

28 borrowed, of course, from G 3,3
(2) dehavijuktatmapraptypa- (3) viviktatmasvarupapasamsodhanam (4) tathividhasyatanas-cacitsambhandhanahetus (5) tato vivekānu- sandhanaprapakāra-cocyeate (13,0); and, finally, Y (1) īsvare karttṛtā- buddhih (2) sattvopādayatāntme / (3) svakarmaparinamaś ca (4) sātrasārārtha ucyate // (st 22), and R . (1) bhagavati sarvesvare ca sarvakarmanām karttṛtvanusamdhānam (2) sattvagunasyāvasyopādaya- tvam (3) karmanam paramapurusārādhanabhūtānām paramapurusa- prāptmirvartananaprakāraḥ (4). Gītāsastrasya sārārtha bhaktiyogah (18,0) 26

4 Most of the definitions and discussions with which Y deals in GAS 23-32 return in one form or the other throughout the GBh. In fact, there is hardly a word in Y's summary which does not reappear in the corresponding context of the GBh in the same or a slightly different form.

To Rāmānuja's free use of Yāmuna's terminology corresponds a not less striking fidelity to the main points of the GAS. Both Y and R regard jñāna- and karmayoga — whatever their exact relation 27 — only as preparatory stages they result in the "contemplation of the ātman", but not in the attainment of God himself God can only be attained through bhakti, to which the former disciplines of jñāna and karman are the indispensable means, and both agree that this doctrine is the essence of the Gita. As to their views on the subject-matter of the separate Lectures, the above quotations will sufficiently prove that they almost literally concur.

On the whole we may say that Yāmuna provided Rāmānuja with the frame-work of his Gitabhasya. Yāmuna established the general sense of the Gita and left to Ramanuja the task of adapting detailed interpretations to the general lines sketched by him in the Gitārtha- samgraha. We may even regard the GAS as a satisfactory index to the Gitabhasya. Sometimes, however, the text of the GAS is not clear enough to allow a definite translation and we have to invoke the aid of Rāmānuja's paraphrases to understand its exact meaning. But then the concise character of the GAS makes it difficult to find out whether Rāmānuja explains the text in the sense of Yāmuna. For example, in GAS st 8 we cannot be sure that Yāmuna considered akarmatā (corresponding to akarman- in G 4,18) to mean knowledge and

26 these examples may suffice the summaries of all 18 Lectures are repeated by R with greater or lesser fidelity in his own abstracts at the beginning of each Lecture or the next one.

27 see Chapter IV
jñanasya mahātmyam to signify the 'importance of the component of knowledge in action' as R interprets it, nor are we sure that in st 6 Yāmuna meant by yoga "contemplation of the atman". Personally speaking, I am under the impression that Yāmuna attached more importance to jñanayoga as a separate way to salvation than Rāmānuja does, but to my mind it is impossible to deduce a positive conclusion from the insufficient data of the Gitārthasamgraha.

Many of Ramanuja's ideas seem to derive directly from the Gitārthasamgraha, for instance, that acts — which always are ritual acts — are propitiations of God, that the contemplation of the atman is ancillary to the attainment of God through bhakti, and that there are three groups of bhaktas: the āvāryārthins, the kaivalyārthins and the jñānins, but that only the last attain God.

Summing up, we may say that before Rāmānuja set himself to the task of commenting on every verse of the Bhagavadgītā most of the interpretations which found their way to his bhāṣya were already accepted among South-Indian Vaisnavas of Yāmuna's school. But as Rāmānuja in his śṛibhāṣya proves himself to be such an original and subtle thinker, we may safely assume, though direct evidence is lacking, that in his Gitābhāṣya, too, the views of his predecessors and co-religionists not only found a more systematical expression, but were also rearranged and reinterpreted by his original and devout genius.

III

Whereas there is direct evidence that the Vedārthasamgraha was written before the Śṛibhāṣya, the relative date of the Gitābhāṣya has not yet been established. Tradition is silent about it. The Śṛibhāṣya nowhere quotes the Gitābhāṣya, nor does the Gitābhāṣya ever quote the Śṛibhāṣya. So, if we are to ascertain the relation between Rāmānuja's

---

28 On the GAS compare also Srinivasachari, VA p 372 ff., in my opinion, however, there is no sufficient evidence to prove that in the GAS "the last (pājka) sums up the whole truth and insists on absolute self-surrender (= prapatti- or the taranagati- of vs 11) to the Lord as the only means of salvation" (o.c. p. 372), nor that 'the last chapter insists on saranagati or surrender to the Lord as the supreme means of mokṣa' (o.c. p 374), cf. my remarks on prapatti- with R. in Chapter IV.
29 GAS 25, at the root of this conception is G 18,46.
30 GAS 26.
31 GAS 27-28.
32 R. refers twice to his Vedārthasamgraha in ČBh 1,1, viz. Th. pp 78 and 138.
commentary on the Sūtras and that on the Gitā at all, we shall have to refer to internal evidence.

There can be no doubt that the ŚBh. and GBh. are written by the same author. Tradition is positive, and, indeed, the very terminology of practically every line of the GBh. reminds us very strongly of that of the ŚBh., more so in fact than the terminology of the Vedārtha-saṅgraha does. R. not only uses the same expressions and definitions for fundamental concepts of his system, but he also uses literally the same terms when speaking of matters of detail in both commentaries. E.g., prabalapramāṇabādhitatvena occurs in the same form (and the same context!) in ŚBh. 1,1,1, p. 8 (Th. p. 13) and GBh. 2,12; when speaking of the Vedas it is said in the GBh. 2,45 that they are mātā-pitṛsahasrebhhyo 'pi vatsalataratayā pravṛttāh, and in ŚBh. 3,3,39 (Th. p. 662) mātāpītṛsahasrebhhyo 'pi vatsalataram śāstram. These instances, which illustrate the direct relation between both texts (in which they occur only once), could be augmented.

A certain method of investigating the relation between both commentaries consists in studying the quotations of the Gitā in the ŚBh. as well as those of the Sūtras in the GBh. If we should discover some difference between the interpretations given in either text of the same stanza and the same sūtra, we may be justified in seeking in that difference a criterion by which we can decide on the exact relation of both texts.

1. The Gitā quotations in the Śrībhāṣya.

The Gitā is, after the BĀU. and ChUp. the most quoted text in the Śrībhāṣya (some 140 times). As far as I can see, the stanzas of the Gitā quoted are interpreted exactly in the same way as they are in the GBh. Frequently, of course, the stanzas are quoted in another connection in the ŚBh. than they are in the GBh.: they serve to illustrate a point of the demonstration of the ŚBh.,34 so that no more can be said that the general trend of the interpretations is the same as in the GBh. But in dealing with some stanzas R. is obliged to enter into detail; in all these cases his explanations in the ŚBh. strikingly concur with those in the GBh.

For instance, in ŚBh. 1,1,21 (Th. p. 241) G. 4,6 is quoted...prakṛtim svām adhiṣṭhāya saṃbhavāmy ātmamāyayā, which is explained:...
prakrītī svabhāvah / svam eva svabhāvam āsthāya, na samsārinam svabhāvam ity arthah / ātmamāyayeti svasamkalparūpena jñānenety arthah “māyā vayunam jñānam” iti jñānaparyāyam api naighantuka adhīyate, cf GBh prakṛtim svabhāvam / svam eva svabhāvam adhīstāya svenaiva rūpena svechchāyā sambhavāṁity arthah ātmamāyāyātmajñāñena/“māyā vayunam jñānam’ iti jñānaparyāy o’tra māyāsa-bdah In śBh 1,1,1, p 102 (Th p 125) commenting on G 7,14 māyā is equated with prakṛti because it is called gunamayi, a discussion of the meaning of māyā precedes this quotation nahu sarvatra māyā-sabdo mithyāvisayah / āsuraraksasāstrādisu satyesv eva māyāsabda-prayogā / yathoktam (VP 1,19,20 is quoted), ato māyāsabdo vicirārthaśargakarbhidhiyāi, cf GBh asyā (se prakṛtyā) māyāsabdvācyatvām āsuraraksasāstrādānām iva vicirakāryakaratvena,30 then the same smṛti (VP 1,19,20) is quoted, and R proceeds ato māyāsabdo na mithyārthavāci, thus theme is further elaborated37 and it is concluded that the primary sense of māyā is “miracle-working or illusion-creating influence” (this miracle and illusion being in itself real), and the secondary sense is “the illusion created.” Another instance is śBh 4,2,20 (Th p 742) where G 8,23 is commented upon yatra kāle tv iti kalaśabdaḥ kalabhūmidoṣaṅgaviśayākapaḥ, agnīyadeh kālatvāsambhavah, cf GBh atra kalaśabdo margasyāhahprabhṛtisamvatsarānta-kālābhūmidevataūbhāyasyastāyā mārgopalaksanārthah Finally śBh 1,1,1 p 118 (Th p 140) ad G 14,3 jagadyonibhūtam mahad brahma ma-dīyam prakṛtyākhyan bhūtasūkṣmam acidvastu yasminm cetanākhyam garbhān samyojayām / tato matkṛtā caśidatangaḥ devādhisthāvārāntām acinnmrānām sarvabhūtanām sambhavo bhavatī arthaḥ; cf GBh acetanaprakṛtyā bhogaksetrabhūtayā bhoktvargalparuñjabhū-tām cetanaprakṛtum38 samyojayāmity arthāḥ / tatas: tasmāt prakṛti-dvayasyoṣyogān matsamkalpakṛtāt sarvabhūtanām sambhavo bhavatī

These instances may suffice to show that the interpretations in GBh and śBh of certain Gitā stanzas often literally concur, so much so that I think we may assume direct borrowing. But if both texts agree so completely, it is impossible to conclude which explanation was written down first. Still it should be remarked that the GBh enlarges more

35 V comments from a Nighantu
36 V having the above ČBh passages in mind adds satyesa āsuraraksasāstrādisu māyāsabdagroṣe na mithyātambhidhāna iti bhūtaḥ
37 i.e. by adducing the instance of the illusionist (māyātān-) who suggest to a person a certain idea (buddhi) which in itself is real enough the same instance is adduced in shorter form in ČBh 1,1,1, p 56 (Th 75)
38 or the sūvabhutaprakṛtī of G 7,5
on the interpretations of 7,14, 8,23 and 14,3 than the SBh does GBh 7, 14 gives an important amplification of R’s statement in the SBh on māya and elucidates his views SBh ad G 8,23 is too brief to be altogether clear, only by comparing the GBh we learn exactly why kala- is used in the sense of mūrga- In itself, however, the concurrence of GBh with SBh provides no sufficient evidence to conclude definitely which text is anterior The only conclusion is that before the SBh and the GBh were written down R’s interpretation of the Gita, even in detail, was fixed.

2 Sūtra quotations in the Gitābhāṣya

With the Sūtra quotations in the GBh the matter stands differently. Several times the Vedantasūtras are quoted (ten times in total), but only in a few cases the sense of the sūtra concerned is commented upon. Taking into consideration the importance of the Sutras in the Vedanta and the existence of Sankara’s commentary, whose authoritativeness for the Vedantins is proved time and again by Ramanuja’s polemic violence it is a priori improbable that R would have referred to the Sutras in corroboration of his Gita interpretations if he had had no reason to consider his own views on these vital texts to be sufficiently known to his fellow-philosophers, only after having composed his bhasya on the Sutras he could refrain as he does from commenting in detail on the Sutras to which he refers.

The interpretation of the Sutras quoted in the GBh is exactly the same as that in the SBh. In some cases, again, the agreement is so literal that we must assume direct borrowing. For instance VS 21,34 is quoted in GBh 4,14, in the same context both SBh and GBh quote VP 1,4,51-52, the last line of which (myate tapasāṁ srestha svasaktyā vastu vastutām) is explained svakarmanāva devādivastuprāptah, and svagatapracinakarmāsaktyaiva hu devadivastubhavam upaniyate respectively VS 2 3 41 is quoted in GBh 18,14-15, in SBh this sutra is introduced n anv ev am vi dhim se dha astra marthakyam pra sa jyetety uk- tam tatrāha (follows sūtra) and in GBh (after quotation of 2,3,40) n anv ev am p ar at ma maya tte jivātmanah karitrve jivātmā karman

90 for a comparative study of R. and C on the VS see VS Gathe Le Vedanta Etude sur les Brahma sutras et leurs cinq commentaires thesis Paris 1918
91 ṣaṁyajñanopahāre na, sāpekṣaḥ at
92 kṛtyaprayāṇāpakoṣas in yohinapratis ddayoṣvārthādibhyah
93 parāt in lac christel
aniyojyo bhavatiti vidhimisedhasāstrāny anarthakim syuh / idam api codyam sutrakareṇa parihrtaṃ (follows 2 3,41), this sutra is commented on in SBh sarvasu kriyasu purusena krtam prayatnam udyogam apeksyantaryamparamatma tadanumatidanena pravartayati, paramatmanumatim antarenaṣaṣṭa pravrthītī nopapadyate, and in GBh paramatmana dattaś tadadharaś ca karana kalevaradhibhis42 tadahutasaṅkīt bhūḥ svayam ca jīvatma tadadharaś tadahita-akśīh san karmanispattaye svecchya karana dyadhithanakaram prayatnam carabhate / tadantara- vasthītaḥ paramatma svanumatidanena tam pravartayatī jīvasyāpi svabuddhiyārva pravrtthīhetutvam asti Here more than in SBh full stress is laid upon the intention of the individual atman, but this is only one aspect of the question the problem how God can permit sin in the atman is not touched upon44 In SBh the relation between God and self and their agency is illustrated by the example of the joint property of two persons which cannot be disposed of by one person save with the permission of the other In GBh, too the relation is illustrated with an instance but as in the Gita not the relation between the agency of God and self but that of all six factors which cause an action is under discussion an entirely different example is provided, there, too, it is especially the responsibility of the individual atman which is emphasized The discussion of this sutra in GBh, which only throws light on one aspect of the problem may lead us to assume that R deliberately avoided touching on God's relation to the evil created by man an aspect which instantly calls for attention, this aspect is however fully dealt with in the SBh whereas the GBh more fully discusses the atman's responsibility May we assume, then, that R here implicitly refers to his demonstration in the SBh?

There is another, but dubious, indication that the GBh is posterior to the SBh In his detailed commentary on G 2,12 Rāmānuja refutes the objection of an advaitin that the bheda-doctrine implied by this stanza might be a case of badhruanuvṛttī,45 the persistence of an erroneous notion which has already been sublated R shows by three examples that the argument is not appropriate, these examples are mirage and water, mirror and real person, one moon and double moon. Now it is remarkable that the sequence of these examples exactly corresponds to

42 sc. the body senses fivefold vital air, R's interpretation of G 184 ādihuttāna, karana and cestā 44 as it is in CBh 2341 where it occupies the greater part of R's commentary (Th. p. 557 558)
45 cf also CBh. 111, p 7 (Th. p 12) and Varadarām, Theory of knowledge p 83
that in which they appear in the series of erroneous, though to some extent real, notions summed up in ŚBh. 1,1,1, p. 98 ff. (Th. p. 120 ff.), viz. silver and mother-of-pearl; dream and reality; white seen as yellow; crystal seen as red; mirage and water; firebrand; mirror and real person; mistaken direction; one moon and double moon. Unless one would consider this a curious coincidence, it creates the impression that R. went through his list in the ŚBh. to see in which case the objection of his adversary would hold good and selected three instances to incorporate in his refutation.

Moreover, a number of passages in Gbh., dealing with fundamental concepts of Viśiṣṭādvaita, not only presuppose a short exposé like the Vedārthasaṃgraha,46 but also the detailed demonstrations of the Śrībhāṣya. For example, R.’s commentary on G. 2,12 is only comprehensible when seen against the background of his Great Siddhānta in the Śrībhāṣya. We note in this passage that R.’s entire reasoning with regard to this important text departs from the axiomatic assumption that the Gitā is upadeśa-, i.e. instruction in truth; but the Gitā, however important its teaching, is only smṛti,47 and R. would never have refuted the orthodox, upaniṣadic doctrines of advaitavāda on the strength of smṛti alone: his very reasoning here presupposes the scriptural evidence collected in ŚBh. 1,1,1, (Th. p. 78 ff.). The full import of his remarks on the vision of a double moon in the same passage becomes only clear when we compare them with his demonstrations in ŚBh., 1,1,1, p. 7 f and 99 (Th. p. 12 f. and 130 f.). These are only a few instances. Throughout his Gitābhāṣya Rāmānuja takes for granted certain notions of which he only treats in detail in his Śrībhāṣya.

Considering all this, the narrow relation between Gbh. and ŚBh., the amplified interpretations of the Gbh. where the interpretations of the ŚBh. are enlarged upon, the implicit references to the ŚBh. when Sūtras are quoted in direct corroboration of his Gitā commentary, and the a priori probability that the ŚBh., as an epoch-making commentary on a vital Vedānta text, preceded the Gitābhāṣya, in which moreover the most important viśiṣṭādvaita views, set forth in the Śrībhāṣya, are taken for granted, considering all this I feel justified in contending, though not one of the indications is in itself conclusive, that the Gitābhāṣya is posterior to the Śrībhāṣya.

46 this important text has not yet been studied in detail; it would be interesting to know the relation between Ved. and Gbh.
47 see Chapter II.
The Gitābhāṣya is in many respects very different from either the Vedārthasamgraha or the Śrībhāṣya. Here Rāmānuja does not act as the independent thinker who with polemic vehemence attacks and refutes the errors of advaitavādins and bhedābhedavādins and who in a concise and precise style expounds his doctrines systematically and organically, but he appears in the different rôle of commenting theologian whose views need no longer to be defended and advocated and who quietly applies them to the interpretation of every stanza. Very rarely he permits himself to polemize, and then only briefly; seldom he enlarges on the philosophical significance of the concepts in the terms of which he interprets his text. But readily he enlarges upon the devotional passages of the Gitā and then his style often approaches that of the ardent devotee who glorifies his God in fervid litanies. More than in his other works it is here the priest of the temple of Śrīraṅga who rises before our minds in the prose hymns of many passages. It is the priest who is in daily touch with God in his temple, who is familiar with the practices of ritual acts and the more exalted practices of meditation and loving representation. It is the devoted bhakta who dresses and adorns the image, who loves to dwell on the infinite perfections of the God it represents, on the beautiful shapes He assumes, the radiance of his countenance, the brilliance of his ornaments, the splendour of his attributes. Metaphysical speculation is bleached by the glorious light in which the Deity to whose service all acts should be dedicated and on whom all thoughts should be focused is revealed in the immediate visualization of bhakti.

IV

Rāmānuja, following Yāmuna, divides the 18 Lectures of the Bhāgavadgītā into three śaṭkas, the last of which gives further explanations of topics already dealt with in the preceding śaṭkas. In the first 12 Lectures, then, the fundamental teaching of the Gitā is laid down, culminating in the essential doctrine of bhakti. The whole teaching of the Gitā is declared to be the exposition of the mumuksū’s progress to bhakti and the attainment of God. That progress is divided into two stages, the first of which, preparatory and ancillary to bhakti, is the subject-matter of Lectures 1-6.

Departing from Arjuna’s dilemma, at the root of which appears to lie an ignorance of the basic truths, the Lord begins by explaining the categorical difference between body and ātman. What is a body?
A conglomeration of elements of prakrti which has developed into a certain nature and structure, it is essentially non-spiritual or non-conscient and essentially transient Prakrti itself, one of the three categories which make up the universe, may be eternal as such, its corporeal forms are perishable Eternally it passes from one stage to another, from the stage of subtlety, where it is cause, to that of grossness, where it is effect, likewise its more developed forms, such as the body, pass from stage to stage, from birth to death and from death to birth, just as a clot of clay passes into the stage of jug and from that into the stage of grains Entirely different from this non conscient prakrti is the atman, an essentially spiritual and conscient principle whose essential attribute is knowledge From time immemorial it has been implicated in samsara, seemingly dying and being born with the body to which it adheres Fundamentally, however, it is immortal and not subject to the body's vicissitudes It only seems to be mortal, through a basic misconception which is the root of all evil, the misconception that the atman is identical with the body in which it resides Once this misconception has been formed and struck root, the atman is bound to the body Though its proper nature does not really change but remains essentially aloof from the body, the atman is involved in matter It acquires a mock nature, that of the empirical ego particularized by its body Once the proper nature of the atman is no more recognized the embodied being regards the pleasures which it can derive from the body as the only pleasures within its reach The embodied being or individual person acts upon his basic misconception in order to materialize his ambitions But one action involves the next one, and his activity becomes a habit and the habit becomes literally a second nature All actions are necessarily followed by results, and these results of past acts which a person has performed by his own free will determine his future, henceforth he is trapped in the net of samsara

So all teaching of the ways by which a person may return to the recognition of his proper nature must start with explaining this nature Pure knowledge of what the atman essentially is, is, however, not sufficient to break the bonds that tie the atman to its body This know-

43 On the important notion of abhinana in Visistadvaita see Varadachari’s interesting paper on that subject (Appendix III to his R’s Theory of Knowledge) on the Samkhyan aspect of the same problem see Radhakrishnan Ind Phil II, pp 303 ff
49 vasana
50 see e.g GBh 18 13 ff and Kumarappa’s remarks p 271 ff
ledge must be lived, must be applied to every action and thought of the man in samsāra. So the samkhyā buddhih, or the knowledge of the proper nature of the atman as an entity distinct from the body, is followed by buddhyāga, the practical application of this knowledge to every day life.

If it is activity for the sake of results that keeps the ātman in bondage to prakṛti, then the first step to the release of the ātman must be the relinquishment of the results of the acts, of all results even the rewards which man may enjoy in heaven after a virtuous life. All acts should be performed to achieve one end, the supreme end of man. Release this release is the sole purpose of the sastras in all their various injunctions. Only by karmayāga, the assiduous practice of disinterested activity in which the knowledge of the ātman is integrated, one may eventually reach that exalted stage at which the ātman can be perceived, for karmayāga in the above sense leads to jñānanisthā and jñānamisthā leads to the contemplation of the ātman or the ātman's self experience.

Now what is this jñānanisthā? The constant consciousness of the knowledge of the ātman, which alone occupies the entire mind of the aspirant and which alone is the ground of his activity. The exact relation between karmayāga and jñānayāga is not altogether clear. From 2,54-58, where four degrees of jñānamisthā (jñānayāga) are enumerated, it would appear that jñānamisthā is a discipline of concentration the mind has to be focused on the ātman and the senses withdrawn from their objects, so that there seems no room for 'action', but in 72 it is explicitly stated that the sthītāprajñā or jñānamisthā is characterized by his firm devotion to disinterested activity or karmayāga. The problem is further discussed in 3,1 ff., but whereas according to 2,53 karmayāga leads to jñānamisthā and the latter to the contemplation of the ātman, it is now said that jñānamisthā presupposes karmayāga, and further on, in 3,4, that for several reasons karmayāga is preferable to jñānayāga, even for one entitled to jñānayāga, nay, that jñānapayāga is physically impossible (48) and that only a released ātman can refrain from acting (4,17ff.). So in 3,35 sreyaḥ svadharmo vgnah paradharmat svanusthitat, svu is made to refer to any person conjoined with prakṛti and para- to a released ātman. In several passages (3,34, 37) jñānayāga is strongly advised against. Then the accent is shifted, it is said that karmayāga itself includes knowledge (4,18 ff.), that knowledge is the most important aspect of karmayāga (4,33-34). The same problem of the exact relation between both nīsthās is again tackled in 5,1 ff. Here

81 but cf GBh. 547
karmayoga and jñānayoga are equally autonomous means of attaining beatitude, i.e., the beatitude of the ātman's self-experience, and they are optional; immediately thereafter jñānayoga is declared impossible without karmayoga. Finally, the yoga described in 5.27-28 which is the last step to the ātman's self-experience, is called the head, or the crown, of karmayoga.

How to account for these apparently conflicting statements? No doubt it is principally the ambiguity of the Gitā itself which returns here: the poet of the Gitā did not venture to set aside the time-honoured 'path of knowledge' of the upaniṣads, however partial he were to the 'path of disinterested action'.\(^{52}\) It seems to me that Rāmānuja attempted to reconcile both methods of the Gitā, and starting from the emphatically preferable karmayoga tried to reinterpret jñānayoga. By introducing an element of jñāna into karmayoga itself, both disciplines could be stated in the terms of a continuity: jñānayoga is now no longer a separate way — as such it is repeatedly condemned — but an advanced stage of karmayoga. From Rāmānuja's point of view karmayoga has two 'aspects', knowledge and action. That knowledge is originally the mediate, more or less 'abstract' knowledge of the ātman, corresponding with the sāṁkhya buddhiḥ of the Gitā. This knowledge is acted upon: interested action becomes disinterested action. Gradually (the process may require several lives\(^{53}\)) knowledge and action interact more directly; knowledge, becoming more and more integrated in action, is concretized, action is spiritualized and interiorized, until at last both culminate in Yoga where the ātman is recognized, karmayoga terminates in jñānayoga and the mediate, abstract knowledge is completely concretized in immediate intuitive perception (sāksātka-ra-).\(^{54}\)

So both karmayoga and jñānayoga culminate in Yoga or the Contemplation of the ātman, the immediate cognition, or rather recognition, of the ātman in oneself and all others. There are four degrees or stages, 1. the recognition of similar ātmans in all beings, which all have the

---

\(^{52}\) I may refer to Edgerton, Gitā II, pp. 62 ff.

\(^{53}\) cf. Gṛh. 3.35.

\(^{54}\) essentially the same view in YID. 7, p. 62 karmayogo nāmopadeśaj jīvaparayāthātmajyajñānasaktyanusāraṇa phalasāṅgaraḥhitakarmaviṣeṣaḥ ... ayaṁ tu jīvagatakalmaṣa-papayanavāra jñānayogam utpādyā taddvārā sāksād vā (or, rather, v.l. sāksātkāra-) bhaktyutpādako bhavati / jñānayogo nāma karmayogān nirmalāntahkaranātvāsvarasvarasvatvena prakṛtiyuktasvāmānta-viṣeṣaḥ. For a modern interpretation of Karma- and jñānayoga, tacitly along R.'s lines, see Śrīnivasachari, VA. ch. XIII and XIV (pp. 320 ff.) and Gitā, ch. IV and V (pp. 50 ff.).
same form, knowledge, which is their essential quality, 2. the recognition of similarity of God and atman, 3. the persistence of recognition not only in Yoga but in everyday life, and 4., the highest stage, the acting upon this recognition by never more distinguishing between one’s own atman and the atmans of others. 55

But this lofty end, which as such already means salvation, 60 is not the end of man’s possibilities; on the contrary, it is only a beginning, a necessary beginning of the attainment of the Supreme End, God himself. 6,47 marks the transition from the first to the second sacka and announces the subject-matter of Lectures 7-12: bhakti as the sole means of attaining God.

What is bhakti? It is man’s participating of God, at once ‘intellectual’ and devotional. 57 It is the constant remembrance of the atman’s total subservience to God, inspired and animated by a perfect love of worship in which the knowledge of God as the possessor of all perfections, as the merciful saviour and as the sole cause of the universe completely terminates. It culminates in a mystic ecstasy of love so ardent that the aspirant cannot live for a moment separated from God: all his happiness depends on his contact with God; his most humble act is an expression of his all-pervading love for God.

Ramanuja’s views on bhakti, as they appear in the Gitabasya, are essentially those of the sribhasya; 58 but in his commentary on the Gita he loves to dwell upon the devotional and emotional aspects of the ‘continuous representation of God’. He sums these aspects up in his commentary ad 9,34 “in which God declares what bhakti essentially is”: "Focus your mind constantly, uninterrupted like a flow of oil," 59 on Me, the Paramount Sovereign, antagonistic to all evil and solely comprising all that is good, on Me, the Omniscient, whose every will is truth, the sole cause of the universe, the Supreme Brahman, the Supreme Person,

55 Srinivasachari, Gitā, ch. V, pp. 76 ff.

56 There is no doubt that R. considered that atmāvalokana means release of the soul (following Yāmuna, AS, p. 1 mamātam hi sarvasamayeṣva atmajītānaṁ nihitreyasaḥ ketur iti), but the relation between release in kalvalya and in bhakti is not clear; cf. Srinivasachari, Gitā, pp. 90 ff.

57 for a systematic description of bhakti in R. I refer to Lacombe, ASV, pp. 363 ff.; on bhakti generally see Gonda, Bhakti; R. does not appear to make the later distinction between bhajana- and bhakti-, see Gonda, o.c. p. 647; bhajana is used once (9,30) to explain bhakti.

58 compare e.g. CBh. 18,65 vedopatamaḥ pravasadādāryasya darsanasthitam smṛteṣu kṣayeṣu atyarthapatīḥ (for text ity-) tva mamāma bhavēval vidhāyaś ca madbhakti ‘yathāṁ matprīṣo ‘yathāmatprīṣayatan ca niratikṣayatī paraḥ prīṣeṣu smṛteṣu kṣayeṣu kṣayeṣu orīkāh with, e.g. CBh. 1,1,1 p. 8 ff (Th. p. 13 ff).

59 same expression CBh. 1,1,1 p. 8 (Th. p. 13).
whose compassionate eye is long and immaculate like a lotus-leaf, whose appearance is like a transparant blue haze, whose glow is as brilliant as that of a thousand rising suns, on Me the indestructible ocean of beauty, on Me whose four arms are as bulky as bellies, whose garment is of an extraordinarily radiant yellow hue, who am adorned with immaculate diadems, makara-formed ear-rings, strings of pearls, golden bracelets and arm-rings etc., on Me the shoreless ocean of mercy, goodness, radiance, leniency and love, Me the Refuge of all inconceivably differenced worlds, Me the Master of all Be my bhakta while focusing your mind on Me be you filled with overwhelming love for me, and when you have cognized Me as the immeasurably and incomparably adorable One, devote yourself to worshipping Me. Glorify me do not stop at living merely a life of complete subservience to Me, a life which you would consider eminently desirable because you cognize Me as the immeasurably and incomparably adorable One, but decide to humiliate yourself as deeply as possible before Me who am your innermost atman Seek your support in Me because without Me your atman will be unsupported And, having by doing so prepared your mind in immeasurable and overwhelming love to the attainment of Me, you shall attain Me to that end constantly performing the profane acts, required to sustain your body, as well as the periodical and occasional Vedic acts, while remembering that it is I who have brought about your sole delight in being subservient to Me and therefore performing all these acts to win My love, you should lovingly devote yourself to glorifications, sacrifices, worship etc. for the glory of Me, and while realizing that I rule the world whose sole joy and essence it is to be subordinate to Me and meditating upon the multitudes of My perfectly adorable perfections, you should practise this worship as described above and thereby attain Me.

So, in bhaktiyoga the acts are not less important than they were in atmayoga they now play their part in man’s progress to God, they are indirectly means of attaining God Man’s active life becomes thus dedicated to the One from whom he derives his acting power. This dedication may work out in different ways, depending as always on man’s intention he may dedicate himself to gain aśvarya-, to attain kauvalya-, or to reach God himself The aspirant to aśvarya — prosper-

60 = G madhāśi which acc. to R implies aupacārīka acts (V. waving lights before the idol etc.), sāmparāśika acts (V. adorning the idol with garlands, incense etc.) and abhyavahārīka acts (prostration etc.)

61 = G = R. manah
ity in the world in the widest sense — will naturally remain in samsāra, for he forsakes release. The aspirant to kaivalya — total isolation in the immediate visualization of the ātman in its pure form distinct from prakṛti — may be compared to the jñānayogin of the first sālīka; with this difference that the kaivalyārthīn more or less takes advantage of God to realize his aspiration. The last one, the aspirant to God, or the jñānī — here again the aspect of knowledge in bhakti — is the complete bhakta, who does not seek God for the sake of worldly prosperity or solitary self-experience, but because God himself is his only aim, because he cannot be without God. His exclusive love for God is returned; lovingly God extends his Grace to his striving devotee; and while proceeding further and further along the way of love, his loving representation of God becomes ever more intensified and ultimately his memory terminates in a total visualization of God in his divine majesty: he has attained God.

This progress of the aspirant to God by the way of karma-, jñāna-, and bhaktiyoga, which are not separate roads but successive stages of the same way culminating in the attainment of God, is for Rāmānuja the fundamental teaching of the Gītā. But we miss in this brief exposition of Rāmānuja's views that mystic doctrine which has grown so important in later Viśistādīvaita, which has indeed divided the Vaisnāvas into two schools which exist today, the doctrine of prapatti. The doctrine of prapatti as a second, and indeed a preferable, way to the attainment of God beside bhakti is completely absent in Rāmānuja's Gītābhāṣya. But in view of the later development of prapatti, in view too of the rôle that prapatti played in the religion of the Alvars, it seems

62 by the time of Čṛiṅivāsa (see YID. 8, p 76) when bhakti had become so all-important that everything else seemed negligible, kaivalya (originally a Sāṃkhyan term meaning "the ātman's isolation from the bonds of prakṛti") was reinterpreted in the sense of "isolation from God" and acquired a pejorative connotation which, as Lacombe (ASV. p 372, n 1) justly remarks, is not apparent in R.

63 The exact relation between the jñānayogin and the kaivalyārthīn is not clear. It seems one of the instances of original Sāṃkhyan notions which are not wholly integrated in R's system.

64 on the rôle of God's grace I may refer to Kumarappa’s remarks, p. 294 ff.

65 the Southern School (Ten-galai) which avows the so-called mārgāranyāya (entailing the doctrine that God alone is active and carries the self-surrendering devotee to his goal like a cat carries a kitten), and the Northern School (Vadagalai) which holds the markata view (the devotee collaborates with God like a young monkey clings to the back of its mother); cf. A Govindaśarma, Arthapañcačaka translated, JRAS 1910, II, pp 555 ff.
indicated to sketch here Rāmānuja's attitude with respect to prapatti
in the Gītā

The general meaning in which Rāmānuja takes "pra-√pad is "to take
refuge in",⁶⁶ that may be in God in His human form by following his
command (4,11), in God by considering Him to be the supreme end
of all worship (7,19) — so it can also be applied to man's taking refuge
in divinities as the principal objects of worship (7,20) — Besides it
is called an activity which leads to bhakti (7,15),⁶⁷ it is paraphrased by
"that 'approach' to Me which presupposes the true knowledge of the
ātman that its sole essence is to be a śesa of God, while realizing that
it is Vāsudeva who is man's supreme goal and who is all aspirations
whatever that may make man reach that goal" (7,19), as such it is the
only means for the aśvāryārtham, kaivalyārtham and jīnāṁ to achieve
their respective ends (14,27). by taking refuge in God one may attain
the immediate presentation of the ātman (15,4-5) G Bh ad 14,26-27
is interesting; R explains these stanzas in this sense that, only if God
is served (pāṇḍ homage √scv-√) through bhaktiyoga, a man will be able
to conquer the gunas and qualify himself to become brahman-, i.e. to
attain the ātman in its pure form the immortal and imperishable ātman,
for (st 27) God is the foundation alike of that immortal and im-
perishable ātman (the end of the kaivalyārtham), of the eternal dharma, i.e. the eternal aśvārya (the end of the aśvāryārtham), and the
perfect happiness, i.e. of the attainment of God (the end of the jīnāṁ).
R proceeds because in 7,14 it has been established that prapatti to God
is the only way to conquer the gunas, and to attain aśvārya, kaivalya
and God, it follows that the conquest of the gunas and the attainment
of the ātman⁶⁹ (which presupposes the former) can only be possible
through that exclusive prapatti to God — From this passage we must
conclude that, here at least, R considered prapatti equivalent with
bhakti.

Finally I may point to 18.62 where saranam gaccha (∞ pra-√pad)
is explained by anuvartaswa "follow, obey", this obedience being the
reason that the maYa is stopped (etanmāyāṁnirṛttihetum), with which

⁶⁶ synonymous with (san)a √sri (4,11, 7,20), saranam (upā) √gam
(15,4 5)
⁶⁷ blaga odūpaṇaṇḍāṇāṁ bhagavatprapattih, upāsanā is synonymous with
bhakti
⁶⁸ R makes anuvartasa, anvasasa refer to the brahma of st 26 (brahma-bhūya) which is there equated with śāhāśashtam ātmanāṁ
⁶⁹ = R brahman, which in view of brahma iii st 26 must be explained as ātman
I may compare 7,14 mām eva ye prapadyante māyām etām taranti te.

Therefore, the only conclusion, we are entitled to draw from the above passages is this prapatti is "taking refuge in God as the One who underlies everything, while cherishing the conviction that God is everything because he is the inner Ruler of all, so that, if one desires to achieve a certain end, be it prosperity, self-experience or the attainment of God himself, one has to follow Him, obey his commands and act according to his teaching.” It is the nearest approach of the nivārayārthin and the karvalyārthin to bhakti, it is a first step in bhakti, for it is synonymous with the ‘paying homage to God through bhakti-yoga’ (14,27), it is presupposed by the attainment of ātmāvalokana (ib) and it is an activity which is presupposed by bhakti (bhagavadupāsanāpādinim bhagavatprapattim (7,15)) Though it is intimated that prapatti provokes God’s grace (7,18), there is no evidence that Rāmānuja believed that prapatti alone sufficed, that God would do the rest and that man’s personal efforts in striving after prosperity, aspiring to ātmāvalokana and attaining God are forestalled by an act of grace Nowhere the word has the later sense of “complete self-surrender of the devotee to God who, moved by the devotee's utter desolation, lifts him to beatitude by a mere act of grace”

Kumarappa, though holding essentially the same view, reads more ambiguity in Rāmānuja’s pronouncements on the subject of prapatti. He says that Rāmānuja’s teaching in the GBh differs from that in the SBh in this important respect that in the former text the function of God's grace in man's work for salvation is more stressed to the detriment of the value of man's personal efforts, and that “the religion to which Rāmānuja belonged seems to lead him to assert that the Deity requires nothing from the soul beyond self-surrender (= prapatti)". First he notes the contradiction between SBh 1,3,32 (Th. p 338) where it is said that a śūdra cannot be capable of knowledge of Brahman, this knowledge requiring the study of the Veda to which a śūdra is not entitled, and GBh 9,29-34 where it is said that everyone is equal before God and that even a śūdra by taking refuge to God (ṣaṣṭānya) may attain the supreme end But this does not necessarily imply that a śūdra may attain God as a śūdra by virtuously following God's commandments he may be reborn in a station in which he is better equipped to aspire to his end Again in 15,4 Kumarappa reads

10 "It must be said that the general trend of Rāmānuja's teaching is certainly in favour of the Northern School" (p 311)
11 pp 305 ff.
that "all that is necessary for salvation is to flee to the Deity for Refuge and he will awake in the soul such tendencies as will lead it to release" But here, I think, Kumarappa attaches too much importance to a spurious reading: R. reads in G. 15,4 prapadyed (vulgate prapadye) in the first place; in the second place only he cites a variant reading which most probably is corrupted: prapadyeyataḥ pravṛttir (= prapadya iyataḥ pravṛttir), while a variant reads prapadya yataḥ: it is this variant reading which Rāmānuja comments With the improbable iyataḥ the sense would be "solely by making prapatti to God the ancient pravṛtti (= activity in sublating ignorance etc.) is possible"; whereas the reading prapadya, yataḥ would mean "...after having taken refuge in God, a man will, departing from that, be active in sublating ignorance etc."; this latter sense is in keeping with R.'s explanation of the reading prapadyed etc. which he apparently prefers. Furthermore, Kumarappa cites R.'s commentary on the famous Caramaśloka 18,66. Here again, however, he only quotes half of it, the latter half. R.'s first explanation is perfectly in keeping with his general views: "while performing all dharmas, viz. karma-, jñāna- and bhaktiyoga, as propitiations of God and therefore renouncing result, interest and agency, one should take refuge in Me; realizing that I alone am the agent as well as the means by which you may attain me. If you do so, I will release you from all sins incompatible with your attainment of Me: do not worry." In his second interpretation he assumes that this stanza is meant to dispel Arjuna's fear that he may not be capable of bhaktiyoga, because of all his sins which would take such a long time to purify: "Dispense with all purificatory rites but take directly refuge in Me in order to succeed in bhaktiyoga; I will deliver you from all sins which prevent you to practise bhakti: do not worry." But to my mind even the latter explanation does not mean that taking refuge in God is quite enough: even if God by an act of grace has deigned to

72 a rearrangement of the vulgar reading prapadye yataḥ.

73 in total there are three readings: 1 R.'s first: prapadyed / yataḥ which R. explains in detail; 2. the ('sectarian') reading: prapadyeyataḥ of which no trace can be found in R.'s commentary, but which is given in Apte's text; 3. the 'variant' prapadya / yataḥ, which R. explains in the second place. The only reading which Kumarappa discusses is the second and most suspect one. Further corroboration for his view K. finds in 15,5 where he is lead astray by Gov.'s misleading translation "through my sole agency" where the text has mātrprasadād "by my collaborating grace"; besides he refers to the Ķaraṇagatigadhyā ascribed to R., whose authorship is, however, not really established.

74 this is not to be taken in the sense that God is the sole agent but that he grants his permission (enumeiti); cf. GBh. 18,14-15 and CBh. 2,3,41.
wash the incompatible sins away, Arjuna has still to practise bhakti. Here too we may consider the first interpretation as the one preferred by Rāmanuja.

On the whole I may say that there is not sufficient evidence to conclude that Ramanuja's attitude with regard to man's personal efforts in securing his lofty end is different from that displayed in the Sūtbhasya. Whenever God's grace is mentioned the personal efforts of the aspirant are stressed too. There is certainly no trace of that importance given to prapatti by later Visistadvaitins. God's grace may crown the aspirant's efforts, but he first has to deserve it. Only when a man has devoted his life to exclusive bhakti towards God He will elect him to his beatitude.

V

We have said before that in his Gitabhasya Ramanuja shows himself a priest rather than a critical and polemic thinker. Whatever this distinction is worth it may be justified in so far as it throws light on certain aspects of Ramanuja's personality which perhaps inevitably, often remain obscure in studies dealing with this typically Indian genius. Most works treat of 'Ramanuja the Philosopher', with his theory of knowledge, his philosophical system, his differences with Sankara, etc., and Western scholars especially are apt to isolate him from his traditional background in order to shed light, almost exclusively, on those of his writings which appeal most to an abstract mind accustomed to evaluate philosophies rather than philosophers. Whereas Ramanuja's commentary on Vedantasutra 111 has been translated time and again, hardly any attention has been paid to his other writings, the study of the genesis of his ideas even of his relation to his immediate predecessors, esp. Yamuna, has positively been neglected. But I would maintain that not only a just evaluation but also a right comprehension of Ramanuja's contribution to Indian and Vedantic thought cannot be possible unless we try to see him against his entire background and as part of a long tradition.

The Gitabhasya sheds some light on other aspects of his religious activities; we meet an Indian guru who explains a revered text to

---

75 It is curious enough that R. proposes two explanations for stanzas which in later times have grown so important. There might be two reasons: 1 that R. though not subscribing entirely to the views of his contemporaries did not want to exclude these possible translations from his bhasya. 2 that both explanations are added by a later hand. On the possibility that R. considered the doctrine of prapatti too secret to divulge, see Lacombe ASV p. 370 n 5.
his disciples in the ancient and traditional manner, elucidating stanza after stanza, pausing at every word, enlarging upon every vital point and clarifying every difficulty. The great difference between his two commentaries on the Sūtras and the Gītā is that properly speaking only the latter is a commentary at all. Unlike the Sūtras whose concise and obscure style leaves all commentators ample scope for expounding the most divergent views, the Gītā is a rather long poem, coherent in itself written in a simple style which seldom admits of more than one interpretation. Still, when we study the various commentaries on the Gītā we are struck not only by the divergence of one Indian commentary from the other, but also, and particularly so, by the divergence of all Indian commentaries together from the interpretations of modern scholarship. It may be worth while to occupy ourselves with this divergence.

The differences between traditional Indian and modern interpretation are determined by a basically different outlook. The modern scholar studies the texts from the historical point of view, the Indian *sub specie aeternitatis*. For the former the texts are determined by their place in history, their date, their relations to other texts of the same age, their connections with older and younger texts etc., whereas for the latter they are determined by their eternity, their eternity with respect to the past in which they have existed side by side with essentially consonant with, forming a whole with, all other sacred texts, and their eternity with respect to the present, the eternal authority which they have carried through all ages until now. His historical outlook leads the former to study the texts analytically so that by subtly weighing conformity and difference he may ultimately arrive at a well-balanced interpretation of every historically unique text, whereas the latter arrives, or, rather, has already arrived beforehand, at his interpretation by the basic assumption of the characteristic conformity of every text to other similar texts. Seldom, and then only hesitantly, a modern scholar will utilize younger texts to interpret older ones, while for the Indian commentator all texts are the one expression of the everlasting present truth, so that every text can be interpreted in the terms of every other text.

The basic assumption is that of the *ātikārthya*- of all sacred texts, a conception which can be traced back to the Karmamimamsā where it was intimately connected with the principle of syntactical unity or *ekavākyādhyākarana*—the application of this principle, originally
meaning that when a number of words serve the same purpose only if read in connection these words form a syntactical unity, was soon extended it was said that those groups of words which convey a single idea should be regarded as one sentence, or, in other words, when there is singleness of meaning there must of necessity be consistency in the words, or sentences, or texts, which convey this meaning. In the Vedantamamamsa this principle became most important, whereas the Karmamamamsa, dealing with a great variety of rites could solve all contradictions between certain injunctions by assuming that the different enjoined rites were optional, the Vedantamamamsa, dealing with texts which set forth the knowledge of Brahman could not solve similar contradictions by assuming that there were optional kinds of knowledge, but was by the very unity of knowledge itself forced to maintain the absolute consistency of all texts treating of knowledge.

For Rāmānuja, unlike Sankara all scriptures are equally authoritative. The artha- (at once “meaning”, “idea”, “purpose”, and “end”) of their injunctions being fundamentally the same, it is the task of the commentator to find a method of interpretation by which all conflicting statements can be reconciled and given their proper place in a consistent explanatory system.

We have seen that the task of smṛti is to elucidate śruti, this, of course, is only possible if smṛti agrees with śruti. The Gitābhasya provides several interesting instances of the manner in which this elucidation and this agreement was conceived and applied GBh 3.4 R states his view that jñānayoga is ancillary to bhaktyyoga which alone leads to knowledge of God, he corroborates this view by referring to Prajāpati’s speech, ChUp 8.7-12, where, according to R, the knowledge of the individual atman is taught, this knowledge corresponds with that of jñānayoga. The ChUp passage 8.7-12 is connected with ChUp 8.1-3, which, again according to R, deals with the knowledge of God and being separated are found to be wanting and incapable of effecting the said purpose they form one ‘Syntactical Unit — one complete Yajush Mantra’.

77 cf Jhā p 190 f
78 cf Thibaut Vedānta Sutras (SBE. XXXIV) p xi
79 Srīnivaschari: Finite Self p 3 f
80 cf GBh 2.41 ekaṃso mokṣaphalāya hi mumukṣoh sarvāṇi karmāṇi
vidhiyante l atah sāstrādhiśvaksatād sarvakarmāṇaṃ buddhir ekāsa l etc.
81 cf ČBh. 1.1.1 (Th. p. 138 ff), Ved p 16 ff
82 cf ČBh. 11.1 p 72 (Th. p. 91), quoted supra n. 16, and ČBh 2.1.1, (Th. p 411) upeyamānānam ca jñātarpadānārthasādikarānam tac ca viruddhārthataḥ smṛtyāh na lakyate kṣaram
sets forth in 8,3,4 what is the fruit of knowledge of God, viz. the ātman's entering into the supreme light. So there is perfect agreement between the Gita progress jñānayoga → knowledge of God in bhaktiyoga → union with God, and ChUp 8,7-12 → 8,1-3 → 8,3,4. So R at once elucidates these sruti passages by interpreting them according to his views on the Gita and corroborates these views by adducing evidence from the sruti. Another instance is GBh 8,3 where karman which has the sense of "creative act" is explained by "procreative act" with reference to the pāṇcāgāṇividdya of ChUp 5,4-10, where in 5 8 the sacrifice (= karman-, hence the connection) is described in the terms of cohabitation. The reason of this connection becomes clear in GBh 8,23 ff where the two roads of light and darkness are spoken of. This passage is connected with ChUp 5 10 and the conspicuous resemblance of the Gita with this sruti justify the connection. But the sruti passage is interpreted in a curious way which we can only understand when we compare Gitā 8 8 ff there three groups of aspirants are discussed, the aśvaryārthins, the kaivalyārthins and the jñānins, of whom only the first will return to samsāra. The parallelism of the two roads in Gita and ChUp 5,10 leads R to identify these three groups of aspirants with the persons mentioned in 5,10 tad ya ittham vdhuh correspond to the kaivalyārthins "who know this", viz the preceding paragraphs on karman, ye cene 'ranye sraddhā tapa ity upāsate correspond to the jñānins or perfect bhaktas (upāsana- being synonymous with bhakti, hence the identification) and ya ime grāma istapürte datram ity upāsate (5,10 3) to the aśvaryārthins, of whom it is said that they will return to samsāra, whereas the others will not return. So the sruti agrees perfectly with the Gita. But how can R identify the kaivalyārthins with tad ya ittham vdhuh? Remember the kaivalyārthim is the one who strives after, and acquires eventually, true knowledge of the atman as distinct from prakṛti. Now, R contends, the srutis pāṇcamyām dhutān āpah puruṣa-vacaso bhavanti (ChUp 5,9,1) and 5,10,7 declare that karman causes a man to be born in a body which consists of elements (water etc.) and

83 which R says appears from ChUp 5 10,2 sa evam (sc the two categories spoken of in 5 10) brahma namavāt. It is interesting to note that R. couples this passage with ChUp 4 15,6 which corresponds to a great extent, however, in GBh 3 0 (discussed above) R maintained that this passage of the doḥasvāntī or attainment of God corresponds with the ultimate attainment of God through bhakti as set forth in the G , but only the perfect bhakta or jñānīn attains God not the kaivalyārthim so that there seems to be a contradiction.

84 which, to accord with R., should be interpreted "by karman the elements (water etc.) are coupled with the puruṣa (ātman)"
that the atman is but enveloped by these elements, so here the śruti expounds the difference between atman and body, it is this knowledge of the kuvalyaṁtham which is resumed in tad in tad ya ittham viṇḍuh.\textsuperscript{82} We may safely say that here the Gita has done more to corroborate the śruti than contrariwise. An instance of a different kind where a Gitā passage is projected against the background of the śruti is GBh 3.30-31, here R interprets mayi sarvāṁ karman samnyasaṁ in the sense that God is the atman of all beings and, as their antaryāmin, actuates them all and so is to be regarded as the ultimate agent of their acts. This sense, he proceeds, is the essential doctrine of the upanisads, so the importance of 3.31 ff stands suddenly out in relief.

The principle of atkārthya bears not only on different texts, but also on each text itself. We have seen how this principle was applied to the ChUp where seemingly unconnected fragments were made to form a consistent whole. The Gitabhāṣya in its entirety is another example we have seen that the whole Gita is so interpreted that it forms a consistent whole. The different parts which make up this whole are, too, explained as consistently as possible. A curious case is to be found in 3.36 ff where the influence of kāma- is discussed, the author of the Gitā concludes his discussion in 41 by showing the way in which kāma-may be conquered, which is modified in 43 after a parenthetical Śāntikhyān survey of the levels of psychical functions; senses, manas, buddhi, beyond which is sah by which obviously the atman is meant, as is proved by 43 buddheḥ param ātmānam R disregards the parenthesis of 42, and takes the senses in 42 to mean what they meant in 41: obstacles to be conquered, so that manas and buddhi are consistently taken to mean further obstacles, and sah the last one, which therefore is made to stand for kāma-, but thus forces hinā in 43 to equate ātmānam with manah and ātmanā with buddhyā.

The tendency to interpret the text as consistently as possible easily entails over-interpretation, by which I mean the over-emphasizing of an often far-fetched sense found in certain passages and stanzas, which thereby are given over-due significance and made to determine the general trend of interpretation. For instance, the over-interpretation of G 2.12 which is treated of as a proof of the reality of the plurality and individuality of the ātmans and of the reality of the difference between God and ātman, or 2.17-18 where in a most ingenious way

---

\textsuperscript{82} but tad refers also to the karman described in 5.4-9, esp. 9, which, we may remember, was identified with the karman of G 8.3 which was particularly to be known (and forsaken) by the kuvalyaṁtham.
nothing less than complete syllogisms are construed which prove the mortality of the body and immortality of the atman. A clear example provides 4,18-19 in st 16 akarman- was given the sense of "knowledge" (akarman- > jñānayoga- > jñāna-) and karman- that of 'karmayoga'. In st 19 R reads a proof for his interpretation that karmayoga implies knowledge. This is deduced from tam āhuh panditam budhah "sages who know the truth call a man who practises karmayoga a knowing man". Which proves that karmayoga implies knowledge.

In the same trend 20 cd karmay abharpaurtto pi nava kimctt karoti sah is interpreted and na karoti given the sense of "he practises akarman- or knowledge". The conception that karmayoga itself implies knowledge of the atman plays a leading part in the interpretation of the first satka. Another example is that of the three groups of aspirants, aśvāyārthins, kaivalyārthins and jñāmās which are first met with in 7, 16 where ārta- and arthārthīn- are both explained as aśvāyārthins differing only in degree (gunabheda matram) jñāsa as the kaivalyārthīn who wishes to acquire knowledge of the atman as distinct from prakṛti, and jñāmā- as the complete bhakta. These three groups play an important rôle; they return in 7,28-29 and throughout 8, where esp. the passage stt 8-15 is made to refer to them and interpreted in a way contrary to the obvious sense of these stanzas.

Instances of similar forced explanations which overemphasize a not impossible, and often enough improbable sense of a passage or stanza in order to arrive at a consistent connotation or to make them agree with the general trend of interpretation are very numerous. In many cases they entail similar explanations of single words which are taken in an unusual sense so that they can be fitted into the sense of the whole passage. We have seen that by disregarding the parenthesis of 3,42 and by making sah refer to kāma- R was forced to explain atmānam in 43 by manah, and that in 4,16 ff akarman- was taken in the sense of "knowledge" to account for certain ambiguities in the Gita text.

Generally speaking the same tendencies of which we have already spoken influence the sense in which a word is taken, viz the tendency to take no account of the historical meaning of a certain word, the sense most common to it in a certain period and a certain text, and the tendency to make its sense entirely dependent on the given context, the general sense of which has been established beforehand. It happens that in the same context the same word is explained in a different way.

86 see Ch IV
E.g., in GBh 4.18-24 the element of knowledge implied in karmayoga is under discussion. To retain a consistent sense st 24 is interpreted in the same terms. The commentary is preceded by a short introduction in the preceding stanzas it has been said that karmayoga implies knowledge of the atman, now it is said that it implies knowledge as it implies the realization that all action (sc ritual) is ensouled by the Supreme Person who is the Supreme Brahman thus we have to interpret brahman- in 24 as parabrahman or God as the antaryamin, but 24 cd brahmava tena gantayam brahmakarmasamadhinā is explained "a person who has formed the opinion that all acts consist of br in so far as they are ensouled by br is able to reach (not the Supreme Brahman or God the prerogative of the bhakta, but ) the atman", so that in c brahman = the atman, and in d brahman- = the Supreme Brahman. The instances of various explanations of brahman- are interesting here more than in other cases, its full repertory of meanings is used with some philosophical justification.

The term brahman is used to connote God, atman and prakrti. In its primary sense brahman denotes God, the Supreme Brahman, the Absolute One, the inner Ruler of the world, the material cause of the world and as such its effect, it is the underlying divine Reality (4.24-25), the sole End to be reached (8.24). Secondarily it connotes the atman but then the atman in its pure form released from its bondage to prakrti as an entity of its own kind (atmavastu), essentially the same in all beings which has unlimited knowledge as its form and the immediate contemplation of which is a source of perfect, everlasting happiness (2.72, 5.19, 20, 21, 24-26, 6.27-28, 7.29, 8.1, 3, 13, 30, 14, 26, 27, 18, 50, 53, 54). At the root of this connotation is the meaning of brahman- in Samkhyan philosophy, but its Samkhyan meaning is given a new and religious significance by the fact that the atman is a prakara of God as the Supreme Brahman, brahman- does not assume a completely different sense by connoting the atman but the connotation brahman- gives the atman itself a new significance, that of being utterly dependent on and internally ruled by the Supreme.

---

87 I have abbreviated this passage on etymology of brahman CBh 1.1.2 (Th p 158) anatadhkātād abhod 1rmahanā ca brahma bhyater dhūtos tadārthatā br is immeasurably and incomparably large and all supporting for these are the meanings of √brḥ, see Gonda, Brahman p 20 and passim.
88 cf e.g. CBh 2.34 and passim compare also Gonda o.c., p 12.
89 GBh 13.2.
90 Gonda o.c. p 12 where further references.
Brahman which is God. Another secondary meaning of brahman- is prakṛti (3,15; 5,10; 6,44; 14,3-4), at the root of which is the Sāmkhya sense “immense complexity of elements which is always changing, one, uncaused, independent, eternal and all-pervading”\(^{94}\), but this sense is again modified and elevated by the fact that the prakṛti is a prakāra of the Supreme Brahman who pervades, directs and animates it. In this sense brahman- connotes the subtle elements. Still, even in the intimate unity of Brahman with spiritual and non-spiritual substances as the upādāna- of material cause of the world, all three entities remain categorically different and distinct from one another.\(^{96}\)

Yet we wonder whether all these implications of the usage of brahman- were always considered by R, in some cases definitely not. E.g., brahman- in G 13,12 (which R reads anādi maitṛam brahma, to avoid param brahma) means nothing but “ätman”. R declares ätmany api brahmasabdah prayāyate and refers to 14,26-27 and 18,54 where the word has the same sense, thus same brahman- is identified with ksetrajñatattva- “the category of ksetra-jña-” with reference to its etymology bhṛttvagunayogī ksetrajñatattvam “ks can be called br because it possesses the property of bhṛttva- ‘exceeding greatness’ “.\(^{97}\)

It can easily be understood that when the insight in the semantic development of a word is wanting, the etymology of that word becomes very important; the etymology may provide the commentator with an

---

\(^{92}\) cf also Lacombe, ASV p 287 ff I cannot however agree with his opinion that ekarasa- in seṣatakekarasa- GBh 7,19, said of ätman and prakṛti would mean that “elle (the ätman) est de meme essence en tant qu’elle forme une partie intégrante de son (brahman’s) corps”, the expression is synonymous with -seṣatakekarasi- (Intr) and -seṣatakekarasabhāva- (18,54) the ätman’s sole delight, or sole essence, is to be a sesa of God a subordinate principle pervaded by God as its inner Ruler, an aprthaksiddhatisesana- of God Rasa- has both connotations “joy” and “essence” So, paramapuruṣasesatakekarasatā (GBh 7,19) cannot mean “the being ‘de même essence que la Personne Supreme parce qu’elle (ätman) est un élément subordonnée de son être’, but rather “the having as its sole joy and essence the being a sesa of the Supreme Person”.

\(^{93}\) cf CBh 2,3,4 brahmasabdhas ‘tasmad etad brahma nāmorāpam annam esa śyate’ (MundUp 1,1,9) ity atra pradhāne gnanatayā prayuktah

\(^{94}\) Gonda, o.e., p 12 where further references, cf CBh 1,4,14 (Th p 375) where a Sāmkhya adversary is introduced who interprets brahman- as pradhāna-

\(^{95}\) bhātātāsākṣma- GBh 132

\(^{96}\) atah śīnāsākṣmamacadbhirprakāram brahmanta kāryam kāramat cēs brahmopādānam jagat, GBh 132, cf CBh 1,4,23 (Th p 398 ff.)

\(^{97}\) cf CBh 1,2 where the same etymology of brahman- (quoted supra n 88) is given, but there it refers to the Supreme Brahman The complete passage in GBh runs bhṛttvagunayogī sartrād arthāntaraḥabhitam svatāh sarvādbhiph paricchedarāhitam kṣetrajñatattvam ity arthāh “the kṣetrajña is bhṛtt- because it cannot be encompassed by bodies etc, for it is different from the body”
appropriate meaning which is not to be found elsewhere but still has the dignity of its ancient source. Instances of etymological interpretations are numerous. In 2,18 the (pseudo?) etymology of deha \(\sqrt{\text{dhi}}\) in the sense of “combination, augmentation” (upacaya-) is used to prove that a body is a combination of elements and therefore perishable, manas- is explained throughout by ātmamanananasāla- because of the pseudo etymology \(\sqrt{\text{man}}\), in 2,44 samādhi- is explained by manas because it is in the manas that the knowledge of the ātman is contemplated (saṁā-\(\sqrt{\text{dhi}}\)), in 11,10 deva- is rendered by dyotamāna- and in 11,15 dvya- by dipta-, no doubt because they derive from dyu- dv-, in 11,24 Viśnu- is rendered by vyāpīn- (\(\sqrt{\text{viś}}\) or vis-), loka- in 15, 17 and 18, and 16,6 is explained by “that which is seen” from \(\sqrt{\text{lok}}\), etc.

Under the same head I would bring the explanations which are derived from the literal and radical meaning of a word praṇāpati- in 3,10 is not Praṇāpati but literally “the lord of the creatures, God”, brāhmaṇa- in 2,46 = brahmāsambandhu- (brahman- in the sense of “Veda”) = vaiśka- (cf brāhmaṇa- in 17,13 qualified for brahman- or the Veda the first three varnas) Only when we keep in mind the radical meaning of \(\sqrt{\text{yu}}\) “to join, combine, connect etc.” we understand the many different meanings of yoga-, even when that word occurs in expressions like yogākṣema- (2,45 yoga- = aprāptasya prāpṭih, kṣema- = prāptasya parrakṣanam, whereas 9,22 yoga- = matprāpṭiḥlaksana-, kṣema- = āpurnarārttirūpa-) and yogesvara- (11,4 “pos- sessor of yoga- = jñānakālayanagunayoga-”, vid 18,75, but 18,78 ‘lord of the yogas = kṛtsnasvocciṣayorupanāvasthitacaketanasvācetanasya ca svabhavayogāḥ’)

Usually the many equations go unexplained, very frequently ātman- is equated with manas-, but only once, not before 6,47, we learn on what grounds there antarātman- is equated with manas-, for baḥya-bhyantarasaralavritvaiseśārayabhūtam manah from which we gather that ātman- = manas- inasmuch as the manas is, like the ātman, an ātaya-. Often these equations will find their ground in specialized usages which we do not know but which for a Sanskrit-speaking Indian needed no explanation. Sometimes an equation which at first seems fantastic is on further consideration found acceptable, e.g. in 4,6 māyā is equated with jñāna- on the strength of a Nighantu, and jñāna- again equated with sāmkalpa-, but when we consider the creative aspect of jñāna- and the etymologies of māyā (\(\sqrt{\text{ma}}\)-“to fashion”) and sāmkalpa...

---

98 cf CṣBh 3,4,46 (Th. p 710), quoted in n 103
(sām-√kāp- "to fashion"), we find that these equations are not as arbitrary as they seem. I am certain that when similar equations in Indian commentaries are studied systematically, many of them which would seem to be wildly fantastic will prove to be acceptable enough.

Sometimes we see that R arrives at a correct interpretation of a passage via a series of queer equations, e.g. sāmiṃśhya in 2.39 which is explained to derive from sāmkhyā which is equated with buddhi- (< sāmkhyā- "to reflect") "the organ by which we reflect" > sāmkhyā- "that on which we reflect by means of the buddhi", i.e. in this connection "the category of ātman", so that sāmkhye buddhiḥ is "the buddhi directed to the ātman in order to know it", in contradistinction to yoge buddhiḥ "the buddhi applied to practice", which explanations are true at least to the general sense of this passage.

Other equations can be understood when we consider the dogmatical background of the author. Adhering to the satkaryavada doctrine he is justified in equating a word denoting a cause with its effect. A clear instance is 2.14 mātrāṃśa- "contact with the matras", these mātrās comprise 1 the tanmatras with which they are synonymous, i.e. the subtle elements of sound, etc. and 2 their bases or āṣrayas, the latter meaning is justified tanmatrākāryatvad 'the bases (i.e. the bhutas ākāsa etc. and consequently all substances composed of these elements) can be called mātras or tanmatras because they are effects of the tanmatras". Another instance is 13.34 where moksa denotes, not release but that by which release is brought about, i.e. the required virtues, and 17.8 where sattva- is equated with antahkarana- and the latter equated with its product knowledge. An instance of the same kind is 18.30 where pravṛtti- and nivṛtti- are taken in the sense of the dharma which bring about both effects, here the tendency of consistency plays a role too on account of the parallelism of this paragraph R makes pravṛtti- and nivṛtti- correspond to dharma in stt 31 and 32 and so arrives at his interpretation alike of pravṛtti- and nivṛtti- and of dharma-

There are a number of cases in which a certain word is understood to be used pradarśanartham and to denote implicitly all other concepts of the series to which it belongs, e.g. 4.13 mayā srstam implies mayā raksyate and maya upasamhriyate, in 7.4 manas- implies the senses of which the manas is the co-ordinating organ, in 11.19 virya- in ananta- vīrya- implies all six kalyanagunas, one of which is vīrya- or dhairyā- etc.

In some cases the meaning of a word is derived from or justified
by a śruti; e.g. aksara- in 11,18 tvam aksaram paramam veditavyam denotes God: R. connects this with MUndUp. 1,1,4 dve vidye veditavye, the second of which is the Supreme One or aksara- (1,1,5); but in 11,37 aksara- is rendered by jivātman which is aksara- because it does not perish (na ksarati), as is proved by KaṭhUp. 2,18 (R. reads G. 11,37 d: tvam aksaram (= jivātman) sadasat (= prakṛti) tat-param yat (the Supreme Person beyond cit and acit)).

Finally, R. often interprets a pregnant meaning in a seemingly indifferent word; e.g. in 11,9 Hariḥ / darśayāmāsa Pārthāya paramāṇu rūpaṁ aśvaram, a subtle meaning is detected in the use of the metronymic Pārthu: Arjuna is the son of Pṛthū, the sister of Kṛṣṇa’s father, and this intimate relationship may be one of the reasons that God’s grace is shown to Arjuna.

***

These remarks and notes, desultory though they are, may give us some idea of the way in which Rāmānuja arrived at his interpretations which so frequently differ from those given by modern scholarship. If anything, they show how ample a scope an Indian commentator was allowed for explaining a celebrated text in accordance with the views of the religious milieu he represented. The two principles which determine the interpretation, viz. the basic assumptions of the consistency and of the eternity of the sacred texts, run counter to the fundamental principles of modern scholarship and we have to reject them. But it should be remembered that both assumptions, which are closely related, have saved the texts from oblivion. A text was never located in a historic past and thereby saved from being fossilized in a too exclusive connection with that past. Its very eternity brought it directly into the present and made it a living force which could keep inspiring the Indian thinkers. Being fundamentally consistent with all other sacred texts, each text was more than itself alone; the lofty thoughts of all texts together could interact, complete one another, shed light on one another. We should remember that these texts were never for an Indian what they are for us: historically unique books, belonging to a remote and dead past, gravely to be consulted by scholars with a penchant for history and tradition, but that they were living memories: they were known by heart and consequently by fragments. Every age and every milieu spontaneously made its own selection: those revelations which at a given place and time were most vivid to the mind determined the views on and the interpretations of the complete texts. So, however
eternal and eternally true they were, they were liable to change in aspect: ever new facets were discovered and though the new light shed on those facets inevitably obscured others, it renewed the illuminating power of a text which was made a many-sided crystal ready to reflect every light with a light of its own. So many fragments could be connected in so many ways, and spontaneously an illuminating combination jumped to the eye and a new interpretation was born. This interpretation was elaborated, more pieces were fitted in the new pattern, and finally it was given the finishing touch by a commentator who set himself to the task of completing the work of generations. Often he would have to force the pieces together, but it was only the pattern that mattered and this pattern was indicated by a few single fragments.

So it can happen that while we differ in the interpretation of almost every stanza of the Gītā we can agree with the general trend of Rāmānuja’s interpretations. For Rāmānuja’s bhāsyā does fully justice to the intentions of the author of the Gītā: to reconcile the barren absolute of monistic thought with the living God of devotion and to show a new and supreme way to attain release, the way of exclusive devotion to a merciful personal God, endowed with all perfections, who can be fully known only through love. It is by this agreement that we should evaluate Rāmānuja’s commentary. We cannot judge it by our own scholarly principles, for we see that just by diverging from these principles Rāmānuja was able to fulfill what he conceived to be his only task: to restore the Bhagavadgītā not only in the hearts but also in the minds of the Indian thinkers and thereby to restore the unity of religion and philosophy. In this respect we may say that he has been truer to the spirit of the Gītā than modern scholarship could ever be. He has completed the task which the poet of the Gītā had begun, the reconciliation of thought and religion.
Note on my condensed rendering of the Gitābhāṣya.

The form in which I present my English rendering of Rāmānuja's Gitābhāṣya needs some explanation and justification. Right from the start it has been my object to render this important commentary as accessible as possible to the sanskritist as well as the student of comparative religion and philosophy. But an Indian commentary is something of its own kind; the commentators have their own style, technique and rules which make a literal translation into a Western language difficult if not impossible. The method of explaining the commented text *verbis verbo et nomen nomine*, the elementary punctuation of the devanāgarī script and the want of an annotation system, due to the custom of Indian scribes to cover their palm-leaves length-wise and at a stretch, all make an Indian commentary somewhat forbidding to Western readers. Simple explanations, paraphrases, references, etymologies, digressions and disquisitions are put side by side and often in parenthesis in one long explanatory sentence. The sanskritist may soon find his way through this labyrinth, but it is out of place in a translation where full profit could be drawn from the resources of modern punctuation and typography.

All this applies to Rāmānuja's Gitābhāṣya. When I had finished a complete translation of this text into Dutch, I found it would be neither necessary nor desirable to have it printed in extenso. A translation of a Sanskrit text like this can never be meant to replace the original text, but only to make it accessible and to clarify it. A student who wishes to study the text itself could never use a translation instead of the original, however helpful it might be to his study of that original. Both for him and for one who is interested in the bhāṣya with respect to the Gītā, or Viśiṣṭādvaita, or Rāmānuja himself, a condensed rendering, in which all important points and all interesting details are given their due and all difficulties are discussed, will suffice. Moreover, in such a condensed rendering the superficial obscurities which all Indian commentaries present could more easily be disposed of, the full meaning of the text consequently more clearly stated and the continuity of the commentary better preserved than would be possible in a verbatim translation. On the other hand the bhāṣya should remain what it is, a running commentary to be consulted at the reading of the commented text.

I found that the bulk of the complete translation, which in print would have comprised some 300 pages without notes, could easily
and justifiably be reduced to something less than half that size. This could be achieved 1 by giving in notes all minor details which have no direct bearing on the general interpretation of a certain verse, 2 by omitting all those explanations whose interest is didactic rather than scholarly, 3 by condensing in a concise style the direct material interpretations, using Ramanuja’s own words.

A critic who would take the pains of comparing my condensed rendering with the Sanskrit original will, I trust, find it to be adequate, though he may note some discrepancies. Ramanuja retains throughout the direct speech of the Gita in his verbatim translations but switches over to indirect speech in his general remarks, for the sake of consistency I have used indirect speech throughout, except in Lecture XI where Arjuna is personally granted a vision of God. Nowhere does R discriminate between Krsna and the supreme personal Deity, on the contrary he seldom misses an opportunity to emphasize that Krsna is God, so I have throughout called the Teacher of the Gita by the names of God. As God addresses whole mankind in the person of Arjuna, I have given His direct exhortations a general bearing as indeed R explicitly and implicitly does. In a few isolated cases I have transported the interpretation of a verse to another paragraph so that R’s meaning could more systematically be stated.

For the sake of clarity I have divided the subject matter into paragraphs where R explicitly and implicitly treats a group of verses as forming a unit. The short introductions which R prefaces to the explanation of a single verse or a group of verses either elucidating the transition from one verse to another or marking a new paragraph are given in the text. Frequently R explains a verse or group of verses as being an answer to an implied question, this is clearly indicated by the words Question and Answer in the text. The same is done where Arjuna is questioning the Lord, a glance at the Gita will show which of the two is meant.

The method I have followed in my rendering has, as far as I know, not been tried before. Perhaps some may think my treatment of the Gitabhaya Procrustean still whatever its imperfections may be, it certainly will show no want of respect for Ramanuja whose important interpretations I have earnestly tried to present in as lucid and accessible a form as possible.
A CONDENSED RENDERING OF RĀMĀNUJA’S GĪTĀBHĀSYA
Dedictory verse.

I greet the sage Yāmuna:¹ by meditating on his feet I have been purified of all impurities and become what I am.²

Introduction.

Now, the Consort of Śrī, whose proper form,³ antagonistic to all that is evil and solely comprising all that is good, is nothing but knowledge and bliss;

the ocean of innumerable beautiful qualities, such as boundless and supreme knowledge, power, force, sovereignty, fortitude, mastery, etc., qualities proper to his nature;⁴

the treasury of numberless properties, such as brilliance, beauty, comeliness, youthfulness etc., which are in accord with his pleasure and which are unimaginable, divine and miraculous, impeccable and incomparable;⁵

whose divine shape is adorned with manifold and manifold endless, wonderful, eternal, irreproachable, immeasurable divine ornaments and equipped with innumerable weapons which, being worthy of their bearer, are of inconceivable power, eternal, impeccable and incomparable;⁶

¹ Yāmuna or Aklavandār, predecessor of R. at the temple of Čṛīraṅga; on his influence on R. see Ch. II.
² vastutm upayato; on the expression cf. Gbh. 4,14 and ČBh. 2,1,34.
³ svarūpa; on this term see Lacombe, ASV. p. 48 f.
⁴ L. jñāna- “immediate intuitive knowledge of everything” (sarasaktākrārāpam); 2. śakti- “creative power” (aghāyataghaṇāsanāmarthym); 3. bala- “power” (niyamanaśāmarthym); 4 tāra- or dhairya- “the being not subject tovikāras or transformations” (svayārtvam); 5. tejas- “power to overcome others” (parābhīhārasāmarthym), cf. YID. 7, p. 60; these are the śādgunya- or the six kālayaṇuṇas, perfect qualities proper to God’s nature.
⁵ These, acc. to YID. 6, p 55, are the qualities proper to God’s beatific personality (divyamaṅgalarātragunanā); Črīnavāsa (l.c.) adds tasya (sc. śrīraṣṭya) vāpaṇāvatām gātādu prasiddham “texts like the Gītā prove that these qualities are invariably concomitant with God”.
⁶ cf. YID. 6, p. 54 bhagavato ‘prāktaidivyamaṅgalarāgas tu asrābhāsāṇādhyāyoktasastraopāyam; the chapter referred to is VP. 22; the ornaments and weapons are: the Kaustubha jewel; the Črīvatsa curl; the Club; the Conch; the Bow; the Sword; the Discus; the Arrows; and the Garland.
whose perfections, glory and lordship, being essentially in accordance with his will, are eternal and unrivalled;

who holds śrī dear because of her boundless, perfect and numberless beautiful virtues such as faithfulness and the like;

whose feet are incessantly praised by numberless sūris with endless virtues of perfect, unsurpassed knowledge, actions etc., whose proper forms, maintenance and various activities are dependent on his volition, and whose sole delight is to be completely subservient to Him;

who, whereas his proper nature and beings are incomprehensible by speech and thought, reigns a boundless and wondrous dominion which abounds in numberless objects, means and places of experiences of all kinds and forms, and which suits his pleasure;

who resides in the Supreme Heaven which is of immeasurable circumference, eternal, indestructible, irreproachable and imperishable;

whose sport is to originate, develop and submerge the entire universe crowded with experiencing and experienced entities of all sorts and forms;

who is the Supreme Brahman.

7 Viśuś or Nārāyana’s consort, acc. to pāñcaratric cosmology, the active and creative aspect of the Supreme Being.
8 sūri- or nityasūri- ‘angelic’ being eternally released from samsāra and possessed of a beautified body (YID. 4, p. 46 nityasūrinām ca svabhāvikā
garudabhujagadivāpaṃ; bhujaga- is the serpent Ėṣa, Nārāyana’s throne).
9 svamāṇkapuṇḍرابhīyasyavārapasthitipraṇīthibheda-; Lacombe (ASV. p. 278) interprets svārapasthitī + pravṛttibheda- as a dvandva of two tatpurūṣas (“constants en leur nature essentielles et diligents en la diversité des actions extérieures”) which should be rejected in view of 10,42 idam... jagat... svārapadibhīva
sthilau pravṛttibheda ca... matsanākalyanī nātivarate; it is a three-membered dvandva (svārūpa-sthiti-pravṛttibheda-) constituting the last member of a bahuvrihi.
11 this line describes God’s relation to the finite ātmans.
12 this line describes God’s relation to the non-spiritual world which provides the jīvātmans with the objects, means and places of experience. Acc. to YID. 6, p. 53 the objects are: God’s body etc. (sc. in devout worship of the arca or image); the means: sandal incense, flowers, robes, ornaments, weapons etc. (to adorn the idol); and the places: temple-gates (gopura-), enclosures, pavilions, palaces (rāmāna-), gardens, lotus-ponds etc.
13 paramānyamānī- one of the names of the Supreme Heaven or Vaikuntha which is described in detail in YID. 6, p. 55.
14 itī, a term usually rendered by “sport”, denotes a, more or less creative, act which is, unlike kārmī-, not performed to realize a desire or to achieve an end and is therefore not followed by retributing or recompensating results; cf. CBh. 2,1,33; Lacombe, Note 2, and ASV. p. 240 ff., esp. p. 246 ff.
15 this against Ĥ who reserves the term for the unqualified Absolute.
the Supreme Person,\textsuperscript{16} Nārāyana,\textsuperscript{17}

He has created the entire universe, from Brahmā to minerals, and, although He is inaccessible to the meditation, worship etc. of gods — Brahmā etc — and men when He exists in his proper form, has by his own will (for He is a shoreless ocean of compassion, goodness, love and generosity) assumed a shape of the same structure\textsuperscript{18} as theirs without giving op\textsuperscript{19} his proper nature,\textsuperscript{20} and in that shape He has descended\textsuperscript{21} repeatedly to various worlds in order that He might be worshipped by the beings who live in these worlds and so bring them nearer to the fruits of dharma, artha, kāma\textsuperscript{22} and release\textsuperscript{23} in accordance with their desires; thus He has descended, seemingly to rule the earth but actually to alleviate the burdens of samsāra even of the like of us, and so become visible to all mankind, and He has accomplished feats which drove away the sufferings of all people of all ranks so He has slain Pūtana, Śakata, Yamala, Arjuna, Arista, Pralamba Dhenukāśura, Kāliya, Kesūn, Kuvalayāpīda, Cūṇā, Mustika, Kausala, Kamsa, etc.;\textsuperscript{24} then, slaking the thirst of all with the elixirs of his glances and words animated by boundless mercy, kindness and tenderness, He has made Akrūra, Mālākāra and others\textsuperscript{25} the most ardent Bhāgavatas by revealing the multitudes of his unsurpassed virtues of beauty, goodness etc., until, at last, while pretending to exhort Arjuna to fight, He has revealed the bhaktiyoga, promoted by jñāna- and karmayoga, which in the Vedānta is declared to be the means of attaining man's supreme end, release, and of which He himself is the object.

\textsuperscript{16} on the personality of God see Lacombe ASV p 277 ff
\textsuperscript{17} R's favourite name for God, denotes the Supreme Being in Pañcaratra (cf CBh 22,43 (Th p 559 ff)) see Kumarappa pp 90 f and 99 ff
\textsuperscript{18} samsthāna- or "generic structure of beings belonging to the same jāti",
\textsuperscript{19} see Simha, p 49 f
\textsuperscript{20} cf CBh 1,3,2 (Th p 297)
\textsuperscript{21} that described above
\textsuperscript{22} avatrā.
\textsuperscript{23} the trivarga or puruṣārthas, "the ends of human life'
\textsuperscript{24} apavarga- or paramapuruṣārtha- 'man's supreme end'
\textsuperscript{25} see VP 5
\textsuperscript{26} see VP 5, 17 ff and 5,19
PART ONE

I THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE ÂTMAN

A INTRODUCTORY

1 Introduction of the Bhagavadgîtâ

1, 1 Dhrtastra knows that Arjuna, on whose side Krsna, the Supreme Person, stands, has the upper hand but being blind in all respects he asks Sanjaya how the battle is proceeding. Sanjaya relates that enemies and allies, preceded by Arjuna and Krsna, blow their horns. Then Arjuna commands Krsna, his charioteer, to drive his chariot in between both armies. Krsna obeys and then points to the enemy’s commanders: “Those are the men your people will defeat.” But in spite of the treacherous attacks which Arjuna and his brothers have suffered from Dhrtastra and in spite of the fact that the Supreme Person himself is on his side, Arjuna is struck by compassion and anxiety about his dharma and he refuses to enter into battle.

2 Arjuna’s dilemma

1–7 When admonished by Krsna not to avoid the battle, Arjuna formulates his dilemma: I should not slay my gurus. I do not consider it an objection that in that case they will slay me, for it is better that they, who are ignorant of dharma and adharma, kill us than that we, who know what dharma and adharma are, win a victory contrary to dharma by killing them. Then Arjuna asks Krsna’s advice.

25 sarvâdamandhasa, V na kevalam cakṣusà (Dh being born blind) paraîtreha ca hitam ajñātâ manasāt

27 that Krsna, God himself, has a subaltern position is explained by his love

28 e.g. the treason of the lacquer house, for the story see MBh 1, 313

29 A is called dirghabandhus. V proposes two explanations the former of which is preferable: ‘having a great number (long line) of relatives on the battlefield.”
God's answer

God knows that Arjuna, urged by misplaced love and pity, looks upon the ksatriya’s highest dharma as adharma Arjuna has now resorted to him and He knows that Arjuna’s perplexity cannot be helped unless he realizes what the ātman essentially is, and that one’s own dharma if observed disinterestedly, is a means of obtaining valid knowledge of the essential being of the ātman. These are the reasons why God reveals to Arjuna the doctrine of the ātman.

Arjuna is perplexed because he does not know what atman and body are exactly, nevertheless he talks about dharma and adharma as though he knows that the ātman is different from the body. So here is a contradiction. Therefore God speaks to Arjuna of

1. the exact knowledge of the atman and the Supreme Ātman
2. karma-, jñāna- and bhaktiyoga as various means of obtaining this knowledge.

There is, as has been said above, a contradiction between, on the one hand, Arjuna’s grief which makes him say ‘I shall not kill them,’ which proves that Arjuna has no insight into the distinct natures of body and atman, for those who do have this insight do not mourn over bodies that have died or over atmans that have not died and on the other hand, his appeal to dharma and adharma when he says ‘Their ancestors will fall down when the oblations of pindas and water are neglected,’ which could only result from the knowledge of the natures of body and atman. Hence it follows that Arjuna does not know

1. what the nature of the body is that it is subjected to developments and naturally involves birth and death so that it cannot cause any grief if it dies,
2. that the atman is different from the body and immortal that

---

30 R. borrows his terminology (asthānasamupasthitasnehakārṇya) from Y., GAS 5 cf. Ch II
31 3āthātmajñāna ‘knowledge conformable to the exact nature of cf. Laconte ASV p 52 compare GBh 332 cetāhākāram hi vasyātātmāyām
32 3āthārthājñāna 3āthārthya validity of knowledge
33 R. sāstrā atarana borrowed from Y. GAS 5 which is quoted
34 dehatvitātātmajñānamamhitam
35 R. God’s exposition comprises 212 1866
36 prajñāvādāms G = R patantō viddhāṇa dehatmasuvahavaprajñānāmmit
37 prajñāvāda cf. Edgerton G I p 180 n n 1 R. s meaning is that A’s words imply some sort of knowledge about body and atman (viz. that the survives the body) but that this knowledge is contradicted by his behaviour (his refusal to fight)
it is not subjected to birth or death and so cannot cause any grief, because it cannot die,

3 that the dharma is a means of realizing the ātman that the battle, if disinterestedly entered upon, is a means of realizing what the atman exactly is

B DISCUSSION OF BODY AND ĀTMAN

1 Plurality of the individual ātmans

12 God declares "I, the Lord, have always existed and will always exist, and likewise the individual ātmans, Arjuna and all others, who are subject to My lordship,"²⁷ have always existed and will always exist. No doubt can be entertained that I who am the Lord, the Supreme Ātman am immortal, likewise Arjuna and all others, though being mere kṣetrajñas — nothing but atmans — should be considered immortal.”

This means that on the strength of the authority of God himself who is teaching Arjuna the truth,²⁸ we have to admit

1 that there is difference between God and the individual ātmans,

2 that there is difference between the individual ātmans themselves,

3 that this difference is absolutely real

To this admission however, various objections are raised

1 by those who hold the view that such a difference only exists as far as the atman is subjected to upādhis.²⁹

Refutation The object of the text is the teaching of the truth. So when in the course of this teaching the view is held that this difference really does exist, then it is not possible to contend that this difference does not exist. Moreover, the view of the Gītā that this difference exists is supported by the evidence of the śrutis.³⁰

²⁷ Isiṣṭasya kṣetrajñah kṣetrajñaa “atman as the knower of the body”, cf GBh 13 2 Isiṣṭasya “subject to God the Isvara.”

²⁸ In the following demonstration R reasons from the assumption that G is upādesa “instruction in the truth

²⁹ viz the adherents of bheda-bhedavada, upādhi “limiting adjunct” on the bhedābheda view see CBh 114 (Th 192 195) where the doctrine is refuted and Ved 14 where it is briefly stated. On the school see Śrīvīvasachari Bhedabheda-dāda

³⁰ ČaitUp 6 13 niṣya niṣñānām cetanās cetanānām eko bahūnām 30 vidadhāti kāmān
2 by those who consider the theory of difference a result of Nescience

Refutation In that case it would be absurd that the Supreme Person would hold that view and act consistently with it, e.g. by teaching this view. It is preposterous to assume that this view is nothing but a result of Nescience, for there could not have been Nescience and consequently this view, because the Supreme Person, who naturally holds a view which is in harmony with the truth, would have known that the atman were non differenced, unchangingly eternal Consciousness. In other words, it is absurd to suppose that the Supreme Person holds the wrong view while holding the true one.

3 So, if one is consistent, one has to demonstrate that the Supreme Person is ignorant.

Refutation But in that case his teaching of the truth cannot be truly called so, for his contention being rooted in ignorance and therefore false would be no less false than Arjuna's contention which it pretends to correct.

4 Or it might be contended that the Supreme Person has eventually arrived at the true knowledge that no such difference actually exists, his view that such a difference does exist could be explained as a case of bādhūtanuvṛtti, the persistence of knowledge already sublated, then his view would not hold good as in the case of the burnt cloth.

Refutation This argument is not appropriate as an example will show a mirage might be cognized as an oasis, this cognition will be sublated by the superseding cognition that it is not an oasis but a mirage. But even if this sublated cognition keeps persisting, it can never be acted upon, e.g. by fetching water from that mirage. In the same manner the cognition of the existence of Difference which would be sublated by the superseding cognition of Non-difference.

---

41 The adherents of advaitavada whose doctrine R sums up in CBh 111 (Th p 38 39) and Ved 12 13.

42 As it is acc to advaita R's reasoning is, difference cannot be an effect of nescience, for God who teaches it, is not subject to nescience — NB Throughout andya in the advaitic sense is rendered by 'nescience', in R's sense by ignorance.

43 This is indeed a logical consequence only if God is subject to nescience he can be expected to expound a theory effected by nescience.

44 On bādhūtanuvṛtti as a special feature of advaitic argumentation, see Varadachari Theory of knowledge p 93 where this passage is discussed.

45 In a burnt cloth the likeness of a serviceable cloth may persist though it is no longer serviceable.

46 This cognition, parenthetically is of the real of CBh 1,1,1, p 99 (Th p 122).
rence, it might persist, but still it could never be acted upon, e.g. by teaching this cognition as the true one, because it would be positively known that the content of this cognition is false.

b. It is not possible to contend that the Lord was originally nescient and that in his case there is an instance of persistence of sublated cognition, as He would have obtained the knowledge of the truth later on through the doctrine of Non-difference, as it is, this contention is contradicted by sruti and smriti.

c. Moreover it might be asked “If the Supreme Person and the succession of present gurus are certain that the atman is essentially non-differentiated although their preceding erroneous cognition of Difference may persist, to whom, then, do they teach that the atman is non-differentiated?” If one is to answer “To Arjuna etc. whom one knows to be reflected images of oneself,” then this is not tenable for nobody unless he were senseless, would, while recognizing images of himself reflected in mirrors and the like and knowing them to be absolutely identical with himself, attempt to teach them anything.

d. One is not even justified in calling this a case of persistence of sublated cognition, for Nescience and its consequences and therefore also the erroneous notion that the atmans are differentiated, would have been nullified by the superseding cognition that they are non-differentiated. Persistence of sublated cognition applies only to a case like that of the cognition that there are two moons: for the source of such cognition, viz. the defect of a real affliction of the eyes, cannot be annulled by the cognition that there is only one moon. To be sure, such an erroneous notion will, even if it persists, be devoid of all significance because it is sublated by very convincing evidence.

---

47 In assuming the advaita doctrine is true
48 R quotes MundUp 119 ÇvetUp 68 G 7,26
49 For bādhitaṁ rati- it is required that the ground (hetu) of the erroneous notion however insignificant in itself, is real and persists Nescience not being real or at its best being neither real nor unreal, cannot be a sufficient ground for the persisting of an erroneous notion cf ČBh 1,1,1, p 8 in the same connection jñānaçūrdtā apī mithyāvyāpāras tattva svamā ābhāsanākāśyāt kacched apī nāśa vāsaścā nityābhīṣṭaḥ tāvandhāya bhadrayam sammanādāya atha dānārthata iti bādhitaṁ
50 cf ČBh 111 p 9 (Th p 14) dvasambhāsavādānu ti bādhakaśamudrānu apī mithyājñānāhāro bhāvadhāvatvavasamastatvād mithyājñānārthāvāt aaruddhā
51 probabhāmānabādhitaṁ ča same expression ČBh 1,1,1 p 9 where Lacombe Notes 100 remarks, d'après le Pt V Sh Abhyankar l'expression probabhāmānā se justifie par la force (non pas épistemologique mais physique) de la source d'erreur (here the ocular affliction tīmura-) qu'il s'agit de combattre
case, however, any persistence of sublated knowledge would be utterly impossible, for the cognition that there is Difference would, with content and cause, have been annulled as being unreal by the sublating cognition that there is no such Difference.

Therefore, if one were to demonstrate: "The Lord and the succession of present gurus do have knowledge of the truth," then their theory of the existence of Difference and their teaching of this theory would consequently be impossible. If, on the other hand, one would contend that they do hold the theory of Difference, then they would be nescient because their Nescience—the source of their theory—would have persisted and in that case teaching of the truth would a fortiori be impossible.

Furthermore, a guru's teaching of a pupil would be purposeless, for the cognition that Brahman as well as the atmans exist (that is, the cognition of Difference), and the effect of his cognition (teaching this cognition as the true one) would be sublated in consequence of the guru's knowledge that the atman is really non-differented. If, then, one is to contend: "The guru and his knowledge exist only in the imagination of the pupil," then the guru's knowledge cannot sublate the pupil's knowledge because the pupil and his knowledge are also imagined. If one is to answer: "Granted that the pupil's knowledge too exists only in imagination, then the guru's knowledge would still sublate the pupil's knowledge, because the former contradicts the latter," then I say: "No, for the same applies to the guru's knowledge, and in that case the pupil's knowledge would be capable of sublating the guru's knowledge, and then all teaching would be purposeless!"

This discussion of erroneous notions may suffice.
2. Atman and Body.

a. Relation between atman and body.

13 The atmans can give no reason for grief, for they are immortal. One does not mourn over the embodied atman when it passes from one stage to another.66 But these immortal atmans are subject to beginningless karman, and are, for this reason, created conjointly with bodies that are determined by their various karman. By means of these bodies the atmans perform acts which are prescribed by the sāstras to each station and stage of life, not for the sake of the results of their acts but to be released from their bondage to these bodies. So the atmans have inevitably contacts with objects through the senses of their bodies and these contacts cause sensations of pain and pleasure. These contacts with objects 37 should be suffered until the acts have been performed. If one is persistent, one will be able to endure them, for they are transient by nature, i.e. the transitory and the transitoriness will cease to exist as such, as soon as the evil which has caused the atmans' bondage has been annihilated. Therefore one should persist in performing acts and one should consider the pain, which inevitably accompanies the performance of acts, as pleasure. If one performs acts, not for the sake of their results but because they are means of attaining immortality, then one will attain immortality. One is capable of doing so precisely because the atmans are immortal.

15 Returning to the topic that the immortality of the atmans and the mortality of the bodies can cause no grief, it is further demonstrated that the body, being a perishable entity, cannot be imperishable and that the atman, being an imperishable entity, cannot be perishable. If one positively apprehends both entities body and atman and consequently perceives what they are, one will at the same time perceive this conclusion 58 that the body, being a perishable entity, is essentially perishable and that the atman, being an imperishable entity, is essent-
ially imperishable. The terms sattva and asattva in the text have the sense of perishableness and imperishableness. This verse cannot refer to Asatkāryavāda as it has nothing to do with it. Only the difference between the natures of body and ātman, viz. their perishableness and imperishableness respectively, is under discussion here.

b **Proofs for the immortality of the ātman and the mortality of the body**

The entity atman, which is a spiritual being, pervades the non-spiritual entity which is different from the atman. Hence it follows that the ātman is subtler than all other beings which necessarily must be grosser if the ātman is to pervade them. Now, the thing that destroys must be subtler than the thing it destroys, for it can only destroy by pervading a thing and thereby decomposing it. Nothing, however, is subtle enough to pervade the ātman, so the atman is indestructible.

The body, however, is perishable. The word deha proves that a body is a quantity that can be increased. Now things that are characterized by their inability to increase or decrease, e.g., jugs are finite. Thus bodies are finite. Those bodies, which are conglomerated elements, serve to enable their innate atmans to undergo their previous karman. If, therefore, that karman is consumed, then the bodies will perish.

Further, the atman is eternal because it is not the object but the subject of knowledge. Therefore the atman, forming a unity by itself, cannot be understood to exist in a plurality of forms or to be liable to increase and decrease in the proposition "In all the various parts of my body I know this or that", something different from the body is

---

59 R quotes \P 212 41 44 214 23 24 213 95 G 217 18
60 ātmatattā the category of atman the expression is used to account for the neuter tād in G
61 tātam G = R tāptam
62 R. adduces an instance hammers too can only destroy an object by rousing wind through violent contact with the object the wind pervades and decomposes the object
63 this is a complete syllogism pratisñā the atman is indestructible hetu because it is subtler and cannot be pervaded uddhārana hammers can only destroy by pervading an object upāsāva whatever is subtler cannot be destroyed by what is grosser ugamana the atman is indestructible
64 dhīa upāsāva ity upāsāvarūpā ime dehāh
65 this too is a complete syllogism
66 BAU 445 is quoted
67 G aprameya
68 G 131 is quoted etad 30 vetti tam prāhuk kṣetrajna ut tadvadāh
2 Atman and Body

a Relation between atman and body

13 The atmans can give no reason for grief, for they are immortal. One does not mourn over the embodied atman when it passes from one stage to another. But these immortal atmans are subject to beginningless karman, and are, for this reason, created conjointly with bodies that are determined by their various karman. By means of these bodies the atmans perform acts which are prescribed by the sāstras to each station and stage of life not for the sake of the results of their acts but to be released from their bondage to these bodies. So the atmans have inevitably contacts with objects through the senses of their bodies and these contacts cause sensations of pain and pleasure. These contacts with objects should be suffered until the acts have been performed. If one is persistent, one will be able to endure them, for they are transient by nature; i.e., the transitory and the transitoriness will cease to exist as soon as the evil which has caused the atmans’ bondage has been annihilated. Therefore one should persist in performing acts and one should consider the pain, which inevitably accompanies the performance of acts, as pleasure. If one performs acts, not for the sake of their results but because they are means of attaining immortality, then one will attain immortality. One is capable of doing so precisely because the atmans are immortal.

14 Returning to the topic that the immortality of the atmans and the mortality of the bodies can cause no grief, it is further demonstrated that the body, being a perishable entity, cannot be imperishable and that the atman, being an imperishable entity, cannot be perishable. If one positively apprehends both entities body and atman and consequently perceives what they are, one will at the same time perceive this conclusion that the body, being a perishable entity, is essentially perishable and that the atman, being an imperishable entity, is essent-

50 further on R will demonstrate that death is but a stage of development to be passed like youth and maturity
57 R the objects sound etc., and their bases are called mātras because they are effected by the tānmātras V this against C who (GBh 214) explains mātrāvādhaṁ mṛtyute saśādagaṁ savādhāntās ātman. Acc to V a substance differentiated by qualities is effected by the tānmātras (cf YID 4 p 40), viz. the subtle elements of sound (saḥdamātra) etc. Cause and effect being essentially the same (satkaryavada-doctrine) the word mātrā may be used for the effects of the mātras, viz. the primordial elements
58 R nirnayaṁantāvādhaṁ mṛtyupāya nirnayaṁ saṁśāraśabdabdenocēt
Besides, even in case you consider the ātman identical with the body, you are still not allowed to mourn over death, for the body is by nature subjected to developments and therefore subjected to rise and decline. What has originated will inevitably perish and what has perished will inevitably originate. How should this be understood, this originating of an entity that has perished, for have we not learnt by apprehension that only an existent entity can originate and no non-existent one? Indeed, this holds true, for origination, annihilation etc. are only different stages of development of an existent entity. For example, threads— which are existent entities — are called clothes when they are arranged in a particular way, even the asatkāryavadin will admit this much. One cannot maintain that a cloth is as a substance different from the threads of which it consists, simply because it differs from those threads in that it is a particular arrangement of them. No more tenable is the view that cloth and threads are different substances simply because they are effected by different causal operations, are known under different names and used for different practical purposes.

Origination, annihilation etc., therefore, are only various stages of development of an existent entity. "An entity perishes" means that an entity which was at the stage of originating now enters the opposite stage. No entity, if subject to developments, can avoid passing through such a sequence of developments: clay becomes a clot, a jug, a bowl, and finally grains. Now, even that very little grief which could be felt over an entity's passing from one stage of development to another, is not even possible with human beings etc., for the first stage of these existent entities is not known and their final stage is not known either, only the middle stage is known. So it cannot be a reason for grief if human beings etc. appear in these modes of existence.

Arjuna should look upon this warfare as his dharma, a dharma of the same order as that of agnisoma sacrifices. Such warfare is most salutary to a ksatriya. The immolation of the sacrificial animal at agnisoma sacrifices cannot be regarded as himsa, for according to the sruti the victim, when having abandoned an inferior body—a he-goat's etc.—will attain heaven etc. with a beautified body. It has been said above that those who have been killed in battle will receive a more beautiful body in return, the immolation of a victim at rites such

72 this is the satkāryavada view
73 R quotes G 18.43
74 R quotes TaittBr 3.7.14
75 G 2.22
understood to be the knower, and this knower exists as a unity because it is not experienced as being different in different members of the body it knows.

Summing up the atman is eternal because 1 being a unit it is not liable to increase or decrease, 2 it is the subject of knowledge, 3 it pervades all that is different from itself. The body is perishable because 1 being liable to increase or decrease it exists in a plurality of forms, 2 it serves to enable its innate atman to undergo its karman, 3 it can be pervaded.

Therefore, nobody can kill the atman, the verb to kill means nothing but to separate the atman from the body. The atman is not subject to developments because it is eternal. So it is not born when the body is born and does not die when the body dies, whether in individual life or in cosmic life. It does not suffer developments like the prakrti does, so nothing has preceded it. All these arguments prove that grief for the atman results from a misconception. The innate atman cannot be destroyed even if its body be destroyed. This nature is common to all embodied atmans, so they are essentially equal and eternal, inequality and perishableness are brought about by the body.

Nothing whatever can have hold on the atman for the atman will always be subtler than any other entity, and so it is eternal. It escapes the pramanas by which all other entities are verified, so it is of an entirely different order. Consequently it cannot be thought of in the terms of these entities, therefore it is not subjected to transformations.

This is why positive knowledge of the atman is so difficult to obtain and why any information one gathers about the atman will rarely be true.

c What is death?

Killing means nothing but “separating the atman the body.” Yet it might be said that even if this be so this very separation may be reason enough for grief when the body — the instrument of pleasant experiences — perishes. No, is the answer, on the contrary the annihilation of the body is a reason for joy for when one has abandoned one’s body in lawful warfare then, so the sastras assert, one will receive a beautified body in return, it is like throwing away one’s old dress and putting on a new one.

---

69 = G ṣūrya
70 G soṣṭhaka- here and elsewhere taken not in its Śāṅkhāyan sense of unevolved matter but as not verified not verifiable by pramanas i.e. the atman
71 see infra st 31
II  KARMAYOGA AND JNANAYOCA

A  KARMAYOGA

1  Definition

In the previous sections the buddhi concerning the atman has been discussed, presently the buddhi concerning yoga is under discussion. Yoga is the application of the buddhi to the performance of acts presupposing the above knowledge of the atman, as being a means of attaining release. By applying the buddhi to one’s acts one will be delivered from these acts, that is from samsara.

2  Two kinds of buddhis

The text discriminates between two kinds of buddhi:

a. A buddhi marked by decision,
b. A buddhi not marked by decision.

a. The buddhi that is marked by decision is concerned with those acts which an aspirant should perform to attain release. It is marked by decision because it presupposes decisive knowledge of the proper form of the atman. With all various acts it remains essentially the same because it concerns those acts in so far as they lead to the same result, release. The purpose of the sastras is always this same result, so the buddhi concerned with all various acts prescribed by the sastras is always the same.

b. The buddhi that is not marked by decision is concerned with desiderative acts. When acts are performed in order to materialize certain desires then no more is required than the knowledge that the atman as an entity differs from the prakriti. The decisive knowledge of the proper form of the atman is not needed for that, for the desire for a certain result — e.g. heaven — the execution of the means leading to.

77 R explains G sāmkhya as atman = buddhi/ buddhyāvatāha/ rāṇijam/ atmātattva/ sāmkhyam/ atmātattva/ the generic category atman, cf V buddhi is 'discerning knowledge' with an intellectual and conative aspect (hence it is nisca or adhyavasāntāmaka (VAK s.v.) containing a decision to act) for all knowledge must be workable Tarkasamgraha Buddhakhandā sarvani catāḥārahetur guno buddhir yonam. cf Srimvasachari VA p 320 and Lacombe ASV p 141 ff the intellectual aspect of buddhi is treated of in.

78 yoga in the sense of 'connection etc'

79 viz to release mūnukṣṇī

80 nīya- nāsmittika- and kāmya are rendered by periodical occasional and desiderative throughout.
as agnisoma sacrifices is, therefore, not himsa but is actually a way of protecting the victim, and as such comparable to the treatment with a thorn by a physician

3 Moral conclusion

32 Such warfare which causes immeasurable bliss, is the share of none but a ksatriya of good karman. If in his ignorance Arjuna refrains, after having already begun, from waging the war which is his dharma, he will be deprived of the immeasurable bliss which results from the observance of dharma and of the fame of victory, so he will gain nothing by it but evil. Moreover, everybody, expert or no expert, will cry shame upon him and that disgrace will be worse than death for a hero like he. It does not count that he refrains from battling because of his love and compassion for his relatives, such a thing does not happen and nobody will believe him, instead they will think that fear makes him do so. Then they will disparage his heroism. Death is preferable to such disparagement.

37 Therefore both alternatives either that he kills his enemies or that his enemies kill him are to be preferred to his refusal to enter into battle. In the first case he will when killed, participate in supreme bliss, and in the latter case he will enjoy his kingdom without rivals when they are killed and, moreover enjoy supreme bliss because his dharma, if observed disinterestedly will lead thereto. So Arjuna is exhorted to engage himself in the battle while realizing that this battle is a means of attaining release which is defined as man's supreme end. If one aspires to release one will wage war with the certain knowledge that the atman is different from the body that it has nothing in common with corporeal nature and that it is eternal. One would not allow one's mind to be darkened by pleasure or pain, gain or loss, victory or defeat, whatever contingency may result from the sword-strokes which are inevitable in a war. One would not aim at the direct result of that war — heaven etc. — but fix oneself on nothing but one's actions as such.

\( ^{58} \text{paramāpurī vārtāl alakṣanamokṣa, the samsaric pūrṇaśārthas are dharma, artha and kāma} \)
If the Vedas would not do so, those people would turn away from release owing to their rajas and tamas, for release can only be attained by one who is possessed of sattva alone, then they would not learn by what means they would be able to attain the bliss for which they are still qualified, and they would perish, because their inclination to desirable objects would have incapacitated them, and they would regard the wrong means as right.

One should not be possessed of all three gunas but cultivate the sattva then one will be released from samsāra nature and one's sattva will increase. How should this be done? One should search for the proper form of the atman by not acquiring objects that are neither comprised by the proper form of the atman nor comprised by the means by which one can realize this form, and by not keeping those objects when one does already possess them.

Besides, one should not accept all which is taught by the Vedas, just as a thirsty man does not take more water from a public reservoir than he is in need of, so a Vedic aspirant to release should not take more from the Vedas than his release requires. No more is required than this when performing periodical, occasional and desiderative acts which according to the sruti lead to certain results, one should consider the act in itself reason enough to perform it and not its result, for any result makes another tie, but resultless acts which are performed to propitiate God serve to release. Therefore, one should not oneself be the reason of acts and results, this means that if one aspires to release and if one's sattva is increasing one cannot be regarded as the agent of acts, even though one performs acts nor as the reason of their results, for example, when eating of the resulting satiation. When one realizes this, one must not remain inactive but one must

86 nirdvandvah G = R nirgatasakalasāmsankasvabhāvah
87 R's paraphrase of G nirvajagṣevam aprāptasa prāptar yogah (connection etc) prāptasa parvākṣaṇām keśvah (safety keeping safe)
88 R explains G brāhmaṇa by aśīka a person who observes the Veda (brahmavasamandī brahmaṇah brahman in its sense of sacred uttering scripture) and G vījanat by vedārtham vijnanam munākṣhī the sole purpose of the Veda being release see supra st 41
89 ka manātre dīskāraḥ
90 R interprets karmaphalaketu not as a bahuveṇu (whose motivation is the result of his acts) but as a taṭpurūṣa the first member of which is a dvandva karmahetu being the agent of one's acts phalaketu being the cause of the result of one's acts
91 R refers to G 3.29.30 where both karmahetuva and phalahetuva are attributed to the gunas and to God.
that result, and the enjoyment of that result are perfectly possible and not all incompatible without such a decisive knowledge.\textsuperscript{81} Buddhis concerned with desiderative acts are numberless, because the results of those acts are numberless. Besides, various acts, even if ordered to obtain a single result, have many branches, because the same acts may have a number of adventitious results.

Now, when one performs acts of a periodical and occasional nature — the same applies to desiderative acts —, one must renounce all results — the main as well as the adventitious ones — which those acts have, according to the śruti. They should be performed to one purpose, release, for this is the only purpose of the śāstras. The unwise who do not do so but who stick to the Vedas inasmuch as these promise such results as heaven etc. and contend that there are no other results because they do not want any other (a contention\textsuperscript{82} which leads to ever new births when that result is ended and which leads one astray because one does not know the truth), and who desire pleasure and power and, owing to such talk about pleasure and power, lose all knowledge of the ātman, these unwise people will never form in their minds\textsuperscript{83} the above buddhi marked by decision and concerned with acts that result in release and therefore presuppose decisive knowledge of the proper form of the ātman.

3. The teaching of the Vedas.

\textbf{Question.} If acts should be performed, not to obtain their results but to attain release, why should the Vedas prescribe such acts that have only infinitesimal results and lead only to new births? Are they not active\textsuperscript{84} in securing the sustenance of the ātman? Then how could it be contended that their teaching should be neglected?

\textbf{Answer.} The Vedas address themselves to those in whom the three guṇas, sattva, rajas and tamas, preponderate\textsuperscript{85} and they explain to them to what ends their guṇas allow them to aspire, — heaven and the like.

\textsuperscript{81} read \textit{svaṁ payādātyāṁ yātmyānti ca ye sati for ... sati} (cf. V. \textit{yātmyānti ca yād-bhāve}).

\textsuperscript{82} note R.'s expl. of G. \textit{puṣpitaṁ vacam: puṣpamātraphālāṁ āpātarāmanityāṁ}

\textit{“the fruit of which is only flowers: delightful but for a moment.”}

\textsuperscript{83} samādhyātaye \textit{'śminm ātmaṁ ātmajānām iti samādhir manah.}

\textsuperscript{84} R. because of a love greater than that of thousands of parents; same expression ČBh. 3.3.39 (Th. p. 662).

\textsuperscript{85} trayo guṇāṁ traigunyam... satvarajastamahpracurāḥ pūrūśas traigunyās labdhenocyanaye.
5. The Contemplation of the ātman.

Yoga is the contemplation of the ātman resulting from that performance of acts which presupposes true knowledge of the ātman and is elevated by this special buddhi One has heard. God demonstrate that this buddhi is concerned with the eternal ātman which belongs to a different class from all other entities, is most subtle and forms a unity of its own. Now, when this buddhi is immovably fixed in one’s mind which has been purified by disinterested activity, one will attain yoga, i.e. the contemplation of the ātman, or, in other words, karmayoga that is preceded by true knowledge of the ātman obtained from the sāstras will lead to jñānanisthā or sthitaprajñātā and jñānanisthā again will lead to yoga or the contemplation of the ātman.

B JÑĀNAYOGA

1. Four degrees of jñānanisthā

Question What is jñānanisthā and how does a sthitaprajñā perform acts?

Answer. There are four degrees of jñānanisthā

1. when one focuses the mind on nothing but the ātman and, being content with that, expels all other desires,
2. when one is a muni who is not grieved whenever there is reason, who has no desire for pleasing objects and who is exempt from wishful thought, fear and anger;
3. when one is indifferent to pleasing objects and exempt from joy and hatred;

This yoga should not be confused with the yoga of st 50 which is buddhāyoga—"the application of the buddhi to activity" (supra st 39), yoga—here is called the result of activity with buddhiyoga and the goal of it (lakṣyā, term borrowed from Y, GAS 6)

samādhi—explained by manas, as supra n 83
the first is better than the second etc
muni—always explained by ātmanamanaśīla—(pseudo etymology from ātman-) rf CBh 4.4.46 (Th p 710) idam ca manam śravanaṣṭhāthāṁ mantah arthāntarabhātām upāsāndambāsya punah punah samśīlānām talbhāvanāram
rāga, bhaya- and krodha-, defined resp anuyogetv yārthā prīnāśīśāprīṇāsamākhyatād udukkhāṁ, prīnāśīśāprīṇāsamākhyatād udukkhāṁ svamovāraḥ
perform acts disinterestedly and with equanimity at their failure or success

4 The greatness of karmayoga

This way of acting is a most eminent one, for in karmayoga one is never deprived of the results of one's acts, once their performance has commenced, even if they are discontinued or interrupted. Even though partially executed, the karmayoga will rescue its executor from samsara, whereas all other means of achieving a certain end, whether laic or Vedic, do — when they are stopped — not result in the desired end and bring their executor back to his starting-point. Therefore, an act to which the buddhi is concerned with the renunciation of the main results and with equanimity at failure or success of the adventitious ones is being applied is far superior to acts which are performed without such buddhi, the former takes away all suffering in samsara and furthers the release, whereas the latter results in immense suffering in samsara. So when acting, one should live in that buddhi; those who act with interest in the results cannot avoid remaining in samsara. When one applies this buddhi to one's actions, one relinquishes the good and evil karman which has been collected in beginningless times, which has no end and which is the cause of one's bondages to prakrti. Therefore, one should acquire proficiency in applying the buddhi to one's acts, for this application is the special capacity by which one is capable of performing acts. As the upamads assert, whosoever acts in this way by applying the buddhi will go to a blissful place. If one acts in this manner, then one's buddhi will be freed from its impurities and pass the delusion that is caused by interest in infinitesimal results. Then, as a consequence of what one has heard from God, viz. that one should renounce the results etc., and of what one will hear later on, one will acquire an indifferent attitude of one's own accord.

92 R aptly quotes G 6.40 nāveha nāmutra smāras tasyavidyate, which is said of a person who has not been able to succeed in yoga.
93 saranam G = R rasasthānam tasyām eta buddhau vartatevārtāh
94 here R interprets phalakśetvāk as a bahuvarihi kṛpaṇām G = R sam sārman
95 karmāṇi kṛtyamanevya ayam buddhiyogak kausalam atisāmaṁtyah
96 expl. of G hi
97 śrūtaṁ tasya sūraṁ ca G = R asmat tathā pūrvam tāyāyataḥ śrutasya phalāder utān pācar chrotasasya ca kṛte
able to form in his mind the buddhi that is concerned with the ātman as distinct from prakṛti, or to cultivate his knowledge of this distinct ātman by meditating on it, or to subdue his propensity to the objects, or to obtain ever the eternal perfect beatitude. When a person follows the mind while conforming to the senses operating in their objects, the mind will expel the insight that is inclined to the distinct ātman and so cause an inclination to the objects.

4 The Contemplation of the ātman

A person who has subdued his senses and purified his mind, contemplates the ātman by means of the buddhi that is concerned with the ātman. This buddhi is dark as night to other people, but to him the second buddhi — the one concerned with objects — is as dark as night. Only such a person who is subject to no transformation whether he has sensoreal impressions or not, but is contented with the contemplation of the ātman, will attain sānti, whereas a person who is transformed by the objects will find none. Only by renouncing the objects, by being exempt from all desire for them, from possessiveness and from the misconception that the body is the ātman one will be able to contemplate the ātman and attain sānti.

This position in disinterested activity which presupposes knowledge of the eternal ātman, marks the sthitaprajñā. This position will lead one to brahma and deliver one from perplexity that is from samsara. If one persists in this position until one's dying hour, one will attain the ātman which comprises nothing but beatitude.

C RELATION KARMAYOGA - JÑĀNAYOGA

Knowledge of the ātman combined with karmayoga leads to jñānayoga, through jñānayoga one arrives at the true contemplation of the realizing ātman. This contemplation, again, is propaedeutic.

---

109 sānti is synonymous with prasāda above the being freed from disturbing imperfections due to prakṛti, esp. abhumāna
110 = R expr of brāhma, brahman here is the ātman in its pure form (svarūpena), separated from prakṛti
111 brahmanusūryanam G = R. nirvānamayam brahma sukhaikatānātmānam — R. ends by quoting GAS 6
112 cf supra ad G 2.53
113 prāpti- ātman (cf R.'s etymology ātman <√āp CBh. 1.3.2 (Th. 297)) term derived from ChUp 87.1 sa ātma sa svāyam ca lokān epnoti, R. quotes this śruti to corroborate his view that the contemplation of the ātman is ancillary to the attainment of God; the gist of Prajāpati's speech 87.1 ff corresponds to ātma-śravanam, the "daharavṛtya" of 81.1-6 corresponds to the
when one focuses the mind on the atman and withdraws the senses from the objects

2 The manner in which jñānanisthā is achieved

The senses feed on the objects. If the embodied atman does not feed his senses then they will turn away from their objects, the hankering \(^{107}\) after the objects will, however, remain. But even that hankering will also vanish when one has contemplated the atman. As long as this hankering does remain, the senses will keep disturbing the mind however much one strives to subdue them. Therefore jñānanisthā is difficult. The subduing of the senses depends on the contemplation of the atman but the latter again depends on the former. How is one to avoid this difficulty? By focusing the mind on God who is its perfect object \(^{106}\) and by remaining concentrated on him. Then all impurities and the hankering itself will vanish and one will be able to subdue one's senses. Then one will be capable of contemplating the atman. The mind will be disciplined and the inner organ purified. When the mind of the purusa is serene \(^{107}\) then all suffering resulting from the blending of purusa and prakṛti will cease and the buddhi that is concerned with the atman as distinct from prakṛti will be fixed on God. He who focuses his mind on God and withdraws his senses from the objects will direct his vision to the atman.

3 The perils of any other method

When one does not in this manner focus one's mind on God but attempts to subdue one's senses on one's own account one will — in consequence of the after effects \(^{108}\) of beginningless evil — inevitably run the risk of concentrating again on the objects. Thence will appear an increased inclination to those objects, thence anger, thence perplexity, thence loss of memory, thence the run of the buddhi, thence finally decay in samsara. He who does not focus his mind on God will not be

\(^{106}\) rasah G = R rasah (supra n 104)

\(^{106}\) cetasah subhāsraye mātram R quotes VP 6 7 2 73 where Viṣṇu is called cittaśīlata which occasions R's expression cetasah subhāsraya in GBh 261 64 68 on the expression see Lacombbe Note 585 ad CBh 111 p 69 (Th p 89). What R means to say is not that jñānanisthā results in direct contact with God (which is only possible through bhakti) but that God assists man in subduing his mind whose perfect object is God.

\(^{107}\) prasāde G = R apraṇa purusātva manasah prasāde sati prasāda “the being prasanna without the prakṛti defects which are incompatible with the contemplation of the atman”, cf nāti n 109

\(^{108}\) vāsama
therefore attempt karmayoga. Considering that God has said that those whose buddhi is disturbed by their senses are capable of karmayoga and that those whose buddhi is not disturbed by their senses are capable of jñānayoga, there is no contradiction at all.

2 It is difficult to attempt jñānayoga immediately

Jñananiṣṭhā — preventing the senses from operating — is not reached simply by not performing or ceasing to perform the acts prescribed by the sastras. Ātmaniṣṭhā is the accomplishment of disinterested activity meant to propitiate God. So if one wishes to reach Ātmaniṣṭhā, one must be active, for that state presupposes the subdung of the senses and is therefore not attainable until the beginningless and endless evil has been annulled by disinterested acts performed to propitiate God. There is no existence without activity. The gunas of the prakṛti — sattva, rajas and tamas — increase in accordance with karman and irresistibly compel a man to be active, unless and until this karman has been annulled by karmayoga and these gunas have been conquered, the inner organ will not be purified and jñānayoga will not be practicable. If one attempts to practise jñānayoga before the evil has been annulled and the inner organ purified, one will miss one’s aim, in that case one’s interest in the objects will cause one to remain fixed on them and to turn away from the atman. So one would perish even while practising jñānayoga.

3 Karmayoga superior to jñānayoga

Hence it follows that a person who, with a mind devoted to the contemplation of the atman, subdues his senses by performing acts according to the sāstras and with those senses attempts karmayoga disinterestedly, is even superior to that person whose position is jñānaniṣṭhā, for karmayoga will not cause a person to be negligent the acts to be performed are of the same order as the objects with which one is familiar of old and the senses are by nature inclined to be active. With jñānayoga this is not the case.

One must be active because by nature one is conjoined with prakṛti. It is very easy to be active, for one’s beginningless vasāni makes one

119 naikkarmany interpreted as “jñananiṣṭhā” even as sanyāsa instead G 51
120 atmaniṣṭhā “constant devotion to the contemplation of the atman of the
means thereof” explains G. siddis (in the same sense in 18.56 quoted in 117),
term adopted from G 16 atmaniṣṭhā
121 R. mithyāścara “one whose acts do not correspond to his will”
to bhaktiyoga, through bhakti alone one is capable of attaining God

1 *Elucidation*

3, 1 *Problem* Now this should mean that karmanistha leads to jñānamistha and jñanamistha leads to the contemplation of the atman. Jñanamistha is making the senses and the mind cease operating in the objects. But God does actually urge Arjuna to be active, that is to make his senses operate; then however, it will be impossible for him to arrive at the contemplation of the atman, for that state can only be attained by stopping the operations of the senses. Therefore, if God wishes to help Arjuna arrive at the contemplation of the atman, he should indeed urge him to make his senses and mind cease operating, that is urge him to attempt jñanamistha. So here is a contradiction. God exhorts his pupil to be active in order to be inactive or, in other words, to perform acts — i.e., to make his senses operate — in order to arrive at jñanamistha — i.e., to make his senses cease operating —, jñanamistha itself being a means of arriving at the contemplation of the atman.

3 *Answer* There are two nisthas jñanamistha and karmanistha. Not everyone is capable of attempting jñanayoga, only after the impurities of his mind have been washed away and his senses have been subdued by means of disinterested karmayoga which is performed as a propitiation of God will a person be capable of jñanayoga. Therefore jñanayoga is the position of those who have fixed the buddhi on the atman alone and consequently are capable of jñanayoga, whereas karmayoga is the position of those who are not yet able to do so.

attainment of God (cf CBh 3 3 42 43 (Th p 665 667)) besides KathUp quoted here 2 12 proves that knowledge of the atman is ancillary to that of God 2 18 19 elucidates the proper form of the a 2 20 22 that of God 2 23 proves that God can only be worshipped by bhakti and 3 9 proves that knowledge of God (para ida) results in union

114 anga subordinate ancillary propaedeutic matter cf NK sv ṛṣi kṣapahalaṇa rakte sati ni kljavapi alagnetakaunyapāragamakam angam

115 R synonymous with vedana upasana dhyana etc (cf CBh 1 1 11 pp 8 10 f (Th p 15 ff)) and CBh 4 1 3 (Th p 716) where the synonymity of the terms is discussed

116 nistha the taking a firm stand in fixation on constant devotion to as a means of release karmanistha is used synonymously with karmayoga jñanamistha with jñanayoga the latter is discussed supra ad 2 54-58

117 R refers to G 18 46 sākaranāta tatt (God) abhyarāga suddhi vandati mānasvarah to prove that acts are propitiation of God

118 śārīkṣa jñāna G = R atmanakṣaṇasajā buddhyā sūkṣā saṁkhyā samkhya connoting the buddhi as witness ad G 2 39
Refutation  This is only true in case the earned money is not spent in the performance of sacrifices but in gaining a personal end. Therefore one should be active in order to acquire the means for performing sacrifices and not for realizing a personal ambition. Being propitiated by such acts God will annul the beginningless vāsanā and grant a person the contemplation of the ātman without hindrance. A person who attempts to attain release by executing one of the means thereof but does not sustain his body with the remnants of sacrifices will fail to achieve his end. When creating the world, God observed that the creatures were incapacitated by their natural conjunction with beginningless acit, that their distinctions by name-and-form were lost, that they were submerged in himself and that for these reasons, they were incapable of attaining one of man’s major ends and therefore only qualified for things non-spiritual, in order to resuscitate them He compassionately created them together with sacrifices and said “By means of this sacrifice you are to cultivate your atmans, this sacrifice will fulfill your aspirations to release and all other desires which are relevant to these aspirations.” In what manner, then, should this be done? By sacrificing to the gods, for the gods form God’s body and God is their ātman, so by sacrificing to the gods one will worship God. Then the gods have to nourish their sacrificer so that he will be able to sacrifice to them again and when sacrificer and gods are supporting one another in this way, the former will attain release. When worshipped through various sacrifices, the gods — whose atman is God himself — will grant their worshipper the release to which he aspires, thereafter they will grant him all other desires. But a person who does not return the desired things which the gods have granted him on the condition that they should be returned to them by means of sacrifices, is a thief such a person is not qualified for release and he will go to hell. People partake of impurity when they keep, cook and eat the desired things which have been granted on the condition that they should be returned. But if one accepts the desired things that have

127 R. when unspecified (purupādhi) the word prajāpati refers to Nārāyaṇa. He quotes Mahānārāyaṇa (11,3).
128 principles of bodily individuation, for a detailed study see Falk, Nāma-rūpa.
129 the purusārthas dharma, artha, kāma and mokṣa
130 prasānyadhvam G = R ātmano vṛddhiṃ kurudhvam
131 cf G 7,21
132 R. quotes G 9,24 aham hi sarvayaśāśaṁ bhokti
133 R. for this food will develop into impurity
concomitant with activity, consequently activity will not make one negligent. This is the reason why karmanisthā is superior to jñānamisthā, even for a person who is qualified for jñānayoga. jñānayoga is difficult to practise because one is not concomitant with it, for one has never practised it before, for this same reason it will cause a person to be negligent about it. Moreover even if one performs acts one cannot be considered the real agent of these acts, this results from the knowledge one has of the atman, as will be proved later on. So this means again that karmayoga is superior, because it also implies knowledge of the atman.

The superiority of activity to jñānamisthā also applies to a person who is qualified for jñānayoga. If one were to renounce all activity and devote oneself exclusively to jñānayoga, then no physical existence would be possible, and consequently jñānamisthā itself would be impossible for physical existence presents the means of reaching that state. One has to sustain one's body until the means are executed. This should be done with the reminders of the mahayajñas which are to be performed at the expense of honestly earned means.

Summing up, karmayoga is more important than jñānayoga, even for a person who is qualified for jñānayoga, because

1. In order to sustain his body a person has to be active in performing sacrifices and the like,
2. karmayoga also implies positive knowledge of the atman,
3. karmayoga, as distinct from jñānayoga, does not cause a person to be negligent about it, because one is naturally conjoint with prakṛti.
4. The acts to be performed are sacrificial acts.

9 Objection But the performance of acts e.g. earning money, will disturb the senses, for all activity implies ahāmkāra and possessiveness etc., consequently the active person will be tied to samsara by the vasana of his acts.

122 miṣatam G = R tāpam prakṛtisamśvedaṁ iṣṭātānāṁ karma prakṛti
123 cf ad st 30
124 ināra ad 4 18 24
125 cf ad st 9 R quotes ChUp 7,26,2 ṛhārasuddhaḥ satvasuddhah etc and G 3,13 bhūnyate te (sc. others than jñānātmanah) tu agham tān
126 “egoity, faculty which brings about the misconception (abhimāna) that the atman is prakṛti.”
would be purposeless to execute any means and not calamitous not to execute any, for he contemplates the ātman independently of any means. Such a person will turn away from all non-spiritual things of his own accord, to him no being\textsuperscript{140} and its effect can be an end or a means to an end. The various means of release only serve to make a person turn away; being already released, the released one is in no need of them.

No activity in executing a means is required if a person does no longer depend on a means for his contemplation of the ātman. When, however, such activity is still required, then karmayoga is the best means to execute, because it is easy to execute, does not cause a person to be negligent about it, implies true knowledge of the ātman and because even a jñānayogin is compelled to be active in order to exist, therefore one should perform acts disinterestedly until one has attained the ātman. That karmayoga is indeed the best means even for a jñānayogin is proved by the fact that the rājarṣis, who were the first of the jñāmins,\textsuperscript{141} have also availed themselves of karmayoga to attain the ātman.\textsuperscript{142}

6 A person who carries authority is obliged to practise karmayoga.

The example that is set by a person of whom it is known that he understands and observes the entire sāstra will be followed by all who have incomplete knowledge of the sāstra. When that person performs acts, even though these acts are normally performed, and performs them normatively,\textsuperscript{143} then everybody will do the same. A person whose example is followed because he carries authority must perform the acts that correspond to his station and stage of life, in order to save the world. Otherwise the world will perish, and the evil that would spring thereof would naturally put an end to his own jñānayoga. An example: God is not bound to do anything, for there is no desire of his that is not fulfilled, yet He is active in order to save the world. If God in the embodiment of Kṛṣṇa Vāsudeva would not devote himself to the activities that are proper to the house of Vasudeva who is himself a leading authority, then everyone would consider that to be his dharma.

\textsuperscript{140} R explains G bhūta by the 'elements' (akāra etc.) which are the developed forms of prakṛti. V adds that the mention of development indicates that bhūta- (“being”) means ‘being subject to becoming’.

\textsuperscript{141} jñānu- here in the sense of jñānamsītha

\textsuperscript{142} samuccaya āsthitah G = R ātmanam praptavatāh cf n 120

\textsuperscript{143} ātmanam G = R avayuktam ‘it to be done as an ancillary to release’
been granted and uses them to propitiate God who is the gods' åtman, i.e., sacrifices them to propitiate God as God and feeds one's body on the remnants of them, then one will be freed of the impurities which have resulted from beginningless evil and are incompatible with the contemplation of the åtman.

14 From the point of view of the world as well as that of the āstras everything depends on the sacrifice beings arise from food, food from ram, rain from sacrifice, sacrifice from the activity of an acting person, this activity from the body, the body depends on the individual åtman, the composite body and åtman, again, arise from food. In this manner the bodies of all various adhikārins are rooted in the sacrifice. The above sequence of developments is a circle, alternatively one is cause and effect of the other. A person who exists in a term of this circular development — in a body — but does not, through practising either jñānayoga or kārmaprāpta, keep moving this circle, which is set in motion by God, by sustaining that body with the remnants of sacrifices, lives in sin. He enjoys his senses, not his åtman, for when rajas and tamas preponderate in his body because he feeds his body on food that is not sacrificial, he will turn away from contemplating the åtman and enjoy the objects. In that case he will live in vain, even if he were to attempt jñānayoga, for his attempts will be fruitless.

5 Only the released need not act

17 Only the released one who is fixed on the åtman of his own accord, who is content with the åtman and nothing else and to whom the åtman is everything — livelihood, nourishment, experience etc. — need not, in order to contemplate the åtman, perform the acts prescribed to his station and stage of life, because he is already contemplating it independently. His contemplation does no longer depend on either of the means of release, jñānayoga and kārmaprāpta. For such a one it

---

134 R being (bhūta) means body + embodied åtman
135 = G brahman-. R refers to MundUp 1,1,9 tad etad brahma nāmarūpa åtman and G 14.9 māna yonir mahad brahma to prove that br denotes the prākṛti
136 akṣara G = R jīvåtman-, the J enables the body to be active and in that respect the body "springs from" derives its functions from, the jīvåtman
137 sarvagatam brahma G = R sar-ādhyātmyatām sartraṃ (cf n 135)
138 R proposes two explanations of aghāṣus- aghārambhāṣaṣṭiyāṣus- ("whose life serves to commit sin") and aṅkhāparinata- āṣus- ("a life developed into sin")
139 this expl is in keeping with R's remarks supra at 8.
should not make the ignorant and unqualified waver in their activities but set for them an example of the practice of karmayoga

8 Agency

a proved to result from the gunas

It does not result from the proper form of the ātman that the ātman is the agent of acts Agency results from the natural conjunction of the ātman with gunas By discriminating between the ātman with gunas and without gunas one knows that agency results from the gunas to be attributed to God

śruti, smṛti and Gita¹⁴⁹ assert that the Supreme Person can actuate the ātman, that the ātman is God’s body and that God actuates the ātman of those who are qualified for it When it is realized that God can actuate the ātman because the ātman is God’s body, then it is known that God is the performer of all acts Therefore one should attribute all acts to God, without fostering any hope for their results but reflecting that the acts only serve to propitiate God God himself causes his own acts to be performed by his own ātman¹⁵⁰ — which is the agent of those acts —, his acts are effectuated by his own causes and subservient to one end, viz the propitiation of himself When attributing the acts to God one will not appropriate them and one will be freed from one’s feverish concern of how to escape from the endless evil that has been piled up since beginningless times, for one realizes that God will cause one’s bonds to be loosened when He is propitiated with acts Realizing this one should quietly practise karmayoga

9 The doctrine of the Deity in the upanisads

The sruti¹⁵¹ states clearly that God is the Lord of everything, that everything is a sesa of him and that He is the governor of all Our text says that this alone is the essential teaching of the upanisads¹⁵² — The people who are fixed on the ātman and are qualified for the sāstra¹⁵³

¹⁴⁹ R quotes Taittār 3 111, BĀU 37,22 (M), Manu 12,122 (read pradhūtaranī for pradhūtātaranī), and G 14-15, 18,61, on the different readings of Kāṇva and Mādhyaṃdina recensions see ČBh 1,4,47 (Th p 403), 21,9 (422 f) and 2,3,19 (544)
¹⁵⁰ i.e the jīvātman who is ensouled by God, cf GBh 18, 14,15
¹⁵¹ R quotes here esp ČvetUp 67 and MahānārUp 11,3 in addition to the śrūts quoted n. 150
¹⁵² see Ved 11
¹⁵³ that is ātmanīḍhāstra- “the sāstra treating of the ātman’ or “the sāstra of those who are ātmanīḍha’ (see n 120)
and follow Kṛṣṇa’s example. So they would come to neglect their duties and remain inactive; consequently they would not learn to know the ātman and go to hell. All authoritative persons who would make their decision about their dharma depend upon Kṛṣṇa’s conduct, would remain inactive and perish. So God would bring about chaos and cause all those people to perish. Arjuna, who is looked upon as an authority because he is Pāṇḍu’s son and Yudhiṣṭhira’s brother and because he is Arjuna, should follow God’s example and practise karmayoga. In the same manner as those who have incomplete knowledge of the ātman and are therefore bound to be active have to practise karmayoga as a means of the contemplation of the ātman because they are incapable of jñānayoga which means incessantly practising the knowledge of the ātman, in that same manner should those who do have complete knowledge of the ātman and are therefore not bound to perform acts practise karmayoga, although they are qualified for jñānayoga, because they carry authority and have to make the authorities who depend on them sure of their dharma. One should not split up the buddhis of the unqualified by saying that there is besides karmayoga another way to the contemplation of the ātman; on the contrary, one should by setting an example of activity take care that they enjoy being active, even though one should enjoy practising jñānayoga oneself; and one should do so while realizing that karmayoga constitutes an autonomous means of the contemplation of the ātman, apart from jñānayoga.

7. Acting knowingly and acting unknowingly.

A person whose ātman is concealed by the misconception that the ego is the ātman does not know the proper form of the ātman and believes that he himself is the one who performs the acts of the guṇas. But a person who knows the truth about the divisions of the guṇas on the one hand and the corresponding acts on the other hand, realizes that the guṇas operate at their effects and therefore takes no interest in the acts of the guṇas. If one is qualified for jñānayoga oneself, one

---

144 read Arjuna 'rjunah дhātasyā vyapadeśayā; this expression, lit. “to be recognized as a cultured man (and therefore authoritative)” I have rendered throughout by “authority”.

145 read with v.l. ajñānām ātmany akṛtsnāvittaya jñānayogopapādanda-jātānāṃ...

146 nirapekṣa-.

147 expl. of G. chāṇkara; cf. n. 126.

148 guṇa guṇaṁ tvarīti G. = R. guṇaḥ sattvādayah svagunēnu svēpu kāreyuṁ tvarīti; in other words, it is the guṇas which act, see below.
should beware of getting in their power, or, if one is in their power, of perishing completely by attempting jñānayoga. That is why karmayoga — which is a man’s dharma because it is easy to practice — is better than jñānayoga, even though it be performed deficiently, for karmayoga, however deficiently it be performed does not cause a man to be negligent about it, whereas jñānayoga — which is not the dharma of a person who is conjointed with prakṛti because it is difficult for such a person to practise it — is inferior, even though it be completely performed during some time for in the end it will cause the performer to be negligent about it. I or a man who lives by activity — which is his dharma because he is qualified for it — death is preferable to jñānayoga. The reward of karmayoga cannot be obtained after only one existence, later on in a subsequent life karmayoga may be practised without hindrance when all impediments have been removed by the activity in a previous life. But jñānayoga is perilous because it causes a person to be negligent about it.

**Question** But what impels a man to experience the objects contrary to his own wishes when he devotes himself to jñānayoga?

**Answer** Desire. Desire arises from the rajas guna of the man who attempts jñānayoga, for being a man he is conjoint with prakṛti and prakṛti consists of gunas whose function is to originate and annihilate a man. The rajas guna arises from ancient vasana it is concerned with the objects of the senses. If desire is hindered in its operation it develops into anger and induces a man to hurt the people who have prevented it from materializing. A creature is enveloped in desire, as fire is in smoke. Desire, which is insatiable by objects and there fore unending, envelops the knowledge of the atman that an individual conjointed with prakṛti possesses by nature.

**Question** By what means does desire repress the atman?

**Answer** By means of senses manas and buddhi these support desire. All three are concerned with objects, by means of them desire envelops the knowledge of the atman which a man possesses by nature, that is turns him away from this knowledge and directs him totally to the experiencing of objects. In this manner desire turns a person who

---

157 G stādharma in its widest sense the dharma of all jivas i.e. atmans conjointed with prakṛti.

158 G parādharma in its widest sense dharma of one completely different from a jīva > a released person cf supra st 17.20 ad 18.37 however a diverging interpretation.

159 defined in 104.
may be divided into three groups 134 1 they observe the sastra, being positive in their decision that the above doctrine is the true meaning of the sastra, 2 they believe that it is the true meaning, without however acting upon it, 3 they do not protest that it cannot possibly be the true meaning, without however believing that it is All three groups will be released from the acts to which they have been in bondage since beginningless times In other words, even if they do not act upon this meaning but still believe in it, and even if they do not believe in it but still do not deny it, they will be released from their evil because they do believe in it and do not deny it, for soon thereafter they will come to act upon this meaning and attain release Those, however, who do not admit that it is true what God himself maintains, viz that He is the foundation of all atmans because the atman is God's body, that the atman is a sesa of God and can be actuated by God alone and so performs all acts, and those who deny that it is true, are devoid of all knowledge, they are lost and destitute of reason for it is reason by which we have decisive knowledge of the exact nature of a substance 135 They, however, have no such knowledge and no inkling of the truth

10 Why jñanayoga is so difficult to practise

33 Even if a man knows that the sastras teach that the proper form of the atman is distinct from the prakrti that it has the aforesaid nature and that one should always hold that this is the truth, still he keeps on living in and with the objects conformably to the ancient vasanā of his prakrti Why should this be so? Because the creatures being conjoined with prakrti, will obey their beginningless vasanā And try as they may to restrain them from doing so what can the sastras do against creatures that obey their vasanā?

Desire and hatred are directed to the objects of the sensoreal as well as of the motorial senses 136 for desire — which is brought about by the old vasanā — is an urgent longing to experience these objects and hatred appears when this experience is hindered Desire and hatred are the factors which prevail over anyone who aspires to jñanayoga and controls his senses, and they carry him back to their own effects One

134 that the persons summed up in st 31 constitute different categories R distils from apī ( and also ) in te āti
135 cetahkāryam āti astu jñānaḥ atmanenaśca yaḥ lit is an effect of the cetah
136 locomotion prehension speech digestion, procreation (see Sinha p 10, YID 4 p 38)
and excessive bhakti. No one else but God could know it or teach it, for it is the greatest mystery of the Vedānta.

NB Incidental discussion of God’s avatāra

Question But did not God’s birth take place a short time ago? It is contemporary with Arjuna’s, whereas Vivasvant lived 28 mahāyugas ago. So how should God be understood when He says that He has taught this yoga to Vivasvant at the beginning of the age? It is well known to Arjuna that Kṛṣṇa is the Supreme Person and that it therefore is quite possible that He has taught Vivasvant, so his question can only mean 1 is God’s birth illusory — God being not subjected to karman, or is it real, 2 if it is real, then how has God been born in a bodily shape, with what ātman, and why, 3 when has God been born, and 4 to what end?

Answer 1 God’s birth is real, for God says explicitly that his births in the past have been numerous and He compares his own birth with Arjuna’s “My birth, like yours.”

2 God comes into being by his own will and in his proper form without giving up any of the modes of his absolute supernal manifestation but retaining his own nature.

3 There is no fixed time for the birth of God, whenever the dharma, which is taught by the Vedas and should be observed according to the Vedic precepts for each station and stage of life, is declining and the adharma, the opposite of dharma, is on the increase, God creates himself in this manner by his own will.

4 Whenever God observes that the leading Vaisnavas who follow

183 R refers to G 10, 12 13 and MBh 2 38,23 where Arjuna heard from Bhisma Kṛṣṇa eva in lokānām utpattirprobhavāpayaḥ / Kṛṣṇasya te kṛte bhūtam idam visvaṁ carācaram, Kṛṣṇasya kṛte is explained as Kṛṣṇasya īśvābhātītam.

184 as the origination of every being is due to karman it might be thought that the birth of God who is not subjected to karman is illusory.

185 ātmānapāyaḥ G = R ātmajānānena cf Ch III p 13 f.

186 To corroborate this R quotes ČetUp 3 8 TaittS 2 2125, ChUp 16 6, Taittār 16 13 TaittVarUp 118 ChUp 3 142 BAU 4 36 Taittār 3 131
god makes his proper form assume the generic structure (samsthāna) of the class (of gods men etc āsti) in which He wishes to be born.

187 R sc his being unborn, undying etc.

188 prakṛtir G = R stambhānam compare Intra sasvabhāvam ajahat eva, and ČBh 1 31 (Th p 297) devādinaṁ sandr̥ṣayantyāya tattvajaimāpāsām-sūdhāmūnakarmacamanvantāh svakīyaṁ stambhānam ajahat eva svenyaṁ bahudhā tāṣvate parah puruṣaḥ and also ČBh 1 1,22 (Th. p 241), on samsthāna, see Sinha, pp 49 52 and 79-81
attempts jñānayoga — i.e. stops making his senses function — away from the ātman and toward the objects. Therefore, if a man is conjoint with prakṛti and consequently inclined to make his senses function, he should immediately when attempting to execute a means for release try to control his senses by means of karmayoga i.e. by making his senses function — and so put an end to desire which annuls the knowledge of the ātman as well as the knowledge that ātman and prakṛti are different 100.

The senses are called an important impediment of knowledge as long as the senses keep operating in objects knowledge of the ātman cannot possibly be produced. A more important impediment is the manas as long as the manas is concerned with objects, there will be no knowledge of the ātman, even if the senses have been restrained. Still more important than the manas is the buddhi for even if the manas is turned away from the objects, there will still be no knowledge of the ātman as long as the buddhi is formed with a contrary decision. But even if all of them, senses, manas and buddhi, have ceased but desire does persist, then desire will again induce a person to operate in the objects and thereby prevent the knowledge of the ātman from originating. When one has come to know this desire, which is incompatible with knowledge and directed one’s manas to karmayoga by means of the buddhi, 101 then one should put an end to this desire.

D  KARMAYOGA (continued)

1  Karmayoga is known of old

God has taught the yoga not only in this period but also in the beginning of this age 102 — then to Vivasvant —, as a means of attaining the release which is man’s supreme end, and He has done so in order to save the world. The rājarsis of old knew this yoga in its succession from Vivasvant to Manu and from Manu to Iksvāku. But for a long time most of the yoga has been lost because of the stupidity of the people who heard it. This yoga — essentially the same as the ancient one — God has now explained at length to Arjuna with cell that it involves, because Arjuna has resorted to God out of love.

---

100  jñāna - 'knowledge of a single object', eva-jñāna 'discriminating knowledge',
     101  ātmanam manasa G = R manah buddhā for the frequent equation of
     102  kārvauḍa - see n. 280 and Ch. V, p 36

YID 4  kārvauḍa -
like — by sacrificing to them in accordance with the precepts of the śāstras, but nobody worships God himself, who is the ātman of those divinities and the enjoyer of all sacrifices, by taking no interest in the results of their sacrifices. Why not? Because in all worlds the act is soon followed by its result e.g., son, cattle etc., heaven etc. Because the unending evil piled up in beginningless times has not been annulled, all those worldly people lack discernment, therefore they want rapid results from their acts and perform for the sake of a son, cattle, heaven etc. all various acts by which homage is paid not to God, but to the divinities. Nobody feels sufficiently vexed with samsara to aspire to release and to practise the karmayoga, which is a propitiation of God, in order to attain release.

How then is the evil annulled? It is God who creates and dissolves the entire universe which is organized with the system of the four stations and divided by the three gunas and by the acts corresponding to the gunas. However, although God is creator, He is not agent. How is that possible? Because 1 his acts — variform creation etc. — do not bind Him, i.e., the variety in creation, which is caused by the existence of variform beings, gods, men etc. is not brought about by God, but by variform karman, good and evil so, by discriminating between both facts, viz. that not God but karman brings about the variety in creation, it is proved that God is not agent; 2 only the ksetrajñas, who have received body and organs at the time of creation, all experience the objects — likewise created — in accordance with their karman, and they do so because they desire the results of their acts, experiences etc. It is these ksetrajñas who desire the results of the act of creation, not God. God is only the efficient cause of the creation of the creatures, gods, men etc., whereas the powers of the various kinds of karman of the ksetrajñas — who are creatures — constitute the material cause of the variety of gods, men etc. in creation. So, in order to exist in a variety of forms, the ksetrajñas require God only as the author of creation, all the rest is their own doing, for it is the innate power of their previous karman which causes them to be the substances, god, man etc., which they are. Now, a person who

---

173 cf G 9.24 aham hi sarvaayaśaṣṭaṁ bhoktā
174 R G maniṣe loke implies all worlds (of prakṛti)
175 R G mayā sṛṣṭi implies mayaṇ raktaye and upasamhriyate
176 R quotes VS 2.134 and VP 1.451-52 see my remarks Ch III p 15
177 paraphrase of VP 1.451, operant cause nirmittakarana, material cause
178 paraphrase of VP 1.4,52.
the dharma\textsuperscript{169} try to resort to God but cannot achieve their end because God's name, acts and being are inaccessible to speech and thought, that they do not perceive him and therefore cannot sustain their \textit{atman} to attain beatitude, and that they consequently have a thousand misconceptions in a moment's time, then God comes into being in that particular age so that He may rescue them by allowing them to behold his proper form and acts and to listen to his words and that He may destroy the unrighteous and restore the declining Vedic dharma — which constitutes a propitiation of God — by revealing to them his proper form most worthy of propitiation

9 When a man knows God's birth and acts to be truly God's — i.e. that they are essentially God's and not the prakrti's, that they serve only to rescue the righteous and lead them to God, and that they are of God whose birth is not a common natural conjunction of the atman with the evil prakrti and gunas in which karman is rooted, but who possesses all beautiful qualities —, then he will suffer no more births himself. On the contrary, he will attain God after all his sins, which prevent him from attaining God, have been washed away by his true knowledge of God's birth and acts and after he has resorted to God in his present life in the manner which God has explained, loving God alone and concentrating on God alone.

10 Many, in fact, have been purified in this manner by their exact knowledge\textsuperscript{170} of God's births and acts.\textsuperscript{171} However, God does not only rescue those who resort to him in the shape of one of his avatāras, by descending into that shape alone, but He reveals himself to all who resort to him, whatever the shape in which they represent him. In fine, all people who wish to follow God alone do follow God's nature — however inaccessible it be to their speech and thought — by having perfect evidence of him in all shapes\textsuperscript{172} in which they may represent him.

2 The rarity of karmayogins

12 Still, but a few do actually follow God, for everyone who desires direct results from his acts worships the divinities — Indra and the

\textsuperscript{169} = G \textit{sadhu} read \textit{nktalakṣanadharmanila}

\textsuperscript{170} = G \textit{jānataja}

\textsuperscript{171} R cites \textit{Tat\textsc{a}tā} 3.32 \textit{tasya dhīrā pariṣānti jñanam}, G yoni meaning here 'the manner in which He is born'. For definitions of \textit{rāga, bhaya-} and \textit{krodha} see n 104

\textsuperscript{172} = G \textit{stavaśah}
4 Karmayoga implies knowledge

a  The knowledge implied is the knowledge that the ātman is distinct from prakṛti

Karmayoga has the form of knowledge because it involves the knowledge that the ātman is distinct from the body. When a man perceives that acts, when they are performed, have the form of knowledge because they are realizations what the ātman really is, and when he perceives that this knowledge has the form of action because it is implied in action, then he knows the purpose of the sūtras and is capable of release, for by every act which he performs he seeks to realize this purpose of the sūtras.

b  Proof

Question  How is it evidently proved that acts, when they are performed have the form of knowledge?

Answer  It is proved by the fact that, if an aspirant performs his acts without interest in the results and without the misconception that the ātman is identical with prakṛti and gunas, it is said by people who know the truth that this aspirant is a sage whose previous karmā has been annulled by the essential knowledge which is implied in his acts. By virtue of their knowledge of the truth it is an established fact that acts have the form of knowledge, for if a man renounces his personal interest in the results of his acts and is entirely satisfied by his own eternal ātman and if he in that spirit, performs his acts without directing his buddhi to the non eternal prakṛti then he does not really act, even though he be actively engaged in acting, in other words, he practises knowledge in the disguise of action. If a man has his citta and manas under control and is not possessive with regard to a common thing of the prakṛti because he has only the ātman in mind, and if he, then, performs purely bodily acts without aiming at their results, he will not fall a prey to samsāra. In other words, he contemplates the ātman by such acts, that is by mere karmayoga without intercession of jñānayoga. When a man is perfectly contented with the things which happen to be at hand for the sustenance of his body, when he endures the pairs of opposites — cold heat etc. — while he is executing the means of release, then he is exempt from all envy, for he realizes

184 see R.'s definition of karmayoga ad 2,39
185 read -dagdha-pracina-karmāṇāṃ bhudās tatātajña dhul
186 kibisom G = R sansāram
knows that God, though being agent of creation, is still non-agent and that God has no interest in the results of his acts of creation etc., will no longer be tied by his previous acts which are performed for the sake of their results and therefore prevent his undertaking karmayoga and cause him to have interest in results; in other words, he will be released. Having purified themselves by means of this same knowledge about God, the aspirants of old performed their acts; in the same manner one should purify oneself by means of the said knowledge of God and perform the acts which previously have been performed by those aspirants whom God had taught yoga. God now proceeds to discuss the form of these acts.

3. It is difficult to know these acts.

16 The aforementioned aspirants, although they did have some knowledge, did not know the proper form of the acts which should be performed and the proper form of the knowledge which these acts imply. God will explain this now. If one knows and observes it, one will be released from the bondage of samsāra.

17 Why is it so hard to know? Because 1. one should know exactly what constitutes an act that is a means of release; 2. one should know the periodical, occasional and desiderative acts which are naturally variform because they involve the acquisition of things required for their performance; 3. one should know what the knowledge itself is. It is difficult for an aspirant to come to know the way of karman, i.e. to realize that the šastras aim at only one result with all the acts which they prescribe, viz. the resulting release, and to realize, when one has come to know which are the acts, that one should renounce the variety resulting from the variety of the results of periodical, occasional and desiderative acts, of the acquisition of the various means required for their performance etc.

180 = G. karma.
181 G. akarma in the sense of jñāna-, this meaning parallel with that of naikṣarman- which was taken to mean jñānayoga (3,3) and akorman- "Id." (3,8); further on (st. 4,18 ff.; 6,1-2) R. will explain that jñānayoga merges into karmayoga; this jñāna- is kartur ātmano yathātmyajñāna- "true knowledge about the agency of the ātman", discussed 5,8-9.
182 resp. G. 1. karman-, 2. vičakaran- (v- expressing variety), and 3. akorman- (= jñāna-, see above n. 181).
183 R. refers to G. 2,41.
task; of the threefold controlling of the breath; and of the restricting of meals. Those who perform karmayoga while sustaining their body by means of sacrificial remainders will go to the eternal Brahman. But he who does not devote himself to periodical, occasional and desiderative acts — mahāyajñās etc. — will not be able to achieve man’s worldly ends — dharma, artha and kāma —, let alone man’s supreme end, release.

So there are many ways of practising karmayoga and all of them lead to true knowledge of the ātman. All of them result from periodical and occasional acts which are being performed day by day. When one knows and observes this, then one will be released.

6. Importance of the component of knowledge in karmayoga.

An act has two forms, knowledge and substance; of these two the component of knowledge is more than that of substance, because an act with all its accessories is perfected in knowledge. This knowledge, which is obtainable by all various means, can be practised by activity. If that is done, then this knowledge will in due time reach the stage where it is within the grasp of the active person. When a man devotes himself to the acts which are set forth by God, then he should by prostration, questioning and attendance invite those sages who have immediate presentation of the proper form of the ātman to teach him so that he may acquire their knowledge; when these sages are honoured by his prostration etc. and observe his mental disposition by the questions which he puts to them in his desire for knowledge, they will teach him this knowledge.

7. The immediate presentation of the proper form of the ātman.

This immediate presentation is the knowledge which will keep the person who possesses it safe from perplexity, i.e. from the misconception that the ātman is the body, this perplexity being the seat

---

192 sc. pāraka-, recaka- and kumbhaka-.
193 obviously in the sense of ātman, as in st. 32.
194 expl. of G. lokah.
195 vīśā brahmāṇa mukhe G. = R. ātma-yathāmya-vāpīsādhana-taya sthitah; for this sense of mukha- cf. the expression -mukhena “by means of”.
196 R.; G. 2,17-39 where the sāṃkhya buddhiḥ was discussed.
197 sākyākāra-, on this term see ČBh. 1,1,1, p. 10 (Th. p. 16); YID. 2, p. 6, and Lacombe, ASV. 349-350 “le disciple écoute (frāṇa-) docilement et avec foi la leçon du maître, réfléchit (manana-) sur son contenu, ... puis sa méditation (mādhyāsana-) se concentre, se simplifie, devient de plus en plus intuitive; à la limite ce sera l’intuition pure (tākṣākāra-) de l’essentielle vérité”.
that his own acts alone are the cause of the adversity effected by others; and when he looks at the success and the failure of his acts with equanimity, then, however active he may be, he is not of the saṃsāra. When a man is interested in nothing but the ātman and consequently is detached from all possessions and lives to perform acts of sacrifice etc. as discussed above, then he will be completely released from his previous karman which is the cause of his bondage.

c. Acts imply the realization that they consist of God.

24 The entire act consists of Brahman because it is of Brahman’s nature: the sacrifice is Brahman,¹⁸⁷ the utensils are Brahman, the fire in which the sacrifice is offered is Brahman, and the sacrificer himself is Brahman. He, who contemplates this insight, contemplates the act-as-Brahman. Such a one is capable of knowing the proper form of the ātman — which is Brahman — through his acts, because his acts are of Brahman’s nature. In other words, the acts performed by an aspirant have the form of knowledge because they imply the realization that they consist of Brahman and are therefore themselves a means of contemplating the ātman without the intercession of jñānayoga.¹⁸⁸

5. Different kinds of karmayoga.

25 There are several kinds of karmayoga: karmayoga may take the form of sacrifices by which the gods are worshipped;¹⁸⁹ or of the sacrifice which is Brahman; or of controlling the senses; of frustrating the manas’¹⁹⁰ inclination to the activities of senses and praṇās; karma-yoga may take the form of worship of gods at the expense of honestly acquired means; of the practice of charity; of yāgas and homas; of devotion to austerities; of pilgrimages to tīrthas and holy places;¹⁹¹ of the task of Vedic study; of the knowledge of the object of that

¹⁸⁷ R.: brāhmaṇaṇam is adjectival to hārīṭh: “the sacrifice, the utensils of which are Brahman”; “an arpaṇa- is that with which a sacrifice is offered, viz. a spoon etc.”.
¹⁸⁸ this passage is not clear; on the one hand brahmā- is equated with the Supreme Person (karmanah parabrahmabhūta paramaparavamāmakalva...), on the other with the ātman (brahmabhūtaṃ ātmaṃ varṣiṟēyat); moreover the realization that the acts “consist of” God is called a “means of directly contemplating the ātman”; it seems that R. interprets br. = Supreme Person in 24 a, b & d, and ātman in 24 c; only if so twisted the passage makes some sense.
¹⁸⁹ = G. dāvam yajñam.
¹⁹⁰ ātma- G. = R. manah-.
¹⁹¹ this sense is given to yogā- in G. yogayajñās to distinguish it from karmayoga- of which it is a subspecies.
aim that has been set forth, will no longer be tried to samsāra by the endless acts of old which cause his bondage. Therefore, dispel the doubts of the ātman, which result from beginningless ignorance, by means of the knowledge of the ātman present in your own heart, the knowledge which you have been taught by God, and undertake the yoga which you have been taught by God and engage yourself in work!

E KARMAYOGA (contin. ed)

1. Karmayoga is to be preferred to jñānayoga as a means of attaining the ātman.

Question  God praises on the one hand jñānayoga and on the other hand karmayoga, for in Lecture Two it has been demonstrated that an aspirant to release should first practise karmayoga and afterwards, when his internal organ has been purified, practise jñānayoga. On the other hand it has been said in Lectures Three and Four that even with regard to a person who is qualified for jñānayoga karmayoga is superior to jñānayoga as a means of attaining the ātman. Now, which one of the two, karmayoga or jñānayoga, is really the better means of attaining the ātman, i.e., which one is more easily practicable and more rapidly efficacious?

Answer. Both karmayoga and jñānayoga are even for a person entitled to practise jñānayoga equally autonomous means of attaining beatitude. But karmayoga is better than jñānayoga. Why? Because a karmayogin who, being completely satisfied by the cognition of the ātman implied in karmayoga, does not desire anything different from the ātman and consequently does not hate anything, and who resignedly endures the pairs of opposites, has for ever taken a firm stand in knowledge. Such a one will find no difficulty in loosening his bonds, for he is firmly fixed on karmayoga which is easy to practise. If one were to teach that karmayoga and jñānayoga have different results in that karmayoga only results in jñānayoga and that jñānayoga alone

---

204 samnyāsa karmanām G = R. jñānayogam.
205 see ad 2,53
206 resp 3,4-8 and 4,16-24
207 saukṣeryoḥ cāḥaḥhrād ca, terms adopted from GAS 9
208 see G 4, 16-23
209 mityasyaṁ jñānayogam, samnyāsa in the sense of 'Knowledge' (cf. akarma in G 4, 17, n. 181), derived from the equation samnyāsa = jñānayoga- (n. 204). In 61 it will be said that karmayoga implies jñānayoga but the latter not the former.
210 = G śāmkhya: 'knowledge of the ātman' (cf. supra ad 2, 39, n. 77)
of all attitudes caused by that misconception, such as possessiveness and the like. By this knowledge one will perceive in one’s own ātman the beings which one knows to exist in a plurality of forms. Then one perceives that all beings exist totally in God, for the ātman is equal to God’s being when it is exempt from name-and-form: all ātmans, if free from prakṛti, are equal to one another 108 and to God. 109 Even if a man is the worst of sinners, he will in virtue of this knowledge of the ātman lose the wickedness which was peculiar to him before. The knowledge of the proper form of the ātman annuls the previous acts which adhere to the ātman and have been piled up since beginningless times. Nothing in the world purifies more than this knowledge; therefore it annuls all evil. He who has reached perfection by practising karmayoga daily in its form of knowledge in the above manner, will in due time and of his own accord find this knowledge about his own ātman. 200 He who believes that the said knowledge will increase, who has focused his mind thereupon and who restrains his senses and keeps them away from all other objects, will soon reach the aforesaid stage of maturity and acquire that knowledge; soon thereafter he will attain the supreme nirvāṇa. 201

When a man does not acquire this knowledge by having it taught him, when he does not strive to increase this knowledge if it is taught him, and when he is doubtful of this knowledge, then he will perish. When this knowledge is doubted, then neither the worldly ends of man 202 — dharma, artha and kāma —, nor man’s supreme end — release — can be achieved, because all ends of man can only be achieved through the acts which are prescribed by the śāstras and because the achievement of ends through acts presupposes the presence of the decisive knowledge that the ātman is different from the body. Therefore, he who doubts this knowledge will find no happiness at all. That man, however, whose acts do have the form of knowledge, whose doubts of the ātman are dispelled, in the manner that has been explained, by the knowledge of the ātman, and whose mind 203 is focused on the

108 R. refers to G. 5,19 nirdosam hi samam brahma (= the totality of the ātmans).
109 R. refers to G. 14,2 and MundUpr. 3,1,3; the ātman is equal to God in so far as it is separated from prakṛti.
200 V.: ajñāntamāt vijñāyogaṁ.
201 ātmarūpa G. = R. nirvāṇam (cf. G. 6,15), nirvāṇa- being the effect of ātma- (cf. 2,71-72); nirvāṇa- should be taken in the sense of 2,72 (see n. 111): tālīnāvatānam ātmanam.
202 as supra st. 31.
203 ātmavantam G. = R. manastvānam.
results in the contemplation of the ātman, then one’s knowledge would be incomplete. Both in fact have one and the same result, for both result in the contemplation of the ātman and are, therefore, optional.  

Still, there is no jñānayoga without karmayoga. When a person, who is accustomed to reflect on the ātman, practises karmayoga, he will have no difficulty in completing the karmayoga and he will soon reach the ātman of his own accord, whereas a person who practises jñānayoga will find it very difficult to complete his jñānayoga and therefore he will reach the ātman only after a long time. When a man practises karmayoga his manas will be purified because the acts prescribed by the āstras to which he devotes himself are propitiations of God and therefore pure in themselves. He will meet no difficulty in controlling his manas as his manas is concomitant with the acts which he performs consequently he will subdue his senses. His ātman is the ātman of all beings because his devoted practice implies the realization that the ātman is essentially non-agent. Such a one, active though he be, will not be tied by the misconception that the ātman is prakṛti and therefore he will soon attain the ātman. Hence it is clear that karmayoga is superior to jñānayoga because it is more easily practicable and more rapidly efficacious.

2. The realization that the ātman is non-agent.

8–9 He who, in virtue of his true knowledge of the ātman, avows that the sensoreal and motorial senses and the pranas operate in their own objects will thereby know that he himself does not do anything. In other words, he knows that this agency is effected by the natural conjunction of his proper form with senses and pranas rooted in karman and does not result from the proper form of his ātman whose proper being is knowledge and nothing else. If a person has in this manner

hence jñānayoga (st 4) hence jñānayogin (st 5 cf n 118)

111 expl of G ekam
112 = G munyī see supra n 103
113 = G brahma cf my remarks in Ch V
114 tasyādhiṣṭānā and tasyādhiṣṭānā G = R ātman
115 cf n 122
116 korte ātmano jñātmyānusandhiānantisṭhitaya “because he is firmly fixed on the true realization regarding the agency of the ātman (same expression supra ad 4 16 n 181) R because of this knowledge (sc that the ātman being not agent stands in no relation to prakṛti) all ātmans are equal differences being brought about by prakṛti R refers to G 5 19
117 tattvāt G = R ātmalattvāt “who knows the ātman to be an entity of its own kind
118 in the text manas stands for ātmānak
3. experiences which the different agents have of the results of their acts.

Question. Then what brings about agency, acts and the experiencing of results?

Answer. The vāsanā of the prakṛti \(^\text{222}\) which is an effect of the misconception that gods etc. constitute the ātman; this misconception itself is an effect of the ātman's conjunction with the forms of gods etc. and this conjunction is an effect of ever previous karman that has been brought about in beginningless times.

Therefore the ātman does not take away the sufferings of a being — a son etc. — which is dear to the ātman because the ātman is related to it; nor does the ātman take away the happiness of a being because that being is odious to the ātman; \(^\text{223}\) for the ātman does not have a body that has anything in common with any body of gods etc., \(^\text{224}\) so that the ātman is neither related to anyone nor vexed with anyone. All this is the effect of vāsanā.

Question. But how then is it possible that such a vāsanā, which is contrary to one's proper nature, originates at all?

Answer. Because a person's knowledge is entirely concealed by his previous karman which serves to qualify that person to experience the results of his acts; this previous karman is incompatible with knowledge. While concealing this knowledge that karman produces the ātman's conjunction with a body and produces at the same time the misconception that the ātman is this body. This misconception produces its own vāsanā as well as that of the acts corresponding to this misconception. From this vāsanā again arise the misconception that the ātman is prakṛti, and all kinds of activity which are rooted in this misconception.

4. Ignorance sublated by knowledge.\(^\text{225}\)

When however this ignorance, this accumulation of beginningless and endless acts, which conceals the knowledge of the ātman, is sublated by the knowledge of the ātman produced by the teaching of the truth about the ātman, and when this powerfully purifying knowledge is enriched by daily practice, then this natural supreme, restrictionless and limitless knowledge reveals to the ātmans \(^\text{228}\) everything as it is,

\(^{222}\) svabhāvah G. = R. prakṛtvāsana.

\(^{223}\) read kasyacit prakītulatayānabhimatasya.

\(^{224}\) expl. of G. tībhū-.

\(^{225}\) R. connects this with G. 4,36-37.

\(^{228}\) from the plural teṣām (sc. ātmanām) R. derives a further proof of the
just like the sun. The express mention in the text of the distinct individuality of atmans which exist in a plurality, side by side with the word knowledge, proves that this knowledge is an essential quality of the ātman. The illustrative comparison just like the sun makes clear that the relation knower-knowledge is as that of luminosity luminary. So it is an established truth that at the stage of samsāra the knowledge is restricted by acts, and that at the stage of release this knowledge shines in its fullest measure. Therefore, when one has formed such positive decision to contemplate the atman, when one has fixed his mind upon it and when one practises this knowledge in preference to anything else because it is one's highest object, then the old impurities will be washed away by the knowledge which is practised in this way and one will attain the ātman in that pure form from which one will never more return to samsāra. The ātman in its essential form

5 The equality of the ātmans

He who knows the proper form of the atman will see that same form in the atmans of all other creatures — however dissimilar these creatures may appear —, because all atmans have only one form, knowledge. Inequality is of the prakrti, not of the atman. Consequently one will perceive that the atmans are the same in all creatures, because all have the same form, knowledge. Now, at the stage where the means of release are executed, i.e. in samsāra, an aspirant will succeed when his manas is in the said manner focused on the equality of the ātman. All atmans are equal to one another, as long as the ātman-substance is not conjoined with prakrti. In other words, a man is

existence of a plurality of atmans as declared in 2.12 (to which he refers), the fact that all ignorance has been sublated (ajñānaṁ nāstam ātmanāḥ, st. 16 b) proves that this plurality cannot be effected by upādhis (this against Yādava), for in enlightenment no upādhis can be left.

227 the doctrine of dharmabhūtajñāna, see Sruvasaschari, VA, p. 17 24.

228 Varadarāhachary Theory of knowledge, p. 62.

229 So curiously Apie's text jñātātmanayoh prabhāprabhāvatāravā navatikānam, which would mean that the jñātā is a dharma of jñāna! If adhyātovai is to be connected with jñānam it should be explained by sun light (so V.), the relation known knowledge would be as luminous luminosity (prabhāatprabhā) which indeed is the case (cf. CBh 111, p. 41 (Th. p. 59)) the text could be restored jñānajñātātmano prabhāprabhāvaravātor.

230 tadbuddhayāḥ G = R tathā vidatma-darsanānādiṣyād, for adhyātovai.

231 characterizes buddhi (cf. supra ad 2.41)

232 paraphrase of G tāndhākh

233 = G शास्त्र “here on earth, before release”

234 brahman- G = R. ātmanātva
released when he realizes that the atmans are equal to one another because essentially they all have one and the same form, knowledge.

**Question** What qualities should a kāyamayāyogī possess if he desires to reach that stage of matured development of his knowledge at which he may perceive that all atmans are equal?

**Answer** He learns to know the proper form of the atman by the teachings of sages who know the atman as an entity. He is diligent in practising that knowledge and throws off the delusion that the atman is the body. He remains fixed on contemplating at his pleasure the atman as an eternal principle. In consequence of all this he feels neither joy nor hatred when he experiences pleasant or unpleasant things of the prakṛti. A person who in this manner turning away his manas from objects other than his atman finds his sole happiness in the atman within himself, will no longer practise prakṛti, for now his manas is qualified to practise brahman and he finds the everlasting bliss which is the experience of brahman or the atman.

It is not difficult to give up experiencing the prakṛti, for one will find that these experiences which result from the contacts of the senses with the objects, are ephemeral and productive of suffering he who knows what they are will not enjoy them. When a man at the stage of samsara, where the means to release are executed, is capable of conquering the violence, which is effected by desire and anger, by his longing for the experience of the atman, then he is capable of experiencing the atman, as soon as he is released from his body he will attain the bliss of experiencing the atman. A yogin is brahman and attains the blissful experience of the atman when he completely renounces the experiencing of the external objects, finds his sole happiness in experiencing the atman, is fixed totally on the atman, increases his happiness only by contemplating the atman and its qualities, and restricts his knowledge to the atman alone. Then, when he is released from the pairs of opposites, when he has subdued the manas and

---

233 = G brahmavāt brahman- being ātmavastu
234 = R tatāvādām to be explained as supra n 217
235 brahman G = R sthirāramātātmāvalokanāṃ vijñānām abhāve, where sthirārāpa is adjectival to ānubhava (cf n 220)
236 = G vaiasa n 231
237 = G yuktah < qualified for
238 = G sukhī
239 here andinfra brahman is to be explained by ‘atman for a slightly, though not essentially different interpretation of brahmanātāma see ad 272
240 these qualities being māyataja jñānatva ānandatva akarmavāsyatva etc.
(V ad 6 32)
focused it on the ātman, when he is interested in all that is salutary to all creatures in so far as they are ātmanas,\textsuperscript{241} and when he is absorbed in the contemplation of the ātman, then all his impurities which are incompatible with the attainment of the ātman will be washed away and he will attain the beatitude of brahman. When a man is possessed of all these qualities, he will find no difficulty in attaining brahman; those who are exempt from desire and anger, who are wont to exert themselves and who have subdued and conquered their manas, have the beatitude of brahman within their reach.

6. Yoga.\textsuperscript{242}

A man may be released, not only at the stage where the means for release have been brought to a successful end, but already at the stage where they are being executed — in ānāmśāra —, viz. by practising Yoga: Having completely stopped the functioning of the external senses, sitting with his trunk straightened in a posture\textsuperscript{243} proper to yoga, equalizing his inhalatory and exhalatory breath circulating in his nose, he lives contemplating the ātman. His senses, manas and buddhi are no longer capable of anything except operating at the contemplation of the ātman, and — his sole object being release — he has lost all desire, fear and anger.

To conclude, the karmayoga, which involves the obligation of performing periodical and occasional acts and which culminates in Yoga, is easy to practise: he who knows that God is the enjoyer of sacrifices and austerities, the supreme Lord of the worlds,\textsuperscript{244} the friend of all beings, will meet no difficulty in practising karmayoga, for karmayoga is worship of God, and all beings worship their friends devotedly.

III THE CONtemplATION OF THE ĀTMAN

1. Karmayoga leading directly to the contemplation of the ātman.

A person who does not aim at the results of his acts but who regards the acts themselves as his sole aim because they are propitiations of

\textsuperscript{241} R.: ātmarāi sarveṣām bhūtānām hītesu nīrataḥ.
\textsuperscript{242} R.: this is the end and apex of karmayoga; as such it is equivalent with yoga- in the sense of “contemplation of the ātman” (2,53); the yoga is further discussed in Lecture 6.
\textsuperscript{243} or: on a seat (āsana-), cf. 6,11.
\textsuperscript{244} R. refers to ČvetUp. 6,7.
God and does not intend to gain anything by them, is firmly fixed on jñanayoga as well as on karmayoga which are both means of the attaining yoga or the contemplation of the atman. But a person who is solely fixed on jñanayoga is not fixed on the karmayoga as well, such a one is devoted exclusively to knowledge as his means of release, whereas a man who is devoted to activity has both activity and knowledge. Karmayoga, as defined above, also implies knowledge that which is called jñanayoga by those who know the proper form of the atman is actually karmayoga. A man, who has not yet realized what the atman is, and therefore not freed himself from the misconception that the atman is prakrti, cannot be a karmayogin who practises one of the kinds of karmayoga which have been enumerated above.

By karmayoga alone one is able to succeed in yoga because in karmayoga one does not risk being negligent about it. When a man aspires to the contemplation, i.e., to release, karmayoga will cause him to succeed, only when the contemplation of the atman has already been secured, will jñanayoga, i.e., inactivity, cause him to succeed, or, in other words, a man must perform acts until he has attained release.

Now, when has a man attained yoga? When the yogin is no longer able to interest himself in the objects of prakrti differing from the atman or in corresponding acts, because naturally he does not experience anything but the atman, for then all delusions have gone. When a man wishes to attain yoga, then he can only do so by practising karmayoga, for at that stage one is still unable not to experience the objects and therefore karmayoga is one’s only resource, because karmayoga means practising one’s interest in objects. However, one should save oneself by disengaging one’s mind from its interest in objects and not perish by neglecting to do so. In the first case the manas will be one’s friend, in the latter it will be one’s enemy and bring about the opposite of beatitude.

---

245 saṁyādami G = R jñānavagāuttaḥ cf supra n 204 and n 209
246 R interprets G uragatih and akṛṣṭah as “not undertaking karmayoga (which involves sacrificial acts 529) and therefore exclusively jñanayogin”
247 saṁyādami G
248 R. quotes G 4.19 to prove that all karmayogins have forsaken this misconception
249 drurukṣṭora mūner yogam G = R ātmāvalokanam prāptum ucyate
250 mūnukṣor, this sense of yoga in G 2.53
251 saṁgrādhastya G = R. pratisjñitasyagasya (yoga- in the sense of n 249)
252 corresponds to G ātman- in stt 4 and 5
There is another way Intemperance is incompatible with yoga, but if one is temperate, then yoga will untie one’s bonds When the intent citta is constantly and invariably fixed and when one has lost all desire for any object, then one has attained yoga. The atman is like a lamp shining unflickeringly because it is sheltered so the atman shines with motionless knowledge because all other activities of the mind have ceased In yoga the citta, in which all activities have ceased, rejoices in incomparable felicity In yoga a man perceives the atman with his mind, satisfied with it and indifferent to all other objects In yoga a man enjoys perfect bliss which is beyond all senses and only comprehensible by the buddhi of the atman Once a man is in yoga he will not be able to move from his condition because while in yoga he enjoys boundless bliss Once a man has attained yoga he does not wish for anything else when he has awaked from yoga, and when one is constantly in yoga, no grievous suffering can disturb one’s equilibrium This is the yoga which is called knowledge, the knowledge strictly opposite to conjunction with suffering and this knowledge a man must possess And to acquire it he must begin with this decision that the yoga is such as described above and thereafter practise this yoga with a happy cetas

3 Desire and how to conquer it

There are two kinds of desires 1 those resulting from contacts, 2 those resulting from wishes Of these two kinds only the latter can be relinquished and that may be done in virtue of the realization that they have nothing to do with yoga As to the former, desires resulting from contacts, one may relinquish the joy or hatred which one feels with respect to them When one has done so and then withdraws the totality of the senses from all objects and gradually abstains from everything that is not the atman by virtue of the buddhi — the one concerned with distinction — then one must submerge the manas entirely in the atman and think of nothing but the atman And wherever the manas which does not remain constantly fixed on the atman on account

\[\text{yuktaḥ G} = \text{R yogarūḍhah in the above sense (n 250)}\]
\[\text{ātmanād G} = \text{R āvāca}\]
\[\text{ātītavatāḥ G} = \text{R tadbhāvād 'on account of being yogi sthitaḥ'}\]
\[\text{R. taṁ duḥkhasamyojantyaṁ duḥkhasamiyogapratīṣṭhānāntakārān jñānam.}\]
\[\text{dhīṛghottaya G} = \text{R. utēka ṣayojā (sc discrimination between ātman and prakṛti), 'dhīṛ' in the sense of dhāranā? But cf V prakṛntatadaśikula-}
\text{tuṛṣṭaṁśa dhīṛēḥ}\]
of its volatile nature — swerves from the atman in search of objects to which it is propelled, there one must strenuously subdue the manas in the atman, in order to attain incomparable bliss. The yogin whose manas is immovably fixed on the atman, whose impurities are thereby completely burned away, whose rajas guna is wholly annulled and who therefore exists in his own proper form, will find perfect felicity which is the experience of the atman without difficulties he will enjoy the boundless bliss which is the experience of the atman.

4 Four degrees in perfectly developed yoga

At the highest stage of development of yoga there are four degrees

a The atmans of all creatures are equal when their proper form is separated from prakrti, for all of them have one and the same form, knowledge, inequality is of the prakrti. This proves that a person, who has brought his atman into yoga, will see similarity in all atmans when separated from prakrti, he will see that his own atman is in all beings and that all beings are in his own atman, in other words he will see that his own atman has the same form as the atmans of all other beings and contrariwise, so that he has seen all that is atman when he has seen one atman.

b A man, who has reached the highest stage of development and in the said manner views the equality of God and all atman when the latter exists in its proper form beyond good and evil, will view God in all atmans and all atmans in God, in virtue of their mutual equality he will see by the one what is the other. That man indeed views the proper form of the atman, and God will not vanish out of his sight, for God is equal to that form of the atman, nor will that man vanish out of the sight of God who views in him Himself, when in virtue of his equality to God he views his atman as the equal of God.

c At which stage will yoga develop into full maturity? When a yogin who views his atman in all beings becomes one with them because all have the same form of unrestricted knowledge, and when he renounces the differences of the prakrti and devotes himself steadfastly to God, then — whatever condition he is in, even at the moment of awaking.

---

263 brahmabhūtan G = R. svavāpyeśāvasthiṣaṃ, brahman- equated with atman.
264 sarvatra G = R. prakrtiṣyukteṣu atmaṃ
265 R. quotes in support G 6,33 (ātmāna) and 5,19 (ātman)
from yoga — he will always view his equality to God in his own ātmans and in all beings.260

32 d. He reaches the summit when he no longer perceives any difference between happiness and suffering of his own ātmans and those of other ātmans inasmuch as his ātmans and the ātmans of other beings are mutually comparable and as all ātmans are equal and have no relations.

5. How to hold one’s manas.

33 Question. It has been said that yoga is: perceiving that all beings are equal: that ātmans is equal to ātmans because all ātmans have the same form, knowledge, and that the ātmans is equal to God in so far as both are not subject to karmans. But Arjuna does not see how it is possible that yoga can ever be permanent, considering the volatility of the manas: for the manas is by nature too volatile to allow the puruṣa to fix it permanently on one point, even if that point be one among the objects at which the manas is incessantly operating, and so the manas vehemently carries the puruṣa off. Therefore Arjuna thinks that it is not less difficult to hold the manas in order to concentrate it on the ātmans — which moreover is the opposite of the objects at which the manas operates with so little concentration — than to hold a gale with a fan. So he asks God to tell him how the manas could be held.

35 Answer. In spite of the volatility of the manas, which indeed is undeniable, it is possible to hold the manas, viz. by fixing the manas on the ātmans; this may be done by practising the knowledge of the qualities of the ātmans and by taking an aversion to the objects themselves by realizing their deficiency.267 When a man does not control his manas,268 then all his efforts to practise yoga will remain fruitless. A man however who has subdued his manas by practising karmayoga which is a propitiation of God and implies knowledge,269 will be able to reach this yoga — which is the perceiving of equality — when he aspires to it.

264 mayi vartate G. = R. mām eva panāt unātmanī sarvabhāṣeṣu ca sarvataṃ matyātmanam eva paśyati; the ātmans is equal to God in so far as it is not subject to karmans even as God.
267 paraphrasis of G. abhyāsa- and vañāga- resp.
268 atamyaśātmanā G. = R. ajilamanasā.
269 vañyaśātman... upāsanaḥ G. = R. pārvoktea madārādhamarāṇeṣu-pāryātmaneṣu karmāṇā jītamanasya; from upāsa- in the sense of “śādhana-“.
6 The fate of a faithful but unsuccessful yogin

Question 270 But what is the fate of a man who devotes himself faithfully to yoga but is unable to bring it to a successful end, because his efforts are too defective and the course of yoga is so severe, and who allows his manas to swerve? Would he not perish for falling in two respects, 271 like a cloud, torn from a large cloud, which cannot reach another cloud but perishes in between? On the one hand he is not devoted to a means of achieving a worldly end 272 — heaven etc. —, on the other hand he loses his way to brahman. Now, God alone may solve this uncertainty, for God alone has always immediate evidential knowledge of everything 273

Answer A man who attempts yoga faithfully will perish neither here nor beyond, that is, neither by the frustration of his desires for the pleasures of prakriti as well as for the experience of brahman, nor by falling back to his starting point which is a grievous suffering. On the contrary, a man who practises the incomparably auspicious yoga will never perish in present, past or future

Question Then what happens to him?

Answer When he has reached the worlds which are allotted to those who have lived well, then the excellence of yoga — which is a means to knowledge — will allow him to enjoy in those worlds the good pleasures, desirous of which he swerved from yoga, and to enjoy them during timeless ages expiring with his desire for those pleasures. Then, when his desire has gone he will — in case he swerved from yoga at the very beginning — in virtue of that yoga be born in a family of pure and rich people who are qualified to start the course of yoga, in case he swerved at an advanced stage of yoga, he will be born in a family of yogins who practise 274 and teach yoga. Such a twofold birth 275 is rarely met with in the common world, and then only through

270 R. Arjuna puts this question in order to hear exactly how powerful karmayoga is (referring to G 2.40) — this power or excellence (mahatmya) — being derived from the implied knowledge of the atman as well as from the Yoga in which it culminates (5.27.29) — and how powerful this Yoga itself is. 271 viz. in the attaining of the puruṣārthas (dharma artha and kama) and that of the paramapuruṣārtha moksa 272 so R. explains G apratishthayah 273 traduṣṇaḥ G = R. svādhaḥ pratyaksena yugapai sarvam sarvādārvaj svastas ca ca tapasas tattva bhavah 274 read dhimatāṁ for srimāṇāḥ dhimatāṁ G = R. yogāṁ kurvāṁ 275 R. connects the singular ānāma with two kinds of birth described in stt. 41 and 42.
yoga. In that new existence he will find again that same stage of developments of yoga which he left in his previous life. Like a man awakened from his sleep he will strive so strenuously that no impediments will prevent him from gaining his end. The excellence of yoga naturally sends a man who has practised yoga in a former life, back to yoga willy-nilly. In case a man swerved with his manas before he had acquired knowledge of yoga but was desirous of knowing it, he will receive again his desire. Consequently practising karmayoga he will rise beyond prakrti and, being released from his bonds, attain the atman which solely comprises knowledge and beatitude. It is through knowledge that a man is born in a perfect condition, devoid of all impurities of good karman accumulated in beginningless times, and that he, though having swerved before, attains the highest end if he strives after it with all his effort. The yogin, being firmly fixed on an aim of man that is superior to all man's ends, is superior to those who aspire to man's ends by means of austerities or of any knowledge other than that of the atman, or by means of ritual ceremonies. Therefore ones should be such a yogin.

Here ends the explanation of the Contemplation of the individual atman which is propaedeutic to the Paravidya and which has been taught by Prajapati. Now the Paravidya, or the knowledge of the Most High, is praised. It is said that superior to the yogins of all kinds is that yogin of whom God will now proceed to speak. Compared to this yogin all yogins who resort to austerities etc. are as inferior as mustardseeds compared to the Meru God considers that this superior yogin is he who has fixed his manas on God because his excessive love of God adding something to his nature that others lack, he cannot find any support but God, who strives diligently to attain God because his love is too ardent to allow him to be, if only for a single moment, separated from God and who worships God through bhakti.

276 "naturally = G hit, at which R remarks prasuddham hy etad yogamahatanam hit arthah
277 R's expl of G sadabrahma 'the brahman capable of being called gods, men etc., hence prakrti'
278 cf n 113
279 R takes yoga in ablative sense yogibhavo yuktatamah the best yogin of all for this n.111 (the bhakta) is not included in the four degrees of supra st 29 32 these are resumed in yoginam, whereas sarvegam (separated from yoginam by and also) refers to those (tapasins etc.) summed up in st 46
280 antaradhisnau G = R manas, for the manas being the substratum of all various external and internal (sensorial and mental) activities is "the soul of the interior"
281 G sruddha=ya thus explained
PART TWO

ON THE PROPER FORM OF THE SUPREME PERSON
AND ON THE MANNER IN WHICH HE SHOULD BE
WORSHIPPED BY BHAKTI

In Lectures 7-13 the proper form of the Supreme Person, who is the Supreme Brahman, and the manner in which He should be worshipped by bhakti are treated of. It appears from the Vedānta that the worship of God by bhakti is the means of attaining God. The śrutis teach that this bhakti is meditation or reverent concentration and that as such it is the effect of devout representation. Moreover, this reverent and loving meditation or bhakti is as such very dear to man, because the object of bhakti, which is God himself, is very dear to him.\(^{282}\)

\(^{282}\) R. quotes ČvetUp. 3,8 and Taitār. 3,12,7 where this worship by bhakti is called 'knowledge'; that this knowledge is synonymous with bhakti R. proves from Taitār. 3,12,7 tām eva vādhu amṛta iha bhavati / nānāb bhatī ajanḍya tīḍyate, combined with nāham vedair na tapasā na dānena na cejyayā (i.e. by no other way) śakya evamvidho drastum drṣṭavān asī mām yathā tv ananyayā śakya aham ... jñātum (G. 11,53-53). Cf. ČBh. 1,1,1 p. 8 ff. (Th. p. 13 ff.); further he quotes BĀU. 2,4,5; 1,4,5; ChUp. 7,26,2: MunḍUp. 2,2,8 where it is called 'meditation' (dhyāna-); according to R. these śrutis prove that bhakti is produced by representation (smṛti-, dhyāna- being equivalent with smṛti-: R. does not admit that self-concentration (dhyāna- in yoga-) is a source of knowledge); for the synonymity of dhyāna- with bhakti see n. 2.

\(^{283}\) This R. proves from KāṭhUp. 2,23 nāyam ātmā pravacanena labhyo na medhayā na bahunā śrutena / yam evaiśa vṛtute tena labhyas tasyaiśa ātmā vṛtute tanam śām: pravacana-, medha and śruti- being sources of direct cognition (anubhava-) it follows that only a product of smṛti- can single out a devotee for election by the Supreme Ātman (so R. interprets ātman-); that product of smṛti- is bhakti (cf. V. 8, 5-4 vṛṣṇiyutāḥśatub labhyo guyo bhaktir ātma); the devotee's love for the object of bhakti (R. quotes evapārākṣatam anudhyānām bhaktir ity ucayate buddhāḥ) causes him to love bhakti itself.
I THE TRUE KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPER FORM OF THE SUPREME PERSON WHO IS THE OBJECT OF BHAKTI

1 Which kind of knowledge is meant here

7, 1 If, then, one has focused one’s mind steadily on God and reposes entirely on God because one loves God so dearly that one is unable to exist separated from his being, qualities, acts and dominion, by which knowledge then is one to aspire actively to the attainment of God and is one to know him completely and indubitably? This knowledge will now be explained together with the knowledge of the manner in which God is distinguished from all spiritual and non-spiritual beings.

3 Through this knowledge God will be known completely. This knowledge is very rare. Among the thousands of people qualified to observe the sastra, no more than a few may aspire to siddhi, among the thousands who might aspire to siddhi, no more than a few may attain siddhi by knowing God, among the thousands who might know God, no more than a few may know God as He really is. In other words, there is actually no one who is capable of knowing God as He really is.

2 God’s two prakrtis

4 God has two prakrtis, a lower and a higher one. The lower one is the prakrti of this world consisting of endless various objects, means and occasions of material experience and divided into eight categories, viz. the five primordial elements and their qualities, senses, and mind.

5 Mahat and finally Ahamkara. God’s higher prakrti however, is not of the same order as this non-spiritual prakrti which solely consists of the objects experienced by the spiritual beings, but it is constituted by the spiritual beings themselves, the jivas. This is God’s chief prakrti, for the spiritual beings experience the lower, non-spiritual material prakrti. The higher, spiritual prakrti supports the material one.

284 aspira

285 jñāna and vijñāna. jñāna is knowledge of a single object, vijñāna-( knowing from ) knowledge of the difference between more objects, cf supra n 160

286 R separates vata'itam and siddhânam, taking api in the sense of ca

287 R quotes G 719 26

288 G manas- is taken as the coordinating organ of the senses and therefore indissolubly connected with them

289 G buddhi- is taken in its Samkhyan sense of Mahat to distinguish it from buddhi- as a mental attitude (supra G 241)
all beings composed of cit and acit, from Brahma to tuft of grass, whether existing in a superior or in an inferior condition, originate from these two prakrtis of God, and so they are of God Therefore God is their origin and their dissolution, and He is their semen. And God is absolutely superior, not only because He is the cause of his two prakrtis which are themselves the causes of all things, and not only because He is the semen even of the spiritual beings which are themselves the semen of the non-spiritual, but also because He possesses such qualities as knowledge, power, force etc. All spiritual and non-spiritual things, whether effects or causes, constitute God’s body and depend on God who is their atman.

3 God as prakurum

As has been already explained above, God, the Supreme Person, is modified by all existing beings and things which modify him by constituting the body of which He is the atman. From this point of view all words express God. So, by applying the grammatical rule of samādhikaranya or functional coordination, God is said to be the quintessence of all entities. All these entities with their peculiar individuality and characteristics have originated from God, are sesas of God and depend on God as much as they constitute his body, and God himself is modified by all these entities of which He is the atman. These entities, which are of the nature of sattva, rajas and tamas and which exist in this world in the forms of body, senses, material objects and their causes, depend on God whose body they constitute God himself, however, does not depend on them The relation of God to his body is not the same as that of the individual atmans to their bodies. With the latter the bodies, though depending on the atmans, serve some purpose for the sustenance of the atmans within them. To God his

---

290 R quotes SubalUp 2, VP 12,24 6 4 38-39, BĀU 37 (M).
291 in other words God is not only relatively (as the immanent God) but also absolutely (as the transcendent God) superior the qualities are the kalyāṇa-gunas, cf supra n 4
292 R quotes BĀU 37, 3 22 (M) and continues dīnasārthabhātānāvadānānām ca jagadbrahmanor prasiddham brahman- is here as elsewhere (e.g 8,3) taken as the collective atmans. atman is the Supreme Atman.
293 defined by R (Gb 1 1 1, p 59, Th p 79) pravṛtti-mittahābdahārdha-trītyam samādhi-karantam co-ordination (of several terms) means the function of these terms to signify one object, there being a different purpose for the application of each different term, I may refer to Lacombe, Notes 242, ASV p. 107 f., Srinivasachari, VA. pp. 38 f and 228 f
294 enumerated in BhG 7,8-11
body serves no purpose at all, it serves to nothing but his sport. God is beyond all entities of sattva, rajas and tanas nature, because of his auspicious qualities which are peculiar to him and because these entities are modifications of him. But, although God is eternal and always forms a unity in himself, He is not known to the world constituted by gods, men, animals, immovables etc., for the world is perplexed by the entities consisting of gunas, however small and transient they may be, which are the material objects to be experienced by means of body and senses in accordance with previous karman.

4 This knowledge is obscured by God’s maya, but this maya may be overcome through prapatti.

14 Question How is it possible that all kinds of experiencing beings come to think that the entities consisting of gunas, which are very inferior and transient, are fit objects of experience, while God himself exists who is boundlessly abundant bliss, who is eternal and always forms a unity in himself and who is superior to these entities which are only modifications of himself?

Answer The reason for this is God’s maya which consists of gunas and which, being created by the sporting God, is difficult for anyone to know. This absolutely real maya causes the proper form of God to be obscured and one’s own being to be thought of as the only fit object of experience. So being perplexed by God’s maya, the whole world is ignorant of God whose real being is boundless bliss. Only those who resort to God relinquish maya and worship him alone.

15 Question Why, then, does not everyone resort to God by prapatti as a first step to bhakti?

Answer Because those who are of evil karman do not resort to God.
a Four groups of people who do not resort to God

These people may be divided into four groups which are more wicked successively.

1 Those who have false knowledge who take interest in the objects of prakrti, because they are ignorant of God’s proper form.
2 Those who in the above way do know that it is the atman’s sole essence to be a sesa of God, but think that likewise it is the sole essence of the material objects to be a sesa of themselves because though knowing that the atman is equal to God’s proper form, they are not capable of longing for God.
3 Those whose knowledge of God and his dominion is nipped in the bud by deceitful reasonings which contend that such a knowledge is impossible.
4 The worst of all, those who have positive knowledge of God and his dominion but hate God for it.

b Four groups of people who resort to God

Those who are of good karman do resort to God and worship him lovingly. They too are divided into four groups each subsequent group being better than the preceding, as its prapatti is more distinguished in proportion to the over balance of their good karman.

1 Those who have lost their foundation and their power and wish to get them back,
2 Those who aspire to power which they never possessed,
3 Those who aspire to acquire knowledge of the atman as an entity different from the prakrti,
4 Those who know the proper form of the atman whose sole essence is to be a sesa of God and do not stop at the mere knowledge of

---

300 parallel with the caturvedih sukrtivah of BhG 7.16
301 G mādhāh
302 G narādhamah
303 G mājayāpāiptavahānadā mā is given the sense of kātajukī in keeping with his above demonstration, suggestive sophisms
304 G āsraraḥ bharatam āsrītāh
305 G ārta
306 G arthārthi both ārta- and arthārthi- belong to the same category that of the aspirants to āsraraḥ (āsrarārthīnā)
307 G = R karūdrārthi: aspirant to knowledge of the kārda atman?
308 R adds yuddhaṃ eva sarpaṃ saṃyuktam iti yuddhaḥ, which V explains yuddhaṃ taṁ indraḥśaṁ bhūsvarpaṃ
g 309 G yuddhaḥ aspirant to God
310 R. cites BhG 7.5.
the ātman as an entity different from the prakṛti but wish to attain God himself, because they know that God alone is the highest aim to reach.

6 The jñānī is superior to the three others.

17 Among these four the last mentioned the jñānī, is the foremost, for to him God is the only one to be reached and his union with God is forever. The others are only united with God as long as they have not fulfilled their personal wishes. The jñānī is lovingly devoted to God alone, whereas the others are devoted to their own ambitions as well as to God as the means of realizing them. Besides, the jñānī loves God so dearly that God himself cannot express how much he loves Him, for his love is beyond quantity; and God loves the jñānī as dearly as the jñānī loves God. The others may be called friendly in so far as they worship God, for he who accepts anything from God is of God who grants all. But the jñānī is regarded by God as Himself, that means, God considers the maintenance of his own ātman to depend on his worshipper's ātman, for such a one approaches God as his highest attainable end because without God he would not be able to maintain his ātman, therefore God is not able to maintain His atman without him and so he is His ātman.

18 This prapattī or resorting to God presupposes the knowledge that the ātman is essentially a sesa of God and therefore it does only appear after numerous auspicious births. Moreover, one will rarely meet a person in this world who after many virtuous lives has come to know that it is his sole essence to be a sesa of God and that his own proper form, existence and activity depend on God who is the supreme One on account of his innumerable auspicious qualities and with this knowledge resorts to God in order to worship him, reflecting that for these reasons God alone is the highest attainable end and that God

310 yogac- 
311 bhakta- 
312 R atarthasabdā (as in G 7,17) 'nabhindheyancestah 
313 yāttārahta-, R cites Prahlada’s love in VP 1,17,39 as an illustration 
314 G udarāh, V remarks jñānīno 'tyarthāprisattvacanad anyeṣām api kintu priyatam phalatam 
315 V explains sahṛdayam madahiphārayādām caitod viṃaktam ity abhis- prāyāh 
316 V regards this as a hyperbolical praise of the devotees of God 
317 R refers to G 7,5 
318 R refers to G 7,6cd-12
is everything which makes him resort to God and everything which he may wish for himself 319

7 The resorting to mere divinities

All men in this world, who are constantly accompanied by the vásanā of theirguna-determined condition, allow their knowledge of God's being to be expelled by their desires which correspond with their vásana and consist of gunas, and they resort to other divinities like Indra to have their desires materialized by means of certain observances meant to propitiate only these divinities, and they do not know God's proper form. But these divinities too constitute God's body, therefore, if out of ignorance one wants to worship devoutly and faithfully such a one of God's bodies — Indra and the like —, then God will make one's faith unswerving and unhindered because in fact one has faith in a body of His although one does not know that Moved by such faith one will proceed to worship that divinity and consequently one will receive from it all that one desires from it, but it is God who grants these desires.

Still, the reward of one's worship of mere divinities is small and finite, for those who sacrifice to gods will go to these gods and the joy and the life of these gods are limited. So when they have been united with the gods they will in due time fall with the gods. If, however, one is lovingly devoted to God himself and if one knows that by the very acts by which the gods are worshipped God himself is propitiated, and if one renounces one's interest in a limited reward, one will approach God to please him alone and one will nevermore return to samsāra The others, who do not do so, cause even God's descent among men — which is meant to enable them to resort to him — to be insignificant for they do not know that God's supreme being is eternal and incomparable, but are under the delusion that God is only a prince who was not manifest before his life on earth and who has now become manifest for the simple reason that his karmān has caused him to become manifest. So they do not resort to God and never propitiate him with acts.

319 R derives this sense from the two foregoing verses.
320 prakṛtyā nityātah ca tām G = R vásanā Ś gūṇamāyabhāgottayaya Ś nityātmāh
321 G nityāma-
322 viz of the fact that gods constitute God's body, R. refers to BṛU 37,9
(M) compare also Gbh. 311/12
323 R. refers to G 8,14
324 G jyākṣīm downam (R. = prāptam) 'having become an individual'
Why God is not manifest

Question But why then is God not manifest to them?

Answer God is not manifest to all because He is concealed by māyā, that is the ksetrajña’s conjunction with the generic structure of man etc. So people do not know God they see in him only the man and do not know that his acts are greater than those of Vayu and Indra, his lustre more brilliant than the sun’s, that He is unborn, undying, the cause of all worlds, the Lord of all, and that He has subjected himself to the generic structure of man only to be a refuge for all. Though being acquainted with God who is born a son of Vasudeva’s to be a refuge for all and who still retains his divine knowledge of all beings past, present and future nobody realizes that God is his refuge.

Therefore, people who do know are rare. In all their previous lives in the sphere of the pairs of opposites which consist of gunas, people have grown accustomed to their preference for or aversion to these pairs of opposites and in every new existence the vasanā of their custom makes them experience this same perplexity which is brought about by the preference and aversion to which the pairs of opposites are subject. And this perplexity drives them to the complete perplexity it becomes their nature to have preference for or take aversion to the pairs of opposites and not to have their happiness and unhappiness depend on their union with and separation from God. This latter nature is proper to the jñānam but such a nature is never innate.

When, however the evil which causes people to have preference for or take aversion to the pairs of opposites is annulled by excellent acts accumulated in numerous existences, then in proportion to the relative excellence of their karman they will successively resort to God as their refuge and being freed from their perplexity they will worship God with firm conviction in order 1 to contemplate the atman distinctly from prakṛti, 2 to obtain sovereignty, 3 to attain God 3.

Question How should they live and act?

Answer When they exert themselves to contemplate the atman

3 R derives this interpretation from the sense attributed to māyā illusion creating influence supra n 237 yogādā G = R samsthānamagābhāyamāyādā-v yā has the sense of combination entering into samsthāna generic structure, cf. Sinha 49 58

121 jñanavānapālaya G = R prakṛtiṣuṁkṣītātmasarṇapadarsanāya jāra

śārana is taken aupacārika for the conjunction of atman with prakṛti to connect it with the last algorithm above.

3 resp the objectives of the kānyāyathin asavyarthīn and jñānam (supra 716 and infra 81 ff)
distinctly from prakṛti, they will know That Brahman, Adhyatma and Karman. The second group will know Sādhbhūta and Sādhidevatā. All three groups know God in the sacrifices required for periodical and occasional rites, and all of them will in their dying hour know God in a way corresponding to the end to which they aspire.

II ON THE THREE GROUPS OF ASPIRANTS

1 Explanation of terms

Question What is the meaning of That Brahman, Adhyatma and Karman, which should be known by those who while taking refuge in God aspire to release from old age and death, and what is the meaning of Adhībhūta and Adhīdaiva, which should be known by the aspirants to sovereignty? Which of the three groups is specified by the words Adhīyaśija? What does it mean? And in what manner do these groups know God in their dying hour?

Answer That Brahman is the supreme aksara, the totality of the kṣetrayājas, the proper form of the atman separated from prakṛti, thus the aspirants to kaivalya should attain Adhyatma is svabhāva or prakṛti that which is not the atman but is conjoined with the atman, the subtle elements, their vasana etc., thus the aspirants to kaivalya

---

328 tad brahma, adhyātman, karma, sādhbhūtādhidevatām and sādhiyaśijnam will be explained infra 8.3-9
329 R eta 3a u pūnu rūdrāt pūrvānādīṣṣe bho (i.e. the / vacārthams) nyāśāvahānaḥ śāyante “on account of the repeated ye another group must be meant here” R takes 29 cd tva brahma tad vidhāb kṛtān adhīyaśijnanāḥ kāraṇa cākhiłam to refer to the kaivalyārtham, sādhbhūta- and sādhidevatā to the avayārtham, and sādhiyaśija- to all kaivalyārtham, avayārtham and śāyānaḥ alike (infra 8.1 ff.)
326 that is the kaivalyārtham, see supra n 326
321 R connects paramam with okṣaram, on okṣara- he refers to SubālUpan 2.
322 aspirants to release (mumukṣu-) through knowledge of the atman, supra 7,16
330 and añātmakārtham atmanān sambhyāmadityām this is contrast to C. atmanām deham adhīkṛtya pratṣādātād pratśattā paremātthabrahmātāsānāṃ vastu svabhāva dhīyaśijnam ucyate ‘that reality, which ultimately is the absolutely real brahman which appears as the individual atman imposed on the body’
331 R refers here to the pañcāgymudaya (ChUpan 5,3 9) where the elements are enumerated
332 V explana vasanā tattvāt (se bhūtasākṣīmat- tattvātpravādayatākarmavātānāḥ ‘the compelling habit of knowledge (thought) and action restricted by the natural conjunction of the atman with prakṛti.”
should relinquish. Bhūta is human being etc. Karman is the pro-
creative act connected with a woman which causes a human being etc
to originate. An aspirant to kāravya should know that all this
and all that is connected with it is to be feared and avoided.

4 Adhībhūta is the transitionness of the elements, ether etc A parti-
cular development of these elements, naturally transient and individually
different, are sound, touch etc with their bases The aspirants to aśvā-
rya should know that they must obtain these individually different
objects, sound etc, and their bases Adhīdāvata connotes the puruṣa,
it means ‘being beyond the pantheon of Indra, Prajāpati etc’ The
puruṣa beyond the entire pantheon cognizes objects — sound etc —
which are different from the objects cognized by the gods The aspirants
to aśvārya must know that they are to cognize these objects

Adhyājña connotes God. He who should be propitiated in sacrifice
i.e., God, who is the ātman of the gods who constitute his body, should
be propitiated by sacrifices. This should be commonly known by all
three groups of adhīkarins when they perform the great sacrifices of
periodical and occasional ritual

2 Final conviction in one’s dying hour

5 Finally, he who represents God in his dying hour will attain that
form in which he has represented God. Whatever form of being a
man when dying represents to himself, that very form he will attain
after his death. And this final conviction is determined by his previous

7 being. So, since one’s final conviction is determined by that to which
one had been accustomed before, one should always represent God
day after day until one passes away. Therefore perform acts which
make you remember God day after day, acts which are proper to your
peculiar station and stage of life — e.g., warfare — as well as periodical

336 R ād udbhayaḥ (aṅgara- and praṅga-) pṛāṭataḥ tṛṣṇataḥ ca muniva-
kṣubhir adhījñātavami
337 R. refers to ChUp 5 91 pācaṃjām āhūtav āpah puruṣasacacā bharantā
to prove that kārman- (‘sacrifice ritual act’) has the meaning of ‘sexual inter-
course’, because the waters are said to be the seminal flood (ChUp 5 7,2), the
fire is the womb (5 8,1), the oblation the ejaculation from which the embryo arises
(5 8,2) so that ‘the waters become beings of human speech’ (5,9,1) Cf my
remarks Ch. V
338 sexual intercourse (kārman-)
339 R. connects this with G 8 11 ād uchanto brahmacaryam ca ranti
340 R. this applies to each of the three groups
341 R. cites Adhībharatā’s case as an example (VP 2,13,32-33)
342 R. explanation of BhG tattvāt
343 abhāṣa-, abhāṣa- “regular practise of a mental activity” cf n. 345
and occasional acts such as prescribed by āyuṭi and smṛti. Then you will indubitably remember God in your last hour and attain God in the manner which you desire.

3 The same applied to the three groups

a The worship of the aspirants to āstārya and their final conviction

While representing God to himself with his mind which in his dying hour remains fixed on God as the result of daily practice and yoga, the aspirant to āstārya will after his death attain a form equal to God's because of the eminent āstārya which will be his. He will attain the āstārya which God himself possesses, when he has concentrated his prāna between the brows and then, in virtue of his daily practised worship, with his mind unwavering because all samskaras have been passed, represents God to himself as the omniscient primeval Lord of the universe, the creator of all, subtler than the jīva, whose proper form is of another order than everything else and who is possessed of a divine form peculiar to none but Him.

b The representation of the aspirants to kāvalya

Now will be explained in what manner one should worship the āksara — whose proper form is God — which those who know the Vedānta attain by subduing their passions and by vowing chastity. When they have restrained their senses from operating, have concentrated their minds on God within their hearts and remain immovably fixed on yoga or concentration, and then pronounce the syllable Om which connotes God, and, while representing God as being connoted by that syllable, concentrate the prāna of the atman in their heads and

---

344 paramāṇa puruṣaṁ yāṁ G = R. mām eta (= God) yāṁ, Adībhūta-tanmṛtyugāndhāvad āstāryaṁ vyavasthāyā māṁ saṁyaktārāh bhavati (st. 8), and tataṁ parāṁ puruṣaṁ upaśā G = R. tadbhāvam yāṁ tāṁ saṁyaktārāh bhavati. V remarks paramāṇyaṁyuti yacacchedāya saṁyaktārāṁ ity utkām (st. 10)

345 abhayā R vajraädhiṇātmārddhese sarṣe kośe māṁsaśātyaśāyaṁ sthānanam yoga arhaḥ arha yogābāle niṣṭhāyaśāmanam sa tathākaivalyaśāmanam upāsanam

346 preparatory reformation of the mind

347 G kūrti

348 jī a being called ōṁ (monad) in contradistinction to God who is viśhnu- (‘all-comprising’) 

349 R. ākṣaram asthitāśadgūnam V asthitam ano ahrasam vyāśāsūri 

tha tv.ākṣita the script is BU 388 padam G = 1 padāya gomāya hemen padam tad maṁstārāṇuṁ ākṣaraṁ

350 yogākhām dhāranām

351 madāśeṣakum
so pass away, they will attain the ātman separated from prakṛti which
is equal to God and they will never return to samsāra.

c The worship of the jñānin and the way in which he attains God

14 When the jñānin represents God from the beginning persistently
and constantly to himself with his mind focused on God alone, because
God is incomparably dear to him and because he cannot sustain his
ātman without representing God, and so is in constant yoga, then God
himself is the object of his desires, not his mere being, sovereignty
eetc. And God himself, unable to endure separation from his worshipper,
will choose him, will grant him the full development of his worship
which is favourable to his attainment of God and which annuls all that
is incompatible with it, and God will bestow on him his superior
love etc.

4 Only the aspirant to aīsvarya will return to samsāra

15 He who aspires to aīsvarya will return to samsāra, but the aspirant
to kaivalya and the jñānin will not. Both the latter who know God’s
proper form as it is and who are unable to maintain their atman
without God because of their ardent love for God, attain God as the
perfect fulfilment of their object. All worlds within the Egg of Brahmā,
in which experiences may be had and aīsvarya may be obtained, are,
however, transient, therefore the aspirant to aīsvarya will necessarily
perish as the place to which he aspires perishes. Those, however, who
attain God will never be born again, because in God they cannot perish.

17—18 It is well known that a day and a night of Brahmā lasts for a
thousand mahāyugas each. At the dawn of a day of Brahma the
individual entities existing in the Three Worlds, body, senses, objects
and occasions of experience etc., appear from the unevolved which has
the condition of Brahma’s body, and at the beginning of the night they
are again submerged in Brahma’s body which is a particular condition
of the unevolved. After a century of days and nights of Brahma all

332 sa yāti paramānī gatiṁ gaiṁ G = R. prakṛtyaṁuktāṁ matsamānākāram aparān-
rāśyateṁ atmanām prāṇānī the atman is equal to God insomuch as it will never
return to samsāra. To corroborate this interpretation of paramānī gatiṁ R. quotes
8,21, where the expression stands for akṣara
353 madbāhuś ca mode of God’s being1, sc. the atman
354 R. quotes KathUpan. 2,23 and G 10,10-11
355 mahālakṣmaṁ G = R. mahāmanasa yathāvasthātāsvarōpajñānāh
356 ad 8,19 however R. writes 1000 yugas.
worlds, including Brahmā's world and Brahmā himself, are submerged: the earth is dissolved in water, water in fire etc.; and successively everything, including the unevolved, is dissolved in God. So,²⁵⁷ those who aspire to aīśvarya being subject to origination and annihilation, they will necessarily return to samsāra.

5. God's three spheres of dominion.

Beyond the unevolved, which is non-spiritual prakṛti, there is a state of being which is more elevated because it is the end of man. It is not in the same category as the unevolved, because it has only one form: knowledge. It cannot be clarified by pramāṇas,²⁵⁸ its particular form is only known to itself. Moreover, it is not subject to origination and annihilation, so it is eternal. It is called the unevolved eternal, and those who know the Vedas call it the highest end.²⁵⁹ Now this eternal being is the pure ātman in its proper form, separated from prakṛti. This being, from which one can never return after having reached it, is God's supreme sphere of dominion.²⁶⁰ In other words, there are three spheres of dominion 1. the non-spiritual prakṛti, 2 the spiritual prakṛti consisting of ātmans created conjointly with non-spiritual prakṛti, 3. God's supreme sphere of dominion, the released ātman in its proper form, no longer conjoined with act.

This pure ātman is the end to which the aspirant to kāivalya aspires.²⁶¹ The end, however, to which the jānān aspires, is entirely different. That is the Supreme Person, God himself, who can only be attained by exclusive bhakti.²⁶²

6. The road of return and the road of no return

Now it is said by which road one may attain God. This road is common to both the one who knows the ātman as it really is and the one who is fixedly devoted to the Supreme Person.²⁶³ Once a man²⁶⁴

---
²⁵⁷ cf. supra 16 with which R. connects st. 17-19
²⁵⁸ R.'s explication of BhG. auyāktu-, as in 2,25.
²⁵⁹ R. cites 12,3 and 15,16 on ayyākta- and aṣṭava-
²⁶⁰ dhīma BhG = R. nīyamanāsthānam; he gives an alternative paraphrase of dhīma “splendour, > light of knowledge”: the supreme dhīma is the proper form of the released ātman which is beyond prakṛti-conjoined ātman because the latter is limited and the former unlimited knowledge.
²⁶¹ on God's transcendence R. cites 7,7; 13, on bhakti R. quotes BhG 8,14
²⁶² resp. the kāivalyārtha and the jānān.
²⁶³ R.: belonging to either category according to the sūtra. R.'s references to the pāṇcāgānvidyā are apparently due to the two roads spoken of in ChUp. 5,10 parallel to the Gāḍa's roads of light and darkness. The sūtra meant here in com-
has passed by this road, so the śrutis assert, he will nevermore return

Now it is explained by which road the yogins will not return, but

those who have good karman left will still return. When one arrives

by the bright road, one will not return, but when one arrives by

the dark road one will return. If a yogin knows both ways, he will

not be perplexed when he dies, but he will tread his own divine road. Therefore one should be a yogin who has practised yoga which means reflecting on this way day after day for a long time.

7 The reward of knowledge

When one knows the excellence of the Lord which has been expounded in Lectures VII and VIII, the happiness which this knowledge excites will cause one to regard the reward of all good acts, such as regular study of the Vedas, regular practice of sacrifices, austerities, charity and the like, as negligible. When one has become a yogin and a jñānī one will reach that most original state to which a jñānī may aspire.

nection with both categories is ChUp 5.101 tad 3a stham evdur 3e ceme 'ranye

sraddhā tapa 3t upāsate te rēsam abhīsaṃbhavam 3e 3vudur R takes to

refer to the kāvalantarthis 3e ca upāsate to the jñānas he contends that a
distinction must have been intended otherwise the clause 3e ca would not be

accounted for. The knowledge of the latter category as expressed in this clause he connects with the dāharavidiya (ChUp 8.1) whereas the knowledge of the jñānas corresponds to the paraviya (ChUp 8.7) (compare also R 30). The pān cāgvidya R continues, explains (in 5.9 5.10.7) that karman good or evil, is the reason of the atman's embodied existence and that the atman is merely en-

compassed (parāstāngatān) by the elements (e.g. the waters of ChUp 5.9.1)

with which it is conjoined. Thus this sruti implicitly discriminates between cit and acit. If then in 5.10.1 and 4.15.6 (coupled by R apparently because the latter passage begins sa evam brahma gamayate which — with enda — returns in 5.10.2) it is said that those 'who know go to the light and never return it must be because those are able to discriminate between cit and acit. From the fact that both kāvalantarthis and jñānas attain Brahman it follows that pure released atman substance is a seṣa of Brahman who is its atman the same follows from tālkratāniyā (like worship like result). Moreover that the atman is a seṣa is proved by BĀU 37.22 (M.) see also my remarks in Ch V, p 31 f

R. takes kālaw pregnantly (upalakṣyātāra 'serving a donner à titre impairle tel ensenement supplémentaire' Renou Terminologie s.v) as road, the road under discussion being crowded by divinities which represent time units same explication in ČBh 42.24 on which see Ch IV p 13

R. takes G yogin to mean punyakarman a person still subjected to
karman will return to saṃsāra

the one mentioned in 23.24 and the one mentioned in 25 respectively

R. implicitly refers to the devayāna of ChUp 5.10.2.
III ON THE EXCELLENCE OF THE SUPREME PERSON,
ON THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF JÑANINS AND ON
THE PROPER FORM OF BHAKTI

1. The kind of knowledge to be explained.

That most secret knowledge — which is worship by bhakti — will now be explained together with the special knowledge concerning this worship. It is through this knowledge, completed by its actualization, that one will be freed from all evil which is incompatible with the attainment of God. It is the knowledge of the high-minded beings who must keep this secret. It purifies one completely of all defects incompatible with the attainment of God. When worshipped in the spirit of bhakti God is evident to his worshipper. It is a means of attaining God who in his form of perfect bliss is most dear to his worshipper; still in itself this worship is blissful to the worshipper because it is very dear to him and therefore favours the contemplation of God. Moreover, it is easy to acquire bhakti; it can be acquired by uncommon love. And it is everlasting, for once a man has attained God he will lose it never more. In other words, when he is worshipping God in this way, he has nothing more to do, were God to give Himself up to him.

When, however, a person is qualified for this worship, which is here called dharma, and yet lacks the faith which presupposes confidence, he will not attain God but stick to the road of saṁsāra or death.

2. The excellence of God.

This entire universe, composed of spiritual and non-spiritual entities,
is pervaded by God who is its inner ruler. God pervades the spiritual
and non-spiritual entities of this world by being their inner ruler,\(^{375}\)
and He does so in order to reign and maintain them, although they
themselves are unable to see him. In this way all beings depend on God
because they constitute his body. But God does not depend on them for
they serve no purpose in maintaining his being; nor does God contain
these beings like a jug contains water. How, then, does God pervade
them? In virtue of his will. Behold his yoga, miraculous and peculiar
to him alone: God supports all beings, but no being is of use to him.
It is his will which originates, sustains and rules the beings. For
example, just as the gale in the ether, which roams where it listeth but
finds no support in the ether, is upheld by God who can approach it
because He maintains it, so all beings depend on God who, though not
conjoined with them by nature, supports them by his own miraculous
power.\(^{376}\) And not only the maintenance and activity but also the ori-
gination and annihilation of all beings depend on the will of God. At
the end of Brahmā's life\(^{377}\) all beings, whether mobile or immobile, will
in obedience to God's will dissolve in the prakṛti\(^{378}\) which constitutes
God's body and in which no individual distinctness by name-and-form
can possibly exist; and at the beginning of a new kalpa God creates
these beings anew: reposing upon his own prakṛti, which is capable of
development into various shapes, God creates the fourfold creation of
gods, men, animals and immovables every now and then by means of
his bewildering prakṛti\(^{379}\) which consists of guṇas. He develops this
prakṛti into eight forms.\(^{380}\)

3. **God is not bound by his acts.**

9 **Question.** But if this is true, is God, then, not bound by his acts, such
as the creation of unequal beings, when we take into consideration that
these acts result in cruelty?

**Answer.** No, God is not bound by his acts, such as the creation of
unequal beings, nor do these acts bring about any cruelty in God, for

---

\(^{375}\) R. refers to BĀU. 3,7,22 (M.).

\(^{376}\) R. quotes BĀU. 3,8,9; TaittUp. 8,1 and an unidentified stanza.

\(^{377}\) paraphrasis of G. kalpokṣaye.

\(^{378}\) the unevolved prakṛti or tamas: R. refers to Manu 1,5/8; SubālUp. 7 and
RV. 8,7,17.

\(^{379}\) G. avatām is explained "not by their own will but by the power of
prakṛti".

\(^{380}\) R. has BhG. 7,4 in mind in this entire passage.
it is the previous karman of the individual atmans themselves which causes the inequality of the conditions in which these beings exist. God himself has no interest in this inequality, He sits apart from it, as an outsider God's prakrti, supervised by God himself, creates the world with its mobile and immobile beings in accordance with the karman of the individual atmans embodied in these beings.

4 How God is regarded by the ignorant and by the wise

Urged upon by this compassion for mankind, God has assumed a human body so that He might be the refuge of all men, but they do not know Him as He is. They consider Him to be a man like they are, and they are ignorant of God's supreme state of being which is a boundless receptacle of compassion, generosity, goodness, love etc and is characterized by its human shape. So for the mere reason that God is their refuge in human shape, they consider Him to be of the same class as other human beings and so are mistaken about Him. They have assumed the bewildering natures of raksasas and asuras which puts an end to God's supreme compassion in His humanity, their aspirations and enterprises remain fruitless, their knowledge of all God's creatures and of God Himself is erroneous, and they have lost all positive knowledge of anything because they regard God as a man.

Those, however, whose good karman enables them to take refuge in God and who, released from the bondage of evil, assume a divine nature, know God to be the origin of all beings, the eternal Lord whose proper form, name and actions are beyond thought and speech and who has descended into human shape to rescue the sadhus and they worship God with all their minds focused on Him alone. Because of their extreme love of God their minds, atmans and external organs lack all support so no sooner than they cease to worship Him by bhakti or to praise Him or to exert themselves for His sake, therefore they meditate on the names which denote God's special qualities. In an ecstasy of joy they glorify Him by crying out His names Narayana, Krsna, Vasudeva etc. and resolutely exert themselves to act for the glory of God, by worship and by the means of worship such as the building of temples, gardens.

381 R cites VS 2 134 35
392 R cites ÇetUp 4 9 10
393 yucetasah G = R. sarvatra jagatypäthätmavijnasah cf 3 32 cañhakärjam hi jagatypäthätmavijnasah

381 392 393
and groves, and they prostrate themselves indifferent to dust, mud and gravel with the eight members of the body desireous of everlasting union with God.

Other high-minded believers worship God by paying homage to him not only in the above way but also by performing the sacrifice called jaṅgaṇa. What does that mean? They worship God as the One underlying the individual plurality of things. This means that they worship God with the certain knowledge that God is one and that his body is constituted by the manifold creation of gods, men, animals and immovable, because at the time when his body consisted of infinitesimally subtle spiritual and non-spiritual substances incapable of individual distinctness by name-and-form, God has decided on this volition: Be My body constituted by gross spiritual and non-spiritual mass which exists in a plurality of individual forms distinguishable by name-and-form. So God's body is the universe, God is the sacrifice, jyotiṣṭoma etc., the mahāyajñas, the libation and oblation offered to nourish the deceased ancestors, the havis, the mantra, the clarified butter, the fire which conveys the sacrifices, and the homa. He is father, mother, grandfather and establisher of the world consisting of mobile and immobile creatures. He is the means of purification, the One to be known by the Vedas. He is the Oṃ syllable, the core of the Vedas. He is the Veda composed of rṣya, yajus and sāman. He is the end to be attained, the supporter, the ruler, the immediate witness, the residence, the spiritual resort, the well-meaning friend. He is the place of origination and annihilation of whatever wherever, He is all that can be begotten or destroyed. He is the imperishable cause of all

384 the members of the body represent (abhimānīn-) the worshipper’s mind and buddhi which are bowed down under the burden of bhakti.
385 mahatmanah repeated from verse 14.
386 nām upāsate ekatvam prthaktvam bahudhā viṣvatomukham G. = R. jagadākāraṇa (≈) bahudhā prthaktvam) viṣvaprakārama (≈ viṣvatomukham) anavasthitam nām ekatvopāsate "although God is modified by everything when he appears in the shape of the universe, they worship him as the one underlying principle"
387 Compare the oft-cited śruti tadd aikṣata bahū syām etc. (Ch.Up. 6,2,3).
388 R. adds viṣvapravasīyaṁ asāraḥ prabalasyāṁ for prabhavaḥ pralayāḥ sthānam; V. unconvincingly explains it: kevalam brahmād avyaktār eva yad viṣvapravasaṁyāṁ, obviously to avoid a superfluous repetition of what has adequately been expressed by pitāhām etc. in 17.
389 nidhānam is explained as "all that can be laid down, either by birth or by death".
that God heats in the form of fire, the sun etc. at the beginning of summer, then again He stops the rains and pours out the rains He is both that through which one lives and that through which one dies He is the present, the past and the future. Those who through their knowledge of this essential unity of God realize that the whole world is a modification of God because God's body is constituted by the names and-forms of a plurality of individual beings and who worship God as such, those are the true mahatmans

Those people, on the other hand, who are firmly fixed on the Vedas and not on the Vedanta, who drink the soma beverage which is proper to the worship of mere divinities like Indra as prescribed by the Vedas, who are only purified from evil incompatible with the attainment of heaven, and who aspiring to heaven sacrifice to God as though He himself were the divinities because they do not know who God really is, those people will attain the world of Indra which is free from unhappiness and enjoy divine pleasures. But when the good karman which led them to heaven is consumed, they will return to the world of mortals. Because they lack the knowledge taught by the Vedanta they will return to samsāra after having enjoyed the immaterial and transient pleasures of heaven.

The mahātmans, however, will not return, for their only end in life is the meditation on God, because without it they are unable to sustain their atmans. They worship God in all his glory while aspiring to constant union with him, and God will lead them to yoga or attainment of God and to kṣema or no return

The ignorant, however, are devoted to mere divinities and so rely on the Vedas alone and faithfully sacrifice to these divinities. But while doing so they actually sacrifice to God himself, for everything constitutes God's body and as God is the atman of everyone and everything, He may be called by the names of these divinities. But the ignorant perform their sacrifices without connecting them with the

---

390 paraphrase of G amṛta-
391 from 13 again with which R connects 14-19
392 R. tvaśa is the three Vedas, trivtaśa- who reocks only on the three Vedas, not on the Vedanta, the way of worship of those who rely on the latter having been treated of above 13 19
393 viz. that everything is a modification of God, cf supra 3,31
394 mṛṣābhikṣaṇām G = R māṣa mṛṣābhikṣaṇaṁ kāṇḍyāmāṇām
395 <yoga- union and kṣema- 'safety (from samsāra)'.
396 R. reads se tv for se 'py
397 cf 7,21
words of the Vedanta. As has been stated before, the entire Vedanta lays down the doctrine that the divinities are to be worshipped in so far as they constitute the body of the Supreme Person but that it actually is the Supreme Person himself who is the one to be worshipped, because He is their atman. When performing their sacrifices the four hotras will find the fulfilment of their desires via the divinities — who constitute God's body — in God who is the inner ruler of these divinities, or, in other words, when they know that by their acts they pay homage to God himself and then perform these acts — serving to reconcile the divinities —, they will find in God the perfect fulfilment of their aspirations. The ignorant, however, do not know this, so their reward is but a small one and it is in their nature to fall back to samsara.

The importance of the worshipper's intention

One may exclaim: How wondrous is this difference that, though devoting themselves to one and the same act, some partake of a very small reward and then fall back by nature and others partake of a reward which means the a taintment of God — that is perfect boundless bliss —, for the mere reason that both differ in their intentions!

In this trend the text proceeds: those who intend worshiping Indra etc will go to the gods; those who intend worshipping the deceased ancestors will go to them; those who intend worshipping ghosts will go to them. Those, however, who worship God while uttering the intention 'Let us worship by these same sacrifices the Supreme Atman himself, the Lord Vasudeva whose body is constituted by gods, deceased ancestors and ghosts, — those will go to God and never return.'

The worshippers of God are distinguished too. There are votaries who lovingly offer God a leaf, a flower, a fruit or water, things which are available to anyone. If someone offers God such a leaf etc. with pious intention, this offering being his sole object because his uncommon love for God urges him on to make this offering, then God

339 विन्दुपूर्वकम् ग = R इतरादिति देयतान्यं कर्मस्य अर्ध्याणसंस्कारयं सत्यं वेदान्तरास्संस्कारयं स भौतिको विद्याति विद्याहि केमु तत्पूर्वकं सर्पिन्यं यज्ञं व देवस्य वस्तु न श्राविस्तः पिटाका व सर्वश्च स्त्रियाः पेशाः पक्षाः।

340 इतरादिति देयतान्यं कर्मस्य अर्ध्याणसंस्कारयं सत्यं वेदान्तरास्संस्कारयं स भौतिको विद्याति विद्याहि केमु तत्पूर्वकं सर्पिन्यं यज्ञं व देवस्य वस्तु न श्राविस्तः पिटाका व सर्वश्च स्त्रियाः पेशाः पक्षाः

341 इतरादिति देयतान्यं कर्मस्य अर्ध्याणसंस्कारयं सत्यं वेदान्तरास्संस्कारयं स भौतिको विद्याति विद्याहि केमु तत्पूर्वकं सर्पिन्यं यज्ञं व देवस्य वस्तु न श्राविस्तः पिटाका व सर्वश्च स्त्रियाः पेशाः पक्षाः।
will even accept this leaf etc and partake of them because He will hold
them dear, although He can never have experience of anything but him-
self and although this leaf etc are foreign to his desire 402

This distinction, incomprehensible by speech and thought, is peculiar
to the jñānins who are mahātmans Therefore, one should become a
mahatman and, with one's atman bowed down under the burden 403 of
bhakti and while worshipping God by praise and offerings, glorificat on
and prostration, perform profane and Vedic acts, such as periodical and
occasional rites etc All profane acts except those performed to sustain
the body, and all food taken to sustain the body, as well as all Vedic
acts — sacrifice, charity etc — should be performed as offerings to
God Inasmuch as the divinities — who are the objects of sacrificial
worship etc — are of God,404 as oneself — being the agent of the acts
and the experiencer of the objects — is also of God 404 and as all being,
existence and activity depend on God's will, one should offer oneself
— as agent, experiencer and worshipper — as well as all worship and
all worshipped gods, up to God himself who is the Supreme Sisin, the
Supreme Agent Animated by excessive love one should realize that
one's sole essence is to be a sesa of God — the which presupposes sub-
mission to God's dommion — and that everything else — objects of
worship etc — fundamentally is a sesa of God Then, while directing
one's mind to the yoga called samnyasa,405 one will be released from
the bondage of previous karman, whether good or evil, which is incom-
patible with the attainment of God, and consequently attain God

6 All beings are equal for God

Being a refuge for all God is the same toward all atmans of gods, men, animals and immovable, which, according to their class, con-
figuration,406 nature and knowledge, exist in an infinite plurality of
forms, from the highest to the lowest No one who has resorted to God
will be abandoned by God because his humble class, configuration,
nature and knowledge is odious to Him, and no one who has resorted
to God together with a humbler rotatory is more beloved of God because
of his more exalted class etc All beings who worship God by bhakti —

402 R quotes MBh. 12, 171 63-64
403 I read bhaktubhāra- with the varia lectio, cf supra 9.14
404 being sēsa of God who is their sēsa, and bodies of God who is their
ātman, (cf 7,21)
404 who is the Supreme Agent cf supra 3.30.
405 ījñānayoga, or rather ījñāna in karmayoga, supra 5, 1 ff
406 ākāra-.
whether they be of an exalted or a humble class — will at their desire foregather in God as if they share his virtues, and God himself will dwell in them as if they are more exalted than He.

When a man worships God excessively and has no other end in mind than the worshipping of God, then, even if he has transgressed the rules of the class to which he belongs, he should be regarded as a leading Vaisnava and esteemed as highly as one of the aforementioned votaries. Now what can be the reason for this? The reason is that his conviction is right, the conviction that God, the sole cause of the universe, the Supreme Brahman, Nārāyana, Lord of all mobile and immobile beings, our Master, is his friend, his teacher, his highest object of worship. Such a conviction is difficult to form for everyone, but he has been able to form it and moreover he accepts its consequences and worships God continuously with no other end in view. Therefore he should be esteemed as a sadhu, all his transgressions of rules should not be belittled as just a negligible offence, but on the contrary regarded as a respectable action.

7 Argument

31 Objection But certainly this practice of love and worship will not continue developing into ever more exalted practices if the worshipper has transgressed the rules of his class, for that is contradicted by the sruti.

Answer He will be purified of sin in consequence of his exclusive worship of God which results from his love for God, and his rajas and tamas gunas will be eradicated so that his mind, released from incompatible factors and supported by favourable factors, will soon be focused on God alone. Through this worship he will attain everlasting sānti, that is, he will nevermore return to samsāra and refrain from all actions incompatible with the attainment of God. This must be avowed that a person who has begun to worship God by bhakti will not perish, even though some of his actions may be incompatible with his attainment of God, but that the excellence of his bhakti will help him to refrain from all such actions and then his bhakti will soon be perfect. So even

---

407 vājānīdyā-
408 Kathūp 2,24, this sruti is obviously selected on account of the term alānta- which occurs in it.
409 dharmātma G = R. vrodbhāratāparikaranadbhayānāikamānā, for this sense of dharmā- see supra 9.3
410 R expressly refers on sānti to 9.3 where dharmā- was however taken to mean bhakti, not its reward sānti.
women, vaśyas, sūdras, however evil their origin may be, will attain the highest end when they attain God, let alone brāhmaṇas and rājārśis, whose origin is auspicious, if they devote themselves to bhaktī! Therefore Arjuna — who is a rājārṣi — should worship God by bhaktī as long as he lives in this transient and miserable world.

8 Bhaktī

One must focus one’s mind constantly on God in all his glory. When 34 focusing one’s mind on God one must be animated by the most ardent love for God and perform sacrifices for the glory of God because one cognizes Him as the incomparably adorable One. But one must not stop at merely exerting oneself in this manner, one must resolve to prostrate oneself before God who is one’s inner atman. Then, when one has found one’s sole support on God and in virtue of boundless and unsurpassed love enabled one’s mind to experience Him, one shall attain Him.

IV ON GOD’S INFINITE BEAUTIFUL QUALITIES AND ON GOD’S ACTUATING THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE

1 Knowledge of God’s nature expels all evil and gives rise to bhaktī

Neither the gods nor the great sages, however supernatural their vision may be and however great their knowledge, know God’s supernal manifestation,411 i.e., they do not know God’s name, acts, proper form and being etc., because God himself is the beginning of their own proper form and of their knowledge, power etc. The knowledge which God has granted them in accordance with their good karma is limited and therefore they do not know God’s proper form as it really is. Now, this true knowledge of God’s proper form — which is incomprehensible to gods etc. — is a means to expel all evil incompatible with the origination of bhaktī. He who knows that God is unborn because his proper form is opposed to all conjunction with evil and therefore not subjected to it,412 that He has no beginning 413 and that He is the

411 prabhātum G = R. prabhātum, V explains istvāne tadāmānau ca prabhāvah prakārṣena satārūbhāva eva bhavatum arhaty abhirūṣyena the cause that is in God can only be the cause of his being superior”

412 and therefore, R. adds, of an order different from non-spiritual and spiritual beings, for the embodied atman too has known birth; its birth is its conjunction with prakṛtī.

413 and therefore of a different order from the released atman, the released atman may be unborn (having no conjunction with prakṛtī), but its being unborn
overlord of all the world’s lords, is released from all factors incompatible with the origination of bhakti. Such a one is not subject to that total confusion\(^{114}\) which induces one to classify in the same order certain elements which do not belong to that order. For instance, in the world of man someone belonging to the class of men who are not kings may by some means or other attain royalty and therefore is of the same order as kings in the same manner the sovereign of the gods, nay, the sovereign of Brahma’s Egg himself is of the same order as all other beings in samsara, because even he is comprised by the three bhavanas\(^{415}\). Now, when one is not subject to the confusion that God too is of that same order of beings in samsara but when one knows that God the sovereign of the universe, does solely comprise all that is beautiful and is antagonistic to all that is evil, and that He is of an order altogether different from that of all cit in bondage—whether cause or effect—and from that of all released spiritual beings, then one is treet from all evil

2 The realisation of the variety of God’s dominion and qualities augments one’s bhakti

4-5 All faculties and dispositions\(^{416}\) enumerated in these verses,

has had a beginning at the moment that it was released after having been con-
joined with prakṛti. On God’s opposition to the released atman R quotes ČvetUp 6.19 niravādyam, meaning that God has never conceded union with prakṛti.

\(^{414}\) cf R’s definition of asamnība- ad 104 pūrvagṛhtād rajatāder viśīle sī kikādavatīsamaṣjāttābuddhāmottīth

\(^{415}\) tasyaḥ (sc brahmāndātkarṣi) bhāvanātārāyantārtarata tāt V karma bhāvanā brahmabhāvanabhāvanabhāvanā bhāvanātrayam the first category that can be reflected upon as being karman are the created beings the second category that can be reflected upon as being brahmā is Brahma the sovereign of the Cosmic Egg Hiranyagarba the creator etc the third category that can be reflected upon as being either or both karman and Brahmā are divine beings like Sanat kumarā Rudra etc (acc to V R refers to the last category with ye kecamānānā māyākaviyam prāptah all three categories are subjected to karman (cf Ved p 159 tadatād (sc tiryakmanasya) brahmādānām bhāvanātārāyantārāyanam karmanavagatam) and therefore of one and the same order the terms are borrowed from VP 76 48 ff which are discussed ČBh 111 p 70 (Thp 89 f) cf also Lacombe Notes 586 The variant reading tasyaḥ bhāvanātārāyantārāyanam (because even he is confined to the three worlds) is a lectio facilior

\(^{416}\) bhāvāḥ G = R pravṛttiśrītihetām manovīrtītāh R gives defi-
nitions among which the following may be noted bi dhākr manaso nītprāpanāmānā

rātyām b is the mind’s faculty of ascertaining G b l a a is taken synonymously with bhāvanā (V uddhāraṇa) manasā manasā bhavānanām gladness of the mind resulting from agreeable cognitions abātā prabhākām bhavatikṣum manasā vaśādam ukāvā the sadness of the mind resulting from disagreeable cognitions
resulting either from activity or from inactivity, are dependent on God’s volition. So too is the activity of those who further the creation and maintenance of all beings, viz. the seven maharsis of a past manvantara who were begotten by Brahma’s mind to further the creation permanently, as well as the four manus who exist to further the maintenance of the created beings permanently. All those, maharsis and manus, derive their existence from God, that is, they are obedient to God’s volition. He who truly knows this supernal manifestation of God, i.e., that all origination, existence and activity depends on God and who knows truly that God is conjoined with beautiful qualities and is antagonistic to all evil he then will indubitably possess unswerving bhakti. The sages who know God in this way love him passionately with their mind focused on him and their atmans depending on him they acquaint one another with God’s qualities of which they have direct cognizance and they tell one another of his divine adorable actions, and then the narrators are pleased by the questions of their listeners and the listeners delight in listening to the narrative.

To those who wish to attain permanent union with God and who love God He grants fully matured buddhiyoga accompanied by love by which they may attain Him. Moreover, to favour them with his grace, God while being the object of their mental activity and while revealing his beautiful qualities dispels their normal propensity to objects other than God — resulting from previous karmas incompatible with true knowledge — by means of the knowledge of God which is of the same order as God.

3 God’s supernal manifestation

Question God is the Supreme Brahman, the supreme splendour, the supreme sanctifier, as the srtas assert. All those who have exact knowledge of higher and lower entities, such as the rsis Narada, Asita.
Devala and Vyasa, affirm 424 that God is the eternal divine Personality, the primeval Deity, the unborn One, the paramount Sovereign, and God himself repeats this in our text 425 So Arjuna takes all that God has said concerning his boundless and unrivalled natural dominion and the infinity of his beautiful qualities to be the literal truth and not merely a panegyric, and now he understands why gods and danavas—who possess but a limited knowledge—do not fully know God’s manifestation 426 God, the Supreme Person, knows himself by virtue of his own knowledge 427 He is the procreator of all beings the sovereign of all beings, the supreme Deity even of all divinities whom he transcends just as these divinities themselves transcend men, animals etc Therefore God alone is entitled to reveal completely all forms of his divine and personal dominion by means of which he is forever pervading this worlds as its sovereign Now, to what end should God reveal those forms? To enable Arjuna who devotes himself to the loving meditation of God 428 to know God in the over abundance of his beautiful qualities such as dominion etc so that he may meditate on God his Sovereign in more modes than just those of buddhi and knowledge which already have been revealed Therefore God is entreated to reveal in detail his creatorship, 429 his supernal manifestation and his sovereignty 430

Answer: God will now proceed to reveal to Arjuna those forms of his supernal manifestation 431 which are paramount in this world It would not be possible to enumerate all forms in detail because they are endless

God states explicitly that He governs all beings 432 by actuating them—which He is able to do because He exists as their inner atman—and that He is the One who creates maintains and destroys them God is the atman in all beings which constitute his body, and the atman is the

---

424 R refers to Hariv 123 62 MBh 388 23 28 and an unidentified quotation
425 R refers to G 7 4 10 8
426 sālim G = R sājanapākāram the way in which God is manifested
427 svaṃ ca atmanā G = R sancatā jīvānena knowledge being God’s essence
428 sago G = R bhaktinaganāthah
429 svāstī dīsāghah God’s association with the qualities of being creator etc., God as the creator etc
430 summarized R adds in G 108 aham sarvasya prabhavo mattah sarvah pravrata
431 R defines vibhūtan vibhūtanam nāma nīṣā nyatam and proves it by G 107 aham vibhūtan as referring to 10 5 bhāvaṃ bhūdā bhūtanāṃ mitta eva (where, however bhūdā was taken to mean menacṛśyayah not essence etc which he seems to imply here)
432 bhūta—here means body + atman as witness CBh 1 1 1, p 82 (Th p 102) bhūtsabdo bh ātmoparyantosehavacanah
support, the ruler and the ātman of the body.\textsuperscript{433} Being the ātman of all beings God therefore is the cause of their origination, maintenance and dissolution. From the fact that God exists as the inner atman of all beings which constitute his dominion it results that God may be called by the names of all these beings in functional co-ordination.\textsuperscript{444} Therefore, God will presently enumerate the various forms of his dominion in functional co-ordination with himself, this enumeration, as has been said above, comprises only those forms which are paramount in this world. So among the ādityas He is the paramount one, Visnu, among all luminaries He is the paramount one, the sun, He is the manas among the eleven senses,\textsuperscript{435} He is the Rāma among the bearers of arms.\textsuperscript{436} Of all creatures He is the cause, i.e. He is the creators of all living beings. Created in the course of creation, likewise He is their destroyers and their protectors.\textsuperscript{437} In the same manner He is the A of the alphabet.\textsuperscript{438} The dvandva among the various compounds\textsuperscript{439} He is Śri, Kṛiti etc. among women.\textsuperscript{440} He is the game of dice, that most deceitful of all the

\textsuperscript{433} so God is the support, ruler and ātman of all beings R refers to G 15.15, 18.61 and BĀU 3.7.1 22 (M)

\textsuperscript{434} sāmanadikāruṇya- R compares this with the usage of words like 'a god, a man, a tree which actually denote bodies but include (parasangalī) the inherent atman. He refers to 10.39 where it is said that God's being the ātman of all creatures is the condition (ubandhana) of his being called by the names of these creatures in sāmanadikārya for it is said that no being can exist apart from God the same was more positively said in 10.8

\textsuperscript{435} Text ekādāsāśnā indriyāṇām yad utkṛṣṭāni mana indriyāṇi tad ahām asm | ity am api na nirdhārane | bhātāṁcy cetām, atam vi cetām lāśāh am asmi, read ity am api na nirdhārane alter bhātām am

\textsuperscript{436} sāstrabhṛtyā Rāma hiṃ R sāstrabhṛtyām atra jābhūtah | arthāntara-bhāvād ādityādaya ca kṣetraṁ ātmavāṃśadhiśva bhagatātah sarvāy-sarvabahātah iti sāstrabhṛtya sarhantyāḥ. The meaning is this the aforementioned kṣetraṁs, the sun etc. (vs. 21 ff.) constitute themselves dharms of God for they are his body, Rāma however is God, so Rāma's swārdhānśhip must here be taken as a dharma of God not Rāma himself, so that this swārdhānśhip is on a plane with sun etc., cf also infra n 441

\textsuperscript{437} G adih, anītāḥ and madhyāḥ explained by sāstāraḥ, saṃkarārāḥ and pālaśtāraḥ God is every creator etc. met with by the creatures in the course of creation, as distinct from the prime creator (Hiranyagarbhaḥ Caturmukhaḥ), the dhāty- by whose name God is called in vs 33

\textsuperscript{438} for sarvātmanām prakṛti akāraḥ "the A is the base of all phonemes" (see Renou Terminologie s v varga and prakṛti), R quotes Aitār 3.23 akāro tuṣ sa ratuḥ rak "the A is all words"

\textsuperscript{439} R sa ṣa udbhāṣyapādāsthapadhānauṣtamātākṣaṣṭha for the dvandva is the most eminent compound because both terms of which it is composed retain their independence and are not subordinated one to another as in the other compounds

\textsuperscript{440} cf V kṛṣṇādyo neha guna-pṛthajīvādhi | tejām pauruṣo api udbhāṣyamāṇaṁ tīrtheṁ uṣṭāpade svaṁ svaṁ svaṁśastraḥ sastraḥ

\textsuperscript{441} for dhārido dhānaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhārmaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇaṁ dhāriṇa humour
cheater's opportunities for deceiving Among all members of the Vrsni clan He is the son of Vasudeva In short, He is the core, whether manifest or not, of all beings in whatever condition they exist. The totality of beings, mobile or immobile, cannot exist apart from God who is the atman within themselves.

There is no end to the forms of God's supernal manifestation, this detailed discussion of his manifestation is not exhaustive of its infinity All entities that are subject to God's dominion all entities that are beautiful or rich, all entities that are prepared for the undertaking of various virtuous enterprises, derive from a fraction of God's unconceivable power of dominion.

But why should one know all this in detail? This knowledge alone may suffice that God with an infinitesimal fraction of his majesty supports the entire universe consisting of cit and acit, whether effect or cause, gross or subtle and that its proper form, existence and various activities are subservient to God's volition.

V ARJUNA'S PRESENTATION OF THE PROPER FORM OF GOD

1 God is inaccessible to natural perception

11, 1 Question The words by which God has revealed to Arjuna that most profound mystery of the atman in order to show his favour to Arjuna when he was bewildered by the misconception that the atman is the body, these words have dispelled his misconception Arjuna has also heard that the origination and dissolution of all beings depend on

\( \text{ca Grisa ca sarvadribhag' itasyatatát sava prathamam vaktasya} \)

\( \text{441 R Vasudevasāntam atra nabhāthi ārthāntarābhavād eva} \)

\( \text{442 R 'na tad asti sa na mayā bhātām carācaram ty atrāpy ātmatasyā vāsthānam vi akṣītam (cf. n. 434) ārṇena sarṣanāsātā sāmānādhihkarantamsvardeśa-syātmatasyā asthitā eva hetur iti prakātavyaḥ} \) by this he makes clear that God's being the atman (of all creatures) is the ground for his being denoted by every creature in sāmānadhihkaratva

\( \text{443 G vishnuśrūtā} \)

\( \text{444 R tejas parabhakṣibhavanasaṃvarthyam the power by which one is able to rule others here esp. God's power of dominion (my-manasakṣa) } \)

\( \text{445 saṃśaṅgaka} \)

\( \text{446 see ad 28-11 the words which have sublated Arjuna's misconception comprise, according to R, 21-646 (647 marking the transition to the second saṭka) where the nature of the atman and the means of contemplating the ātman are dealt with} \)

\( \text{447 R in Lectures 7-10} \)
God who is the Supreme Atman, that God's eternal greatness consists in this that all spiritual and non-spiritual entities constitute a sesa of God, that God is the supreme One because of his beautiful qualities, that God is the foundation of all and that God is the inner actuator of all beings. Now Arjuna desires to have direct presentation of God in his forms of sovereign, creator, maintainer and dissolver of all entities as well as in his form of absolute superiority. Therefore he beseeches God to reveal Himself completely to him in these forms, if that could be possible.

\textit{Answer} Quoth God, Behold my various forms which are the foundation of all, which are constituted by a plurality of modifications and which are supernatural, multicoloured and multiformed. Behold in this one form of Mine all things of which direct experience may be had as well as all things which can only be known from the sastras as well as the many marvelous things which are never yet witnessed before either in the entire universe or in the entire sastra. Behold the entire universe with its mobile and immobile beings concentrated in this one body of Mine and behold therein everything thou wishest to see. But thine eye cannot behold Me such as I am, different in kind from everything else and infinite by thy natural eye thou canst perceive but things finite and subject to My dominion. Therefore I bestow on thee a supernatural eye by which thou mayest perceive Me. So do now behold My yoga which is association with beautiful qualities and endless supernatural manifestations.

2 God's Majesty

Then, Samjaya relates, God showed Arjuna his supremely majestic form which is the foundation of the entire universe manifold and multiform, and which governs everything. That form or body was splendid and unlimited by space and time, facing all directions and

\textit{448} distinction derived by R. from the separate vocative \textit{purusa}\textit{llama}.

\textit{449} \textit{saga}- in \textit{sagasestra-} is explained as 'conjunction with beautiful qualities' in reference to \textit{sogam austram} in \textit{va. 8}.

\textit{450} \textit{tvam avayayam tvum kriyatejyanam tvam sakalam me darsayet arthah}

\textit{451} adityam तुस्सिन etc. are taken to denote implicitly beings known by either śāstra or perception, in contradistinction to अद्विपतर्वं अस्तर्ययं beings known neither by śāstra nor by perception.

\textit{452} Pārthajā Ta = R. \textit{putrasyah Prikafsah purusā}. R. seems to imply that the use of the metronymic Pārtha indicates that God's favour was shown peculiarly to Arjuna because he was Kṛṣṇa's cousin.

\textit{453} devam G = R. \textit{dyotamjñam} (from युद्धभ- द्यु), R. this aspect of God is specified in \textit{va. 12}. 
adorned with behoving garments, perfumes, garlands, ornaments and weapons. In that body of the God of gods, infinite in all dimensions, with numberless trunks, mouths and eyes, of unimaginable splendour, equipped with innumerable weapons etc., Arjuna — who by divine Grace had been granted supernatural vision — beheld the entire universe with all its various subdivisions, crowded by the various kinds of classes of experiencing beings — gods, men, animals, immovables etc of all sorts and forms — and by places, objects and means of experiences — such as earth, ether, heaven, patala, atala, sutala etc — and consisting of purusa and prakṛti, this entire universe was concentrated in one single point of God's body. Arjuna was struck with amazement at perceiving the entire universe in one single point of God's body and, while beholding God himself who is the foundation of the entire universe, the actuator of all and the possessor of marvelous beautiful qualities, he was so transported that his hairs bristled. He prostrated himself before God and exclaimed with folded hands,

God, I behold in Thy body all gods and all classes of living beings among whom Brahma himself and He who liveth in Brahma's mind, and all rṣis and the splendid snakes. I behold Thee everywhere with Thy numberless members and endless forms. Thy body is formed by all beings and it shows neither end nor beginning nor middle, for Thou art unending. Thou art a mass of tejas which is of immeasurable splendour. Thou art the supreme Aksara, the chief foundation of all. In Thine avatars, one of which is this present incarnation, Thou art the protector of the everlasting Vedic dharma. I know Thee to be the eternal Personality. Thou art without beginning, middle and end, and Thou art a treasury of boundless knowledge, power, force, domi-

454 R refers to G 108 10 19 31, 10 32
455 Isam kamalasananam BhG = R Kamalasane Brahman sthitam Isam tanmanno vasthitam Gov obviously translates the variant reading tantamate 'vasthitam and takes Isam as Ciwa's well known name 'who is seated in Brahma, meaning that Ciwa is under the control of (his father) Brahma in that case however R, who speaks nowhere of the supreme Deity of Caivism would certainly have specified Isam by Ciwa or Rudra it seems more likely that accepting the reading of the text, with Isam Sanaka is meant the first of the mind born sons of Brahma who play a role in Pāñcaratara Cosmogony Padmanabha > Brahma Kamalasana > Sanaka etc (Otto Schrader, Introduction to the Pāñcaratara)
456 dviṣaṇ G = R. dpiṣṭaṇ cf n 453
457 R refers to MundUp 11 4 where akṣara- occurs in the sense of the Supreme Being and the terminology (dīc vede vṛdita-c) recalls that of the Gita
458 R quotes ČvetUp 38 and MundUp 32 8 where puruṣa has the sense of Supreme Being
Innumerable are Thine arms, feet, bellies, etc. All Thine eyes are serene like the moon and glaring like the sun. Thou dost govern the universe by Thy tejas. Thou dost pervade all worlds, high and low, and the space in which they are situated. When beholding Thy marvelous awe-inspiring form the three worlds are appalled, mahātman! Yonder hosts of divinities approach Thee, at beholding Thee who art the foundation of all. Some of them are awed and praise Thee according to their knowledge. Others, mahārsis and siddhas, glorify Thee as the venerable Lord with besemiing hymns, Rudras, ādityas etc., and pitaras do now behold Thee and they are stricken with amazement.

13. Arjuna’s terror.

Now, while beholding Thine exceedingly terrifying form all three worlds and I, myself, are panic-stricken: While I behold Thee touching the Supreme, Heaven, glaring, multicoloured, with yawning mouth and wide, fiery eyes, my heart is terrified and I am unable to find support for my body or rest for my mind and senses; O Pervader!

Looking at Thy horrid faces which are operant in destroying everything like the Fire of Time at the end of the yuga, I am led astray and find no happiness! Overlord of all lords, of Brahmā himself, and all others, do show me Thy favour and restore my old self!

459 R. takes vṛṣaḥ in ananta-vṛṣam to imply all 5 beautiful qualities.
460 R. when regarding the gods and the demons respectively, this in reference to 11, 36.
461 mahātman G. = R. aparicchedamanvrtte “Thou, the radius of whose mind has no limits;” ātman—manas; the second half of st. 20 is made to explain why: Arjuna has been granted divine vision, for, without it he would have been appalled like the three worlds.
462 So R. explains usmapah referring to TaittBr. 1,10 usmaḥ bhagah hi pitaraḥ.
463 R. explains that: this nabhās- is the Supreme Heaven (Vaiṣṇavīkṣa), which is beyond prakṛti (as appears from Mahānār. Up. 1; Čvet. Up. 3, 8; TaittS: 2,2,12,5), from the fact that nabhās- is attributed to the One who is the substratum (ādhyātma) of all prakṛti and puruṣa in whatever form or condition (and therefore cannot be prakṛti or embodied, ātman) and that: the space in between earth and heaven is pervaded by God (supra, st. 20) so that with nabhās- another kind of heaven must be meant.
464 Vīpa G. = R. vāpi (from c. “enter”); God pervading the entire universe.
465 R. in the foregoing (st. 9-25) God has revealed by showing all existence and activity to be dependent on Him that He has descended into human shape in order to rule the earth and destroy Dhrārāstra’s men as well as demons etc. In Yudhisṭhira’s ranks (this to account for the slaying of some of Yudhī’s men in spite of Kṛṣṇa’s alliance; st. 26-31) Arjuna perceives this asks the reason for this gruesome manifestation.
26—27 All the sons of Dhṛtarāṣṭra and the sūta’s son Karna are, together with their partisans and even some chief warriors of our army, entering Thy terrifying mouth to be destroyed: they hasten to their end of their own accord. Thou hast revealed this appalling form to me when I besought thee to show Thine eternal ātman so that I could cognize Thine unlimited dominion. But who art Thou who hast such a horrible form? To what end does it serve Thee? Be gracious to me and tell me the reason why Thou hast revealed this form of destroyer and tell me what actions Thou proposest to perform in this form.

4 The meaning of God’s terrible aspect.

32 Quoth God, While calculating the end of the lives of all beings, among whom Dhṛtarāṣṭra’s warriors are the first, I appear in this horrible shape which causes their destruction, in order to annihilate these beings. Therefore, even if thou, O Arjuna, refusest the help of thine energy, the hostile warriors will of a certainty be destroyed; so rise to fight them and do by defeating them obtain the fame of victory and enjoy righteous kingship. I am the One who doom those who have sinned: thou art but the instrument by which I have chosen to kill them. Slay Drona, Bhima, Karna etc whom I have doomed because of their sins, and do not suffer thine anxiety about dharma and adharma and thy love and compassion for thy relatives to worry thee. I have doomed them because they are sinners; do therefore not hesitate and fight them, for thou shalt defeat thy rivals. No cruelty is to be found at all in this battle: on the contrary, thou shalt win the victory.

5. Arjuna’s exaltation.

35 Then, Saṃjayā proceeds, Arjuna was over-awed and prostrating himself before God he exclaimed,

36 "Justly does this universe of gods, gandharvas and the like which has fôregathered to see the battle and has by Thy divine Grace beheld Thee now, delight in Thee, love Thee and glorify Thee; and justly do their râkṣasas run away in terror, and justly do all siddhas pay homage to Thee! Why indeed should Hiranyakarshana and all others not pay homage to Thee who art superior to them and art the creator even of

466 kalayati “Death”.
467 sa-ca smâtaye “in the sense of, connecting, fastening”, so sa-am-bidextrous’.
468 cf. 1.26-27 and GAS. 5.
Bṛḥmā Ḫiranyagarbha? Thou art the jīvatman,\(^{469}\) Thou art the prakṛti, whether existing as cause or as effect,\(^{470}\) and Thou art the released ātmān \(^{471}\) Therefore Thou art the primeval God, the Person, the ancient One Thou art, the supreme foundation, for Thou art the ātmān of all and sundry beings which constitute Thy body Thou art all knowledge and all that can be known, so Thou art the highest end Thou dost pervade the entire universe consisting of cit and acit Thou art to be called by the names of everyone and everything because Thou art their ātmān Thy valour is boundless!

**Question** Being ignorant of Thy qualities and urged upon by perplexity and life-long familiarity, I have always considered Thee my equal and friend. So I came to address Thee simply as Kṛṣṇa, or Yadu’s son, or friend, and in jest I have not shown Thee the reverence that is due to Thee. For all this I beseech Thy forgiveness Thou art father and guru of this world, and therefore Thou art most venerable. No one in the entire universe equals Thee, how then could one surpass Thee? Thus, most venerable Lord, I prostrate myself before Thee and implore Thy mercy. Just as a father or a friend, when fittingly entreated, will show mercy to his son or his friend if he have been at fault, so, most compassionate Lord, abide me in all things, like a lover abides his beloved. Having seen Thy most marvelous and awe-inspiring form,\(^{472}\) I am transported by love and my mind is panicstricken. So reveal to me Thy first, most gracious form, Lord of the gods!

**Answer** Quoth God, Herewith I have revealed to thee My majestic form, which no one before thee has ever beheld, because thou art my devotee I could do so because it is in My nature that all that I will comes true.\(^{474}\) In this form, in which I exist just as I am, I am visible but to one who has perfect and complete bhakti toward Me, not to one who merely follows the Veda, performs sacrifices etc. Thy terror and bewilderment caused by My terrifying form which thou hast seen may cease now, for I show thee the benign shape to which thou wilt accustomed before look at it!

\(^{469}\) akṣara G = R īśvātmātattvam R. refers to KaṭhUp. 2,18 na

\(^{470}\) etc., which proves that the ātmān does not perish (na īśvarāt)

\(^{471}\) R. explains sadasat as the principle (tattva) of prakṛti existing either as effect (sat being diversified by names and forms) or as cause (asat not being so diversified)

\(^{472}\) G tattvam, viz beyond prakṛti and jīvatman.

\(^{473}\) dhāma G = R. sthānam prāpyasthānam iti

\(^{474}\) R’s paraphrase of odṛṣṭa punātātāt
26—27 All the sons of Dhṛtarāṣṭra and the sūta’s son Karna are, together with their partisans and even some chief warriors of our army, entering Thy terrifying mouth to be destroyed; they hasten to their end of their own accord. Thou hast revealed this appalling form to me when I besought thee to show Thine eternal ātman so that I could cognize Thine unlimited dominion. But who art Thou who hast such a horrible form? To what end does it serve Thee? Be gracious to me and tell me the reason why Thou hast revealed this form of destroyer and tell me what actions Thou proposes to perform in this form.

4 The meaning of God’s terrible aspect.

32 Quoth God, While calculating the end of the lives of all beings, among whom Dhṛtarāṣṭra’s warriors are the first, I appear in this horrible shape which causes their destruction, in order to annihilate these beings. Therefore, even if thou, O Arjuna, refusest the help of thine energy, the hostile warriors will of a certainty be destroyed; so rise to fight them and do by defeating them obtain the fame of victory and enjoy righteous kingship. I am the One who doom those who have sinned: thou art but the instrument by which I have chosen to kill them. Slay Drona, Bhīma, Karna etc. whom I have doomed because of their sins, and do not suffer thine anxiety about dharma and adharma and thy love and compassion for thy relatives to worry thee. I have doomed them because they are sinners; do therefore not hesitate and fight them, for thou shalt defeat thy rivals. No cruelty is to be found at all in this battle: on the contrary, thou shalt win the victory.

5. Arjuna’s exaltation

35 Then, Samjaya proceeds, Arjuna was over-awed and prostrating himself before God he exclaimed,

36 Justly does this universe of gods, gandharvas and the like which has foregathered to see the battle and has by Thy divine Grace beheld Thee now, delight in Thee, love Thee and glorify Thee; and justly do the rākṣasas run away in terror, and justly do all Siddhas pay homage to Thee! Why indeed should Hiranyagarbha and all others not pay homage to Thee who art superior to them and art the creator even of

468 kalayati gaṇayālīti kālaḥ, kāla- being interpreted as “Death”.
467 saca sāmātayo “/sāc- in the sense of ‘connecting, fastening’”, so sācā- sācī- “who is capable of fastening the strings to the bow with his left hand, ambidextrous”.
468 cf 1.26-27 and GAS. 5.
Brahmā Hiranyagarbha? Thou art the jivatman,\(^{469}\) Thou art the prakriti, whether existing as cause or as effect,\(^{470}\) and Thou art the released ātman\(^{471}\). Therefore Thou art the primeval God, the Person, the ancient One, Thou art the supreme foundation, for Thou art the ātmāna of all and sundry beings which constitute Thy body. Thou art all knowledge and all that can be known; so Thou art the highest end. Thou dost pervade the entire universe consisting of cit and acit. Thou art, to be called by the names of everyone and everything because Thou art their ātmāna. Thy valour is boundless!

**Question.** Being ignorant of Thy qualities and urged upon by perplexity and life-long familiarity, I have always considered Thee my equal and friend. So I came to address Thee simply as Kṛṣṇa, or Yadu’s son, or friend, and in jest I have not shown Thee the reverence that is due to Thee. For all this I beseech Thy forgiveness. Thou art father and guru of this world, and therefore Thou art most venerable. No one in the entire universe equals Thee, how then could one surpass Thee? Thus, most venerable Lord, I prostrate myself before Thee and implore Thy mercy. Just as a father or a friend, when fittingly entreated, will show mercy to his son or his friend if he have been at fault, so, most compassionate Lord, abide me in all things, like a lover abides his beloved. Having seen, Thy most marvelous and awe-inspiring form,\(^{472}\) I am, transported by love and my mind is panic-stricken. So reveal to me Thy first, most gracious form, Lord of the gods!

**Answer.** Quoth God, Herewith I have revealed to thee My majestic form, which no one before thee has ever beheld, because thou art my devotee. I could do so because it is in My nature that all that I will comes true.\(^{474}\) In this form, in which I exist just as I am, I am visible but to one who has perfect and complete bhakti toward Me, not to one who merely follows the Veda, performs sacrifices etc. Thy terror and bewilderment caused by My terrifying form which thou hast seen may cease now, for I show thee the benign shape to which thou art accustomed before; look at it!

---

469 *akṣaram* G = R. *jīvatmātāt* G; R. refers to Kathā. 2.18 na...
470 etc., which proves that the ātmāna does not perish (na ēparādi).
471 *ḥimā* G = R. *sahānam prakṛtyārthānam ut*.
472 R.′s paraphrase of *adhīnapūrṇa*.
473 *dīnāyopāt* G = R. ātmānaḥ *sāyāraṃ kālpaśayogāyuktātād*. 

---
Then, Samjaya proceeded, God showed Arjuna his familiar four-armed body 475 and reassured him; and Arjuna said,

Now I have come to my senses again, now I behold once more, this lovable beautiful body of Thine, peculiar to none but Thee, which has the generic structure of a common human being and is most benevolent.

6. Presentation of God’s proper form is only possible by bhakti.

God states that the form which Arjuna has witnessed, a moment before cannot be seen by anyone, not even by gods: for it is not through Vedas, sacrifices, charity etc. that God can be seen, for all those are destitute of bhakti. It is only through bhakti that God may be either known by the śāstras, or experienced directly, or approached as He really is.476 Only when a man performs all acts — studying Vedas, performing sacrifices etc. —, when all his enterprises serve one purpose: the supreme end: God, when he is God’s devotee because he loves God so much that he cannot sustain his ātman unless he glorifies God and therefore performs all acts to one end: God, when he is attached to God alone, when he fosters no hatred for any being because he has no reason to do so since to him all happiness and unhappiness naturally coincide with union with and separation from God and since he realizes that all beings depend on the Supreme Person, — only then he will attain God as He really is, that is, all his defects — ignorance etc. — will vanish and he will cognize God alone.

VI MISCELLANEOUS

1. Why it is better to worship God than the ātman.

12, 1 Question. Which group of aspirants will be the first to realize their aspirations, the group of bhaktas who worship 477 God because they believe him to be the supreme Lord and man’s, supreme end 478 and possessed of all forms of dominion, or the group of those people who worship the akṣara, i.e. the individual ātman which cannot be grasped 479 by organs such as the eyes etc.?

475 as Vasudeva’s son, R. explains, God has four arms; he refers to VP. 5,3,10; 13; and an unidentified BhāgP, quotation.
476 R. refers to KṛṣṇaP. 2,23.
477 paryupāsate paraphrased by paripārnam upāsate “who adore God, in his plenitude” (from pari- “completely”).
478 satatyānitiḥ explained by R. as bhagavatam tvām eva param prāpyam manvantāh, from Vyū- “to concentrate, reflect”? see also, n. 97.
479 avyaktam.
Answer. The group of bhaktas who, out of excessive love, have focused their minds on God and in perfect faith aspire to constant union with God will attain their object — God himself — soon and easily. The second group comprises those who do not worship God but the akṣara, i.e., the individual atman. This akṣara is different from the body; so it cannot be denoted by the names of god, man etc.; therefore it cannot be grasped by organs such as the eyes etc. Moreover, though it exists in the bodies of all beings, it cannot be thought of as being identical with those bodies, for it is of a different kind; so the akṣara is common to all beings but it is not subjected to development and therefore constant. Those people, then, who have made all their senses cease to operate, who regard all ātmans — however dissimilar the bodies to which they are confined may be — as essentially equal, because they all have one and the same form: knowledge, and who therefore rejoice in the well-being of all beings, those people will attain the atman which is of God’s kind, that is, released from samsāra. This group of people who focus their minds on the atman will, however, meet more difficulties in achieving their end than the first group of aspirants, the bhaktas. Only after conquering many great difficulties people who mistake the body for the atman will acquire the mental focus on the true atman, whereas God will soon rescue from samsāra his faithful devotees who, while focusing their minds on the atman, dedicate all their profane and sacred acts to God because He is their only end, and who, uniting themselves with none but God, worship him by meditation, prostration, glorification etc., in which they delight:

480 the mind being prāpyaśaya—“directed toward an end”.
481 So R. shades the meaning of G. yuktatama, for these aspirants are superior to those of st. 5 who encounter difficulties, and, as witness st. 7, they will soon (na cirā) reach their end.
482 = G. vairdeśyam.
483 = G. kūṭastham; on the synonymity of kūṭastha- and akṣara- R. refers to G. 15, 16-17 kūṭastha “śara ucyate” ! uttamah purusas tv anyah and adds that in akṣara- (yogā tad akṣaram adhigamyate, MañjuUp. 1,1,5) akṣara—however denotes the Supreme Brahman, this because it is the womb of all beings (who are śara-) and therefore a-akṣara-Itself.
484 or, as R. adds, ceasing to rejoice in their adversity which results from abhīmāna—; in other words, the joy regards the well-being of these beings as far as they are ātmans; cf. ātmavat sarveṣāṁ bhātānāṁ hiteṣu nīrādh (n. 241).
485 mām G. = R. matsamānākram asaṁśārīram ātmānam, the atman being equal to God inasmuch as it is not subject to karman; R. refers to G. 14,2 (mama sadāḥmyam) and MañjuUp. 3,1,3 (nirājñavoḥ paramam śāmyam upāti). 486 avyaktā gatiḥ G. = R. avyaktavatīcyā manovṛtiḥ; for avyaktā- is ātmān, see above (n. 479).
2. How to worship God and when to worship the ātman.

For these reasons, that God is man’s supreme end and that He can be attained very soon and easily, one should focus the mind completely on God and form the conviction that He indeed is the highest attainable end. As soon as one has formed this conviction and consequently focused the mind on God, one will live in God. If one does not immediately succeed in focusing the mind on God completely and constantly, then one should attempt to concentrate on Him by first practising regular representation of him which implies a boundless love of him. If one is incapable of that, then urged upon by excessive love for God one should perform devotional acts for the glory of God. Then one will soon be able to practise regular representation of God and consequently focus the mind on him and finally succeed in siddhi or the attainment of God. If one does resort to bhaktiyoga but yet is unable to perform even these devotional acts, then one should resort to ākṣarayoga and practise the renunciation of the results of one’s acts. Then, by disinterestedly performing acts to propitiate God, one will attain the knowledge of the ātman and through this knowledge dispel the darkness of ignorance, contemplate the ātman whose sole essence is to be a śeṣa of God, and acquire the spirit of perfect bhakti toward God. More than the practice of regular representation devoid of love, does the knowledge, which causes the ātman to be evident and which presupposes true knowledge of the ātman, favour the well-being of the ātman. Still more than that imperfect knowledge, does the meditation on the ātman favour the well-being of the world of which the former is a means. More than that still imperfect meditation is disinterested activity of which the former is a means. As a direct consequence of this activity all evil is annulled and the mind cleared. When the mind is cleared, perfect meditation on the ātman is possible.

487 or the variant readings -jñānaprabhāyatvād and -jñānārthatvād “because of the fact that he is the end to be reached by supreme knowledge” and “that he is the object of supreme knowledge”.
489 bodhi- taken synonymously with adhyavasāya.
489 madyogam G. = R. madgnyāmaṃsādānākṛtimadānakṣiptiyavakṣakaram bhaktiyogam.
490 ākṣarayoga- or ātmāyoga- karmāyoga which implies knowledge of the ātman’s nature and is propaedeutic to bhakti, see supra 3.0.
491 for then one has subdued one’s mind (yatātmavān G. = R. yatamanaskāḥ).
492 R. refers to G. 18,46-54 where this sequence of developments is enumerated.
493 from all this follows, R. remarks, that ātmaniṣṭhā (= ākṣarayoga-, supra
3. The qualities of one devoted to disinterested activity.  

He does not hate any being, even though it hates him. He is friendly to all beings, whether they hate him or help him. He is compassionate toward all beings which love him. He is not possessive and does not suffer from the delusion that his body is the ātman. So he is neither delighted nor vexed when fortune or misfortune befall him, for fortune and misfortune are only imagined. He is not transformed by rivalry and power, even if they are inevitable. He is satisfied with whatever he may happen to find for the sustenance of his body. He is constantly occupied by the thought that the ātman is separated from prakṛti. He has control over the activities of his mind. His conviction as to the matter and purpose which are taught by the doctrine of the ātman is firm. He has focused on God the positive certainty that God is propitiated by disinterested activity and, when duly propitiated, will allow his ātman to be evident. A devotee who, through such karmayoga, practises bhaktiyoga is beloved of God. So is the karmayogin who does nothing to vex the world, who is not vexed by the world because he is not interested in it and who therefore is not joyous, intolerant, fearful and irascible. Beloved of God, too, is he who does not care for anything different from the ātman, whose body prospers on pure nourishment prescribed by the śāstras, who is capable of earning the means to perform śāstric rites, who does not feel pain at disagreeable contacts which are inevitably connected with the performance of śāstric rites and who renounces all activities except those prescribed by the śāstras. Beloved of God is the karmayogin who does not delight in any generally...

n. 490) is the best means for him who is incapable of bhaktiyoga, whereas for him who is qualified for ātmanśīthā but has not yet a pure (śānta- “free from attachment to results”) mind, karmanīśthā (that is preparatory karmayoga of disinterested activity which does not yet imply knowledge of the ātman) is the best means. The sequence which R. reads in this verse is 1. dhyāna- ("wandering of un-focused mind in preparatory karmayoga") 2. jñāna- ("karmayoga with implied knowledge of the ātman") 3. tad- (sc. jñāna-) aparoksām ("contemplation of the ātman") 4. bhakti. It is not clear where jñānayoga enters into this sequence.

494 this is advanced karmayoga which implies knowledge of the ātman, purifies the mind, and is propaedeutic to bhakti.

495 = G. kṣānti.

496 text spardaprabhavayor, v.l. spardha- which I translate; prabhāva- is taken synonymously with prabhāva- (cf. n. 411) "power".

497 satālam yogi, compare n. 477.

498 = G. yatāma.

499 = G. daksāḥ.
delightful thing and does not hate any odious thing, who is not grieved by common sorrows, does not desire desirable things and renounces good as well as evil because both cause his bondage. Beloved of God is he who is equanimous, whether he is approached by a friend or by an enemy, who is not attached to his dwelling-place etc., because his mind is constantly focused on the ātman, and is therefore equanimous as to honour and blame

4 But the bhakta is superior

20 This teaching of the superiority of bhaktimīśṭhā to ātmanīśṭhā is now summarized in the statement that those votaries who hail bhakti as being at once righteous and immortal are most dearly beloved of God.

<sup>500</sup> = G aniketaḥ
<sup>501</sup> R viz. in the manner of 122 where the bhaktas were spoken of.
PART THREE

EXPLANATIONS OF TOPICS ALREADY DISCUSSED, IN THE PRECEDING PARTS

I ĀTMAN AND BODY

1. The proper forms of ātman and body.

This body, though it may be put in sāmānādhikaranya with the experiencing-ātman,⁵⁰² e.g. in the proposition “I am lean”, etc. is different from the latter. Sages who possess exact knowledge of the body call it the experiencing-ātman’s field of experience. A person who knows this body and, because of his very knowledge, must be different from his body which is the object of his knowledge,⁵⁰³ is called a kṣetrajña by these sages. That person may, when perceiving entities different from the body, consider his knowing ātman to be in a relation of sāmānādhikaranya to his body, for instance in the proposition: “I who am ātman know this jug”; still, when he perceives his body he will know that it is an entity different from his ātman and of the same order as a jug, because being an object of the ātman’s knowledge it is of the same order as other objects of knowledge, so that now the proposition runs: “I know his body too, in the same way as I know a jug.”

One may conceive the ātman to be in a relation of sāmānādhikaranya to the body inasmuch as both are indissolubly connected:¹⁰⁴ for the body serves only to particularize an ātman as belonging to a certain class. In itself, the knowing ātman is not accessible to the organs of vision etc., because its form is peculiar to itself alone and accessible only to a mind

⁵⁰² bhakti-ātman- “the ātman in relation to the body”, in contradistinction to prāṭip-ātman- (supra, 3.0) “the ātman in relation to its pure self, the ātman as the realizer of its own pure form as distinct from prakṛti”.
⁵⁰³ supra 2.18.
⁵⁰⁴ aparthaaksiddhi- “inseparable connection of the attribute with the attributed”
prepared by Yoga. But this does not justify the fools in regarding this knower as the prakṛti, only because it is proximate to prakṛti.

The kṣetrajña is God, i.e. God is its proper form; the same is true of the kṣetra. As has been pointed out, kṣetra and kṣetrajña may be put in sāmānādhiharāṇya, both being indissolubly connected because the kṣetra particularizes the kṣetrajña. Likewise both kṣetra and kṣetrajña may be put in sāmānādhiharāṇya with God, because it is the sole nature of both to particularize God. Kṣetra and kṣetrajña are merely constitutive of God's body. God is the inner Ruler of all kṣetrajñás and therefore constitutes their ātman; so they may be put in sāmānādhiharāṇya with God. One should know that kṣetra and kṣetrajña are distinguishable and that God is the ātman of both.

There are other interpretations given. It is said that the sentence: “Know that I am also the kṣetrajña” should be understood to express identity, because of the sāmānādhiharāṇya; then it should be admitted that God becomes as it were the kṣetrajña in consequence of Nescience of the truth, and that it is just this Nescience which this teaching seeks to sublate. It should be compared to the information of a reliable man that there is no snake where a snake is imagined, but only a rope: this information sublates the erroneous notion that there is a snake. So in the same manner the teaching of the Lord, who is most reliable, sublates the erroneous notion that there is a kṣetrajña.

But then I would ask: As to this teacher, the venerable Vāsudeva, the Supreme Lord, has his Nescience been sublated by the exact knowledge of the ātman or has it not? If the answer be: Yes, his Nescience has been sublated, then I argue: In that case the view, held by Arjuna and others, that there is Difference, is impossible and so is any attempt to teach them, because it is impossible to attribute to the ātman — which in your opinion is mere undifferenced Consciousness —

505 on Yoga see Lecture 6.
506 R. refers to G 13,10 utkramam tam sikhayam vapi bhūjānam va gunā- vimśatī vīnumānām nāna-paśantī paśantī jñanam ca kṣetrajña.
507 because of G. api “I am the kṣetrajña as well (as the kṣetra”).
508 R : that God is different from both kṣetra and kṣetrajña appears from 15,16-18
509 R. refers to Antaryāmibrahmāṇa BĀU. 3,7, esp. 22 (M.).
510 R refers to Lecture 10 where God stated that He is the ātman of all beings (st 20: aham ātma... sarvabhidhāsatvātih and st. 39 na tad asti vīma yat yām mayā bhūtām ca ksetracaram and st. 42 viṣeṣabhyāhām idam kṣetram ekānām sthāna sthito jagat) and in between (st. 21-38) referred to himself in sāmānādhiharāṇya with all possible beings.
511 by Čankara, GBh. 13,2.
a quality that is foreign to it. — If, however, the answer be: No, his Nescience has not been sublated, then it is utterly impossible that the Lord could even begin teaching the knowledge of the atman, because He possesses no such knowledge himself.\footnote{12}

These and similar views are not to be taken seriously. The people who set them forth have no knowledge and contradict sruti, smrti etc. The truth is this: the sruti\footnote{14} asserts that non-spiritual substance, spiritual substance and the Supreme Brahman are distinct from one another and stand in the relation of Object, Subject and Lord respectively. The Git\text{\text{\text{"}}} itself states explicitly that God by his own will creates cit and acit conjointly and that from that conjunction all beings arise. Elsewhere the sruti\footnote{15} asserts that, in whatever condition cit and acit or Subject and Object exist, their existence depends on God, because they constitute his body and are internally ruled by him, and that God is their atman. This is also the meaning of the srutis\footnote{16} which state that God himself is the world — whether as a cause or as an effect —; for cit and acit, which exist as cause or as effect, constitute God’s body. So God is effect when both cit and acit substances, which constitute his body, are in their gross, evolved condition, and He is cause, when both are in their subtle, unevolved condition. This means that the effect is identical with the cause and that therefore the effect can be known if the cause is known. And this again proves the position that by knowing one, one will know all.

\text{\text{"}'In the sruti passage: "Lo! I will enter unto the three divinities by way of the living atman and distinguish name and form,'"\footnote{17} the three divinities connote the whole mass of acit. So from this passage we know that all distinctions of name and form are brought about by God’s entering into acit via the jivatman whose atman is God himself. In result all expressive words\footnote{18} signify the Supreme Atman as modified by the jivatmans of the non-spiritual matter. Therefore the samm\text{\text{\text{\text{"}}}n\text{\text{\text{\text{"}}}dhi-
karanya of a word denoting an effect with a word denoting the Supreme Ātman as cause, is used in its primary sense.

The upshot of all this is that Brahman is the material cause of the world,519 because Brahman, if modified by gross and subtle cit and acit, is effect and cause respectively. Nonetheless it is clear that the natures of cit and acit on the one hand and the nature of Brahman on the other are not amalgamated only because Brahman is the material cause of the conjoined cit and acit. For example: the material cause of a coloured cloth is a combination of white, black and red threads. The effected cloth will show a combination of whiteness, blackness and redness where white, black and red threads have been woven in it; but the colours will nowhere have mixed in the effected cloth, no more than they had mixed in the threads which were the cause of the cloth. Similarly, although a combination of God, cit and acit constitutes the material cause of the world, still in the effected world the respective qualities of God as the Ruler, cit as the Subject and acit as the Object of experience are not confused.520

From all this it will be clear that the Supreme Brahman, though entering the effect, is not transformed thereby, because his proper form does not change. The fact that He exists at all as the atman of cit and acit substances in gross condition and divided according to their individual distinctions of name-and-form, proves once more that He is effect, for being an effect is entering into another mode of existence.

The doctrine that the Supreme Brahman is without qualities522 is true as far as it means that He is without all evil qualities, as the śruti clearly asserts.522 The doctrine that knowledge is the essence of the Supreme Brahman is undeniably true if that be understood in the sense that the essence of Brahman, who is omniscient and omnipotent, can only be reflected upon through knowledge and that this essence is knowledge inasmuch as He is self-illuminating.523

519 'brahmāpatādanam jagat, that is: Brahman constituting a whole with cit and acit in unevolved condition.
520 R. adds that this comparison holds only to some extent: for whereas the threads have a separate existence, and, if combined by the will of a person into a cloth, constitute at once cause and effect, cit and acit have no separate existence and therefore God, modified by cit and acit, constitutes at once cause and effect himself.
521 doctrine of advaitavāda, refuted in detail in ČBh. 1,1,1 (Th. p. 78 ff.).
522 R. quotes ChUp. 8,1,5.
523 to prove that Brahman is knower and essentially knowledge R. refers to MundUp 2,2,7.
The view, that the plurality of things is unreal since they cannot be ensouled by Brahman, because all plurality is essentially foreign to Brahman, is contradicted by several śrutis, which affirm that Brahman does exist by his own will in a plurality of modes; because this being is constituted by the plural and manifold moving and immovable entities. This affirmation that Brahman is by his own will modified by manifold entities because He is the experiencer in all kinds of manifold forms, is certainly not contradicted by other śrutis which point to unity.

This detailed exposition may suffice to show that there is no room for the view that Brahman is nescient, nor for the view that difference in Brahman is due to upādhis. By the śrutis themselves one can know that there is no contradiction between all śrutis which, in the aforesaid manner, assert that essence and nature of God, cit and acit are different, that they are at once cause and effect, and that cause and effect are eternal.

22. The body.

Presently, it will be summarily explained what a kṣetra is, which elements depend on it, to what transformations it subject, to what it has originated and what is its proper form; and what is the proper form of the kṣetrajña and what powers it possesses. The rṣis, Parāśara etc., have worded this knowledge of kṣetra and kṣetrajña in many ways. Moreover they state that Vāsudeva constitutes the ātman of the distinct, kṣetra and kṣetrajña. Many passages in the three Vedas, affirm very lucidly that kṣetra and kṣetrajña exist separately and that Brahman is the ātman of both. The Brāhmaṇasūtras, too, deal with this subject and their arguments carry conviction. This same knowledge of kṣetra, and kṣetrajña will, now, be briefly explained by God.

(The kṣetra depends on the great elements — earth, water, fire, 

524. Taittīr. 2,6,2; ChUp. 6,2,3; BAU: 3,4,7; 6,5,6; 7; 11.
525. BAU: 4,4,19; 6,5,15.
526. G. = R. gītām ātīravatām.
527. G. yatprabhāvah: yat = yata khetob, so yasmāt prāyojana. a.
528. R. quotes VP. 2,13, 64-66ab; 84; 96cd-98.
529. MBh. 13,159,137.
530. expl. of G. chandobhir vividhāh.
531. G. vimśita, explained by “resulting in positive knowledge”; the VS. 
532. passages are 1. on kṣetra: 2,3,1-18; 2. on kṣetrajña: 2,3,19-39; 3. on God’s being 
533. the ātman of cit and acit inasmuch as he actuates them: 2,3,40.
wind, ether —, Ahamkāra as the primeval element, Mahat\textsuperscript{532} and Prakṛti;\textsuperscript{533} on the kṣetra depend the tattvas, i.e. the 5 sensual senses, 5 motorial senses, the co-ordinating manas, and the 5 objects of the senses; Desire and hatred, happiness and unhappiness, are the effects or the transformations of the kṣetra. They are dharmas of the purusa,\textsuperscript{534} yet they are transformations of the kṣetra because they originate from the conjunction of ātman and kṣetra and are therefore effectuated by the kṣetra. The combination of these various elements is brought about by the cetana on which they ultimately depend.\textsuperscript{535} Summing up, the kṣetra consists of substance, constitutes the basis of the senses, exists as a combination of elements subject to the transformations desire, hatred, happiness and unhappiness, and serves to be the substratum of the cetana’s experience of happiness and unhappiness.

The qualities which one should possess in order to be able to know the ātman in the effects of kṣetra are the following: humility, sincerity, inoffensiveness, patience, uprightness, attachment to one’s guru, purity, detachment; impatience with regard to objects, discrimination between ātman and non-ātman, sense of the deficiency of bodily existence; dispassionateness, equanimity; constant bhakti in solitude, dependence on the knowledge of the ātman,\textsuperscript{536} and fixation on this knowledge. These qualities assist a person who is conjoined with prakṛti in knowing the ātman; all other qualities lead to ignorance, because they are incompatible with the knowledge of the ātman.

3. The Kṣetrajña.\textsuperscript{537}

The proper form of the individual ātman will now be explained; by virtue of this knowledge — which is attainable with the assistance of the above qualities — one will reach the pure ātman, the ātman exempt from the dharmas of prakṛti like birth, old age, death etc.

The individual ātman is beginningless and endless;\textsuperscript{538} it is subject

\textsuperscript{532} G buddhi-, not to be confounded with buddhi- as a psychological function, supra 2.41

\textsuperscript{533} G avvakta-, not to be confounded with avyaktavā- ātman-. 

\textsuperscript{534} R refers to G 13.20

\textsuperscript{535} R reads samghātāsa cetanādhīrīh, the latter word being a bahuvrihi adjective to the former.

\textsuperscript{536} adhyātinaṃśānānāsya G. = R niṣṭhatvam

\textsuperscript{537} R: that principle which knows the kṣetra as said above (st. 1): etad (sc. kṣetram) yo vetti...

\textsuperscript{538} KathUp 2.18 is quoted, R. reads anādi, matparāṇ. 
to God, of whom it is a seṣa, it is a quantity of the category kṣetrajña, distinguishable from and not circumscribable by the body. It cannot be called sat or asat, because it is neither effect nor cause. The atman’s conjunction with the conditions of effect and cause results, not from its proper form, but from its concealment by ignorance or karman, kṣetra and kṣetrajña conjoined may be called cause, but not the pure kṣetrajña alone, because the condition of cause results from karman. The atman in its pure form is able to perform the tasks of hands and feet, of eyes etc, completely, it is present in everything because it cannot be determined by space etc. It is capable of knowing the objects with and without the functioning of the senses, it is detached from all bodies, yet it can support all bodies. It is by nature exempt from the gunas sattva etc, yet it is capable of experiencing the gunas. It can abandon the elements completely and exist without a body, and it can exist within a body. In the spontaneous operations of the body it is at once unmoving, because of its own stable nature, and moving, because it is in a body. Though existing in the kṣetra, it cannot be comprehended by the samsarins because its uncommon subtlety sets it apart from the body. Though present in the body, it is distant from those who are devoid of the above qualities, and near to those who possess them. Though present in all beings, the atman is undivided because its only form is being a knower, to those, however, who do not know this form, it appears to be distributed over all shapes of beings divine human etc.

It has already been pointed out that the atman can be known

---

519 = G 1 3 thara 11 that God is superior to the atman is proved by 12 for the atman as a seṣa of God R cites BĀU 37.22 (M) ČvetUp 69 616
520 brahman G = R bhāttavaguṇavyogī kṣetrajna-tatvam for brahman ∞ bṛhānt- cf CBh 14.14 (Th p 385) see Gonda Brahman (passim) for the sense br = atman R refers to 14.26-27 and 18.54 see also Intr
521 R refers to ČvetUp 5.9 sa caitanydā kālpatre he adds that the atman is circumscribable in so far as it is subject to karman
522 R sat = effect for an entity is called sat in the condition of effect when it has the form of god etc but it is asat or cause if it is not an effect he refers to TattAr 871 aṣad vā idami agra tatt tato vā asad ajāyate
523 that is when in subtle condition in which they constitute Br’s body
524 i.e the atman can be called cause in the above sense if conjoined with prakṛti
525 R quotes ČvetUp 3.19 which refers to the Supreme Brahman but acc. to MunīUp 3.18 and ChUp 7.26.2 the ind atman is similar to the Supreme Br, so that the same holds good for the atman
548 R such as e.g those enumerated in ChUp 7.12.3
547 humility etc above 7.17
548 ad st 2
as being different from the body because it knows the body; now it is said that the same can be known on other grounds. Because it supports the elements combined in the shape of the body, it can be known as being different from the elements supported. Because it annihilates and originates food etc., which is constituted by elements, it can be known as different from these elements.

Knowledge, the light of the átman, illuminates even luminaries—such as the sun, a lamp etc.—which dispel only that darkness which hinders the contacts of senses with objects. It is beyond prakṛti. Therefore the átman can be known as knowledge, because it has but one form: knowledge, and is attainable by the above means to knowledge. When a devotee of God has acquired this knowledge of the kṣetra and the knowledge of the means leading to the attainment of the átman in its proper form, distinct from the kṣetra, he is qualified to reach that state in which he is released from saṃsāra.

4. The natural conjunction of átman with prakṛti.

Prakṛti and puruṣa, and the conjunction of both, have no beginning. The transformations of the prakṛti, desire, hatred etc., which cause a person to be tied to saṃsāra, and the qualities of humility etc., which cause him to be released, originate from prakṛti. So the beginningless prakṛti conjoined with the átman and developed into kṣetra is, through its own transformations and its own qualities, the cause, alike of a person’s bondage and of his release.

The activities of body and organs—which are activities in experiencing—depend on the prakṛti developed into kṣetra. This prakṛti is subservient to the person or puruṣa who is the agent, as stated in the Sūtras. This agency of the puruṣa means that the puruṣa is the cause and initiator of all activities to which the subservient prakṛti is instrumental. So all experience of happiness and unhappiness depends on the puruṣa conjoined with prakṛti. The puruṣa itself finds no happiness except in self-experience. When however the puruṣa is conjoined

---

549 G. jyotih equated with “knowledge”, for ātmaprakṛtabhānaḥ jñānam.
550 G. tamaṃ; cf. tamaṃ in Subāl. Up. 2, which R. always explains by prakṛti (e.g. sutra n. 15).
551 R. kṣetra is treated of in 5-6; the means of knowledge in 7-11; the knowledge of kṣetrajña in 12-18.
552 G. mādhyāvāya, the átman being simulār to God in so far as it is not essentially subject to karman.
553 G. kārṣa- and kārapy- resp.
554 VS. 2,3,33.
with prakrti, it has experiences of happiness, unhappiness etc, which are conditioned by its conjunction with prakrti and effectuated by the gunas sattva etc.

The purusa, existing in a particular shape and nature — divine, human etc — which is a result of previous developments of prakrti, is attached to happiness etc which consist of the gunas and are proper to that particular nature, and is active in performing the good and evil acts leading to that happiness etc. In order to experience the results of his acts he is born in a certain nature, good or evil, this new existence induces him again to be active and consequently to be born again in samsara, until he cultivates the qualities of humility etc by which he may attain the atman.

The purusa, when existing in such a body and conniving at its activities, looks on and consents, therefore it is the lord of the body. In the same way it experiences the happiness and unhappiness resulting from the body's activities. So because it rules supports and exceeds the body, it is a sovereign lord as compared to its body, senses and mind. Likewise it is called the body's sovereign atman, — sovereign as compared to the body —, and a most sublime purusa, i.e. a purusa whose knowledge and power are not to be circumscribed by the body, as has been said above. Nevertheless, so long as it is attached to gunas, the purusa is sovereign only as compared with the servile body.

He who knows that the purusa and the prakrti have the aforesaid natures and who knows the nature of the gunas — which is still left to explain —, he knows discriminately. He will not be reborn conjointly with prakrti but attain the purified atman characterized by non-circumscribable knowledge as soon as he dies.

Of those who possess this knowledge there are several categories: 1 the bhaktas with perfect yoga who contemplate with their minds the atman in their bodies, 2 the jñanayogins with imperfect yoga, who contemplate the atman when they have qualified their minds for yoga, 3 the karmayogins, — a unqualified to practise jñanayoga, b preferring an easier method, c compelled by their authoritativeness to practise karmayoga and who contemplate the atman, being qualified for yoga by karmayoga which implies jñanayoga, 4 karmayogins who are

558 *srevitvena* having the body as seśa subservient instrument
556 *st 12*
557 *dhyanena G = R bhaktiyogena atman atmanam = sarirasthitam at-

""
not qualified for any of the methods but listen to sages who know the truth and then worship the atman through acts they too will contemplate the atman and conquer death, 5 the traditionalists 559 who are unable to do more than listen to the sages these will contemplate the atman when they are acquainted with evil and practise karmayoga etc

When a being is born with a moving or an immovable atman, then he is born from an interdependent combination of ksetra and ksetrajña, composite, never apart He who perceives that the atmans in all composite beings of all dissimilar shapes are equal because they always have one and the same form knowledge, and that they do not perish when the bodies die, has an exact perception of the atman But a man who looks upon the atmans as unequal, simply because the shapes of the beings in which they reside are dissimilar, and as subjected to birth, death etc, is eternally doomed to samsara When a person perceives that the atmans, residing in all bodies and being the sesins, supports and rulers of all these bodies are equal because they all have the same form knowledge, then he saves the atman with his mind 560 from samsara As a result of his perception of the equality of all atmans he will attain the atman in its pure form, without this perception one will implicate one’s atman in samsara

When a person perceives that all acts are performed by the prakrti, that therefore the atman is non-agent and that the atman has the form of knowledge, then he perceives that the atman’s conjunction with prakṛtī its directing capacity and its experience of happiness and unhappiness all result from ignorance — effected by karman —, and then he has an exact perception of the atman When a person perceives that all different modes of existence of all beings depend on one principle, prakṛti and not on the atman, and that the varieties of new beings issuing from these beings again arise from prakṛti, then he will attain the atman in its purest form

This sublime atman is not perishable like the body, for it has no beginning it does not act and is not bound by the body’s modes of existences, because it is free from gunas

Question Granted that the atman does not act because it is free from gunas how can it be possible that the atman is not contaminated by the body’s modes of existence which accompany the atman eternally? Answer In this the atman may be compared to space albeit associated with all substances space is too subtle to be contaminated by the modes

559 = G śrutiparājanah
560 ātman G = R. manasā
of existence of all those substances; likewise, though present in all bodies, the ātman is too subtle to be contaminated by their modes of existence.

The kṣetrin illuminates the entire kṣetra, within and without, by its own light, like the sun illuminates the entire world. And, even as the illuminating sun is totally different from the illuminated world, so the knowing ātman is totally different from his kṣetra.

Those who discern the difference between kṣetra and kṣetrajña by means of their knowledge of the existing difference, and who know how they can be released from the prakṛti of the elements, will attain the sovereign, i.e. the released ātman in its purest form.

II THE GUNAS

1. The manner in which the guṇas cause the bondage of the ātman.

Now another kind of knowledge will be dealt with, to wit the knowledge of the guṇas. This is the most important knowledge concerning prakṛti and puruṣa. Having acquired this knowledge a man is equal to God and no longer subject to origination and annihilation.

Before the rôle which the guṇas play in the bondage of the ātman is explained, it is said that the conjunction of puruṣa and prakṛti is brought about by God himself. God causes the puruṣa and prakṛti of all substances to be conjoined: He plants the mass of spiritual beings as an embryo in the Mahad Brahma which is the womb of the non-spiritual matter; in other words, God conjoins his spiritual prakṛti, constituted by experiencing puruṣas, with his non-spiritual prakṛti, constituted by the kṣetra of experience. From this conjunction all beings arise: the Mahad Brahma — the non-spiritual prakṛti — is the cause of all these beings. God is the sowing father: He conjoins the spiritual beings with certain modes of existence in keeping with their karman. Now, what is the cause of our repeated births — as a god, a man etc. — in conjunction with acit and in harmony with our previous karman since the beginning of creation? That is the three guṇas which are

561 R.: moksya te neneti moksah, these means being the qualities of humility etc. summed up supra st. 7-11.
562 or the jivabhūtaprakṛti of 7.5, here, acc. to R., called embryo because it is the seed (bijā-) of all beings.
563 by R. equated with the non-spiritual prakṛti of 7.4, in contrast with the jivabhūta (7.5); in the opposite mahad R. reads an indication to this equation, for the non-spiritual prakṛti is the cause of Mahat, Ahamkāra etc.; for Br. = prakṛti R. refers to MūndUp. 1,1,9.
inherent in the prakṛti conjoined being and particularize its nature, and
which can only be known through their effects — brightness etc —,
which are not apparent in pure prakṛti but are apparent in its trans-
formations, Mahat etc

The gunas bind the purusa, who is conjoined with a body in all its
evolutions from the primordial prakṛti but who in itself is not sub-
jected to gunas they bind the purusa within the restrictions of his
corporeal existence. The sattva guna gives rise to light and happiness,
for it is immaculate that light is enlightenment on the proper form of
things, this guna causes health Sattva causes a man to be attached to
happiness and knowledge and binds him in this way. Once attached to
knowledge and happiness, he will be actively engaged in realizing them
by profane and Vedic means, and attach himself to them when realized

The rajas guna causes sexual desire, general ambitiousness and affection
for one's nearest. So by exciting his desires it binds a delinquent to acts.
These acts may be good or evil and cause him to be born in a

nature in which he will experience the good or evil results. The tamas
guna springs from false knowledge, it binds the delinquent through neg-
ligence, laziness, and sleep. Summing up, sattva mainly causes an
attachment to happiness, rajas to activity, and tamas to undutifulness
by causing false knowledge.

As has been said above, the gunas where in the prakṛti which
gradually is developed into a body

Question But then, how can they produce effects which contrast to
one another?

Answer Although all three gunas are inherent in prakṛti conjoined
with atman, they can, owing to previous karman and different nourish-
ment, predominate over one another. Sattva preponderates when
rajas and tamas are subdued. Rajas when sattva and tamas are subdued,
and tamas when sattva and rajas are subdued. From the effects can
be seen which guna actually preponderates When knowledge is ef-
fected, then rajas preponderates. When greed, final as well as aimless activity, sensory activity and desire are effectuated, then

504 expl of G a tam (essentially) imperishable
505 resp G rāga (R yogapurusayor anyonyasphā), tṛṣṇa (R sabdādśar-
yavasyasyaphā) and sanga (R purādīsambhāṃvi samśeṣasphā < ∀ sac
cling to )
606 the influence of nourishment will be dealt with in Lect 17
607 = G pratīti drāmbha explained as esp "final energy"
608 G a ama the non ceasing of sensory activity
rajas preponderates When no true knowledge,\textsuperscript{568} no activity, no sense of duty and false knowledge are effectuated, then tamas preponderates When at a man’s death sattva preponderates, then he will be reborn in a family\textsuperscript{570} of people who have true knowledge of the atman and be qualified to perform acts furthering the true knowledge of the atman When rajas preponderates at his death, he will be reborn in families who act to gain results and be qualified to perform acts leading to results — heaven and the like. When tamas preponderates he will be reborn as a brute incapable of aspiring to man’s major ends

According to those who know the developments of the gunas a person who has died while sattva preponderated and consequently has been reborn in a family of sages, will — in virtue of his disinterested action — gain more sattva in his next life and live without suffering\textsuperscript{571}

A person who has died while rajas preponderated will suffer in samsara, this suffering consists in endless activities for the sake of results A person who has died while tamas preponderated will suffer from perpetuated ignorance

**Question** To what results does the increase of sattva in subsequent lives lead?

**Answer** When sattva increases, it will produce knowledge, i.e. true evidential knowledge of the atman\textsuperscript{572} When rajas increases, then one’s greed for results like heaven etc. will increase too. When tamas increases, it will produce negligence, consequently incorrect activity, consequently erroneous knowledge which will increase tamas again, and finally no knowledge at all Sattvika persons will gradually rise and attain release Rajasa persons who act for the sake of results and consequently will be reborn to continue acting, will remain in the middle which means general unhappiness because it will lead to ever new births Tamasa persons, stooping down to ever worse acts will gradually go down to the condition of sudra, of animals, insects, vegetables, immovable matter

2 **How people, whose sattva has gradually increased, may rise beyond the gunas**

A man’s sattva will increase when he partakes of sattvika nourishment and performs disinterested acts to propitiate God and totally

\textsuperscript{568} prakāśa- (in G aprakāśa-) ‘enlightenment as above st. 6

\textsuperscript{570} G lakān expl. by samāhān, hence ‘family”

\textsuperscript{571} surmalam G = R. dukkhagandharakṣam

\textsuperscript{572} irāhān G = R. atmayādāmyāparokṣāpam.
suppresses his rajas and tamas. When in this favourable condition he perceives that the gunas are the agents of activities corresponding to gunas and knows that the atman itself is non-agent, then he will attain the condition of God

20 **Question.** What is meant by the 'condition of God'?

**Answer.** Cognizance of the immortal atman, for a dehim who has risen beyond the three gunas which arise from prakrti developed into a body, and who perceives that the atman is different from the three gunas and has the form of knowledge, will be released from birth, death and old age and cognize the atman.

21 **Question.** By what signs can a man who has risen beyond the gunas be recognized? How is his behaviour — which is a sign to recognize him by — and how his proper form? And how has he risen beyond the gunas?

22 **Answer.** A man has risen beyond the gunas when he does not hate the effects of the gunas, if they are present in undesirable things, and does not desire them if they are absent from desirable things different from the atman. He takes no part in anything, for he desires nothing but to contemplate the atman. He is not disturbed by the gunas which may seduce or pester him by desire or hatred. His acts are not dictated by the effects of the gunas, for he perceives the gunas in their effects. He is equable in happiness and unhappiness, his love for the atman causing his equanimity because these effects are not the atman's; so a clod, a stone and a piece of gold are the same to him. He does not prefer the desirable to the undesirable. He knows how to discriminate between prakrti and atman, so no blame or praise will impress him because they arise from virtue or lack of virtue which result from the delusion that the atman is just a human being. So he is equable when honoured or when blamed, and consequently is indifferent to friends as well as enemies. Thus he renounces all activities resulting from his being a dehim.

24—25 How is one to rise beyond the gunas? Not merely by realizing the difference between atman and prakrti, for this realization can be sublated by a wrong vasana. Only when a person pays homage to God through perfect bhaktiyoga, can he conquer the almost invincible gunas.

---

573 cf supra 3,29
574 G prakāsa-, prārtti and moha- are taken resp as the effects of sattva, rajas and tamas (above st 11, 12 and 13)
575 exp of G dhīra-, from dhīr-, cf n 262
576 as set forth supra st 19
Only then is he qualified for brahman’s condition, i.e. can he attain the ētman as it really is, immortal and imperishable, for God is the support of the atman, of the eternal dharma, and of perfect felicity.

III GOD’S SUPERNAL MANIFESTATION

According to the srutī the roots of the asvattha tree, which is eternal, are planted above and its branches reach downward. This asvattha tree is the samsāra, beginning with Brahma who resides above the Universe, and ending below in men, cattle etc. living on the earth. It is eternal because its continuous flow cannot be stopped before a perfect knowledge is effected. Again, the leaves of this tree are said to be the Hymns, for the samsāra is made to increase by the desiderative acts which are explained by the srutis. He who knows this samsara to be thus knows the Veda, for the Veda sets forth the means by which the samsara may be stopped and one’s knowledge of the samsara helps the knowledge of the means by which one may overcome the samsara. The downward branches — men etc. — which spring from the previous karman of these men etc., sprout downward again into men etc and upward into gandharvas, yaksas, gods etc., all these beings flourish through the gunas and their shoots are the objects. The roots of the tree in the world of Brahma ramify in the world of men, according to karman.

People in the samsara are unable to see this tree so as it has been described. A man can only perceive this much that he is a man, son of so-and-so, father of so and so, living in circumstances corresponding to his condition. He does not see that the end of the tree is brought

\[brahma-\text{ (in brahmabhiṣṭaya st 26) is synonymous with brahma}\]
\[arthaśāstra, or the atman in its pure form whom to reach is the ambition of the kaivalyarthin}\n
\[678\ R remarks that dharmaśāstra being on a par with brahmanah and sukhaśāstra (which both are the aspirants objects), must also be an object to be attained, not merely a means of attaining an object. It is synonymous with āsīvarya, the aim of the āsīvararthin}\n
\[680\ this felicity being the ambition of the third aspirant, the jñāmin, or perfect bhakta. R connects this line with the passage of prapatti (7.14 ff) where it was explicitly stated that the gunas can only be overcome, and the ētman consequently only attained by prapatti, for a discussion of this passage see Ch. IV, p. 25]\n
\[681\ eg ApC 19.163 and MaṅgS 1101, that the leaves are these srutis dealing with desiderative acts R explains by the fact that the samsāra flourishes through the fulfillment of desires so a tree flourishes through its leaves.\n
\[682\ i.e., acc. to the nature of their karman.\]
about by detachment from enjoyments which consist of gunas, nor that
the tree springs from attachment to gunas, nor that the tree is founded
on ignorance which is the misconception that atman is non-atman

4 One should cut this deep-rooted asvattha down with the sword of
detachment forged from perfect knowledge, and then one should find
that place from which one will never return

Question  How does the attachment to experiences which consist of
gunas—an attachment dating back to beginningless times—cease
to exist, and how does the erroneous knowledge the root of this attach-
ment, cease to exist?

Answer  To sublate this ignorance, one should take refuge in the
aforesaid primordial purusa for He is the creator of everything and
this active attachment to experiences which consist of gunas has
originally arisen from him. This attachment is indeed an ancient one,
for the ancient aspirants knew it, they took refuge in God and were
consequently released from their bonds. So with people have taken
refuge in God, then his grace will facilitate all their activities—
they will no more be subject to the misconception that atman is non-
atman, they will conquer their attachment, and delight in meditating
on the atman, their desire for things different from the atman will
vanish, they will be released from the pair of opposites, happiness and
unhappiness, and they will know the natures of atman and non-atman.
Then they will attain the atman such as it is, in its form of unlimited
knowledge.

5

The light of the atman cannot be illuminated by sun or moon or
fire. It is God's supreme light from which one will never return. It is
God's because it is an amsa and a vishvottati of God, and it is supreme
because it can illuminate even the sun, etc., but cannot be illuminated by
them. For it is knowledge which illuminates all. Yoga kindles the light
of knowledge, but yoga is impeded by beginningless karman. That
karman may, however, be stopped by detachment founded on prapatti.

6

This atman an eternal amsa of God, will either become a jiva

583 paraphrases resp G anta, adi and sampratistha
584 R reads prapadyd he seems to know the vulgate reading prapadya yatah,
or at least the v1 prapadya yatah the latter of which he comments prapadye
yatah — if correct — should be interpreted prapadya yatah ('in consequence of
that' (prapatti) alone) cf however Intr Ch IV p 26 27 for ajñānamūrtīyādeh
read mārttaye
585 for adya R refers to G 9 10 108 76
586 mohā hence the meaning of annidha below
587 on amsa cf CBh 2342 (Th p 558 ff) and 3226 27 (Th p 618 f),
see Gonda Bhakti generally p 653 ff on R p 655 f
bhūta,\textsuperscript{588} darkened by ignorance and existing as a living being, and
govern the senses and mind of the body, or it will exist in its proper
form, released from ignorance in the aforesaid manner. Whatever
body\textsuperscript{589} the ātman enters and from whatever body it departs, it will
always retain those senses with the subtle elements and roam with
them like the breeze roams with the odours which it has carried from
their original abodes. It will adapt those senses and mind to their
natural functioning in objects and thereby experience these objects.

Those who are perplexed by ignorance do not perceive that the
ātman-with-guṇas is conjoined, forms a whole, with human nature
etc., which are particular developments of prakṛti consisting of guṇas,
nor do they perceive that this ātman is either departing from a certain
mass of prakṛti, or existing in it and experiencing the objects, and that
his ātman might at some time be different from such a mass — human
nature etc. — and have only one form, knowledge. They are unable
to perceive this, for they have the misconception that the ātman is akin
to that mass to which it is conjoined. Those,\textsuperscript{590} however, who know
the difference between mass and ātman and so perceive that the ātman,
albeit present in all conditions, is different from whatever mass it is
conjoined with, have a clear vision of the truth.

Karmayogins who practise prapatti will perceive through yoga that
the ātman, though existing in the body, is different from it and has
a form of its own. But those who exert themselves without prapatti
and whose minds are therefore unqualified and incapable of contem-
plating the ātman\textsuperscript{591} do not perceive it.

It has been said above\textsuperscript{592} that knowledge can illuminate all lumina-
ries, and that the ātman, whether released or existing in a body, is a
vibhūti of God. But the light itself of the luminaries, which is a
development of prakṛti, is also a vibhūti of God: their light is God's
light, for He has granted it to them. The carrying-capacity of the earth,
too, comes from God, for He enters into the earth and carries all
beings and nourishes them. Likewise, by entering into soma, which
consists of the juice of amṛta, He becomes all herbs. By becoming the
digestive fire in the bodies of living beings He digests their fourfold

\textsuperscript{588} i.e. conjoined with prakṛti- or jñabhūta- see G. 7,6.
\textsuperscript{589} read ye ca chartram.
\textsuperscript{590} expl. of jñānacakṣusah.
\textsuperscript{591} cf. G. 14, st. 26 and 27.
\textsuperscript{592} st. 6-7.
15 food, therefore for God rules everything by his own will and He exists as the ātmān within all existing beings, in their hearts from which the knowledge, which is the root of activity and inactivity of all beings, springs forth. Therefore, the memory of all beings springs from God, and so does positive knowledge and the sublation of ignorance. And therefore God may be known by all Vedas, although they deal only with divinities like Agni, because God is their ātmān and eternal ruler. So God grants the fruit of the Vedas, and He knows the Vedas which expound him in the above manner. This is the only way in which the Vedas can be explained.

16 Therefore, one should hear from God what the essential meaning of the Vedas is. There are two purusas which are known in the world, ksara, i.e. all beings created conjoint with acit and naturally transient, i.e. the jīvas, and aksara, i.e. the released ātmān in its pure form, no longer conjoint with acit, which is kūtastha or having none of the characteristics of the body which is a development of prakrti.

17 There is, however, a third purusa, differing from both the ksara and the aksara purusas that is the Supreme Ātmān, who pervades and supports the three categories of cetana, conjointed cetana and released cetana, from which He is different, because He is the eternal Lord.

18 Inasmuch as God transcends the ksara purusa, he transcends aksara and released ātmān as well. Therefore He is the Supreme Purusa or Person, and so He is styled by sruti and smṛti.

---

503 R viz khāḍvācōṣāyaḍhyāpyāṇāmaka “to be chewed, sucked, licked and drunk
504 Tattār 3 111 BAU 37,3-22 (M) Mahanar Up 117, ChUp 8,1,1, VP 11 17 20 and Manu 12 122 are quoted
505 defined purvānubhātirasayam anubhavamārmāratrajanm yādānām
506 defined indriyaḥdānamāyaṣya vastumācaḥ is indriya- “perception”, linga ‘inference’, āgama “scriptural authority” the three pramanas which R recognizes yoga- in the sense of “intuitive presentation” is not a separate pramāṇa (Lacombe, ASV p 281), but being memory (smṛti-), is implied by perception, that here yoga- is included among the pramanas it is certainly, as Dāsgupta points out an anomaly (III, p 214)
507 G apokāna either apānanaṇaṭṭhī- (<“removal”), or = ākāna- = “conjectural knowledge (s v NK)
508 antakṛt- G = R phalakṛt
509 R both ksara- and aksarapurusa- are generic names, the common characteristic of the former being the common upādhi of conjunction with prakṛti, and of the latter the common upādhi of separateness from prakṛti
510 loka- in G lokatrayam expl by that which is perceived (lokāyaṭe)’, so lokatraya- the three categories which are perceived
511 tādātthādālokanāl loka its smṛtir ślokasate “lōkaya- means smṛtis- here because (through smṛtis) the purport of the Veda is seen”, for sruti R quotes ChUp 8,12 2 3, for smṛti VP 5,17,34
He who knows that God is the Supreme Purusa, differing in kind from ksara and aksara purusas because his nature is imperishable and because He pervades, supports and rules all beings by nature, knows all that can be known as a means of attaining God. He practises bhakti towards God in all the ways which are said to lead to the attainment of God. And his knowledge will excite God’s love, the love which responds to the knowledge of God and that which responds to all kinds of bhakti towards God. Therefore one should cherish this knowledge of God’s transcendence over both other purusas.

Herewith has God revealed that most mysterious doctrine of his transcendence to Arjuna whom He considers to be qualified to hear it because of his purity. Through this doctrine, which can be known by the sastras, a man who wishes to attain God may acquire the buddhi thereto and perform all tasks which should be performed.

IV THE DIVINE AND THE DEMONIAC

The beings who are active in this karmayoga are divided into two classes, 1 the divine and 2 the demoniac. To which class they belong is determined at their very birth by their own karma. It has already been explained in detail, to which conduct the divine are born as they submit themselves to God’s commandment, they practise karma-, jñāna- and bhaktiyoga in order to be released from their bondage and attain God.

1 The Divine

A person belonging to the divine class of beings is free from fear, his internal organ is purified of rajas and tamas, he is fixed on the discrimination of the atman as a principle different from prakṛti, he is generous, performs sacrifices to propitiate God, is fixed on the practice of his Vedic task, being convinced that the entire Veda deals with God and his vibhūtis and explains how God should be worshipped, and he performs austerities which favour his capability of acting. He is sincere, non-violent, tells the truth if the truth is not offensive, is free from anger, renounces property incompatible with the interests of the atman,

602 sarvabhāṣyena G = R sarvabhajanaprakāraḥ
603 expl of vocative anagha.
604 so R explains yoke śmaṁ karmayoga being the means by which a man, living in the world, can attain release.
trains his senses to turn away from objects, abstains from hurting speech, is compassionate, does not desire objects, is not harsh but worthy of associating with sādhus, has a sense of shame, and remains unattracted by desirable objects. He resists all attacks of wicked persons, is patient and persevering, and his internal and external organs are pure and qualified to perform their tasks, he does not interfere with the desires of others and he is not over-proud.

2 The Demoniac

A person who belongs to the demoniac class of beings because he has been born to m infringe God's commandment like the demons do practises dharma for the fame of it, delights in experiencing objects and is consequently unable to discriminate between what ought and what ought not, he is conceited irascible, scandalizes sādhus and is unable to discriminate between higher and lower reality, what ought to be done and what ought not.

The above divine nature of submission to God's commandment leads to release from bondage and to the attainment of God. The demoniac nature of infringing God's commandment leads to bondage and degeneration. Arjuna, who was dubious of his own nature, is reassured being the son of Pandu, that leading Vaisnava, he belongs by birth to that class whose nature is divine.

Whereas the Divine are born to practise karma-, jñāna- and bhaktiyoga, the Demoniac are ignorant of the Vedic dharma which leads to prosperity and release. Neither the purity nor the ability required to perform the Vedic acts as prescribed by the Vedas are proper to their nature nor do they practise the twilight ceremonies which bring about this purity. So no auspicious veracity is proper to their nature. Moreover they deny that the world is ensouled by Brahman and that it is ruled by God. They deny that the entire creation can be understood to originate from the association of prakṛti and purusa, and so they do not understand it at all and contend that the world is caused by

---

605 sāntī G = R mārgāṇām nṛṣasyaprāyaṇo mārdatanam
606 tejas- being 'the power to overcome and rule others' (parābhībhasa-sakti)
607 = G pārusānam contrasted to mārdanam in st 2
608 pravṛtti- G = R abhīṣudāra niḥṛtti = mokṣa-, both are effects of the observance of the Vedic dharma
609 satyaḥ here in its upanisadic sense (TattUp 2.11) of Brahman = God, apratisṭhānot being founded on Brahman, for which R refers to VP 2.5.27.
610 = G avalaṃ, R refers to G 10.8
desire. Therefore, by maintaining this contention they do not realize that the ātman differs from the body and they lack all discernment because they cannot conceive that the atman is different from the body inasmuch as the ātman knows the body. Consequently they do much harm to everybody; they are born to bring the world to ruin. They resort to a desire which can scarcely be realized, and to realize it they are driven by their ignorance to get money in unlawful ways,\textsuperscript{911} and they parade their unorthodox views with arrogance, pride and presumption. Although they may die today or tomorrow, they plan projects which extend beyond their limitations and whose materialization will take up all the time before they die, as ordinary persons will. Therefore they think that man's supreme end is enjoyment, and they are convinced that no end could be more exalted. Trapped by a hundred hopes and acting upon nothing but desire and anger, they aspire criminally to many things in order to enjoy their desires. They are ignorant enough to think that they have obtained all that they possess by their own efforts and not by virtue of an unseen cause,\textsuperscript{912} that they have realized their ambitions and acquired their money of their own accord, without the assistance of an unseen factor, and that they may do it again. They attribute to themselves the power to slay an enemy, and the bravery and perseverance to slay more. They do not allow for an unseen factor, that is an invention of stupid weaklings. So by themselves they are independent and lords over others, by themselves they have experience, not through an unseen power. Their success is due to themselves, and so are their power, their happiness, their riches, their pedigree. Who in the world, they ask, is my equal? In their ignorance they believe that they sacrifice, give and enjoy by themselves, independently of the grace of God. Distracted by all their conceited reflections, ensnared by the net of bewilderment and given to the enjoyment of their desires, they die in the middle of it all and fall a prey to hell. They pay homage to themselves, regard themselves as perfect and come to nothing, for intoxicated by their money and their conceit of knowledge and descent they perform sacrifices for the fame of it, and not in the prescribed manner. They support themselves by their egotism, power, pride, desire and anger, and therefore they hate God within their own and others' bodies and try to discover fallacies in the doctrine of God's existence.

\textsuperscript{911} G sphirvadagrañap
\textsuperscript{912} adṛṭṭa, which is the invisible influence exerted by karmic on ātman destiny
by inconclusive sophisms. But God hurls these cruel, impure and meanest people into cycles of existence, revolving around birth, old age, death etc., there they will be born in circumstances incompatible with the attainment of God. Their buddhis will be depraved and cause their gunas to be active in functioning conformably to the circumstances in which they are born. So gradually they will fall deeper and deeper, devoid of and never arriving at true knowledge of God, until they reach the nethermost level.

3 The cause of the atman's decline in demoniac nature

The demoniac nature — that hell — has a threefold cause which destroys the atman, viz. desire, anger and greed. Therefore these three should be renounced. When a man is released from these three, which cause erroneous knowledge of God, he will practise all that furthers the interests of the atman. His knowledge of God will make him aspire to please God, and so he will reach the uppermost level.

Lack of reverence for the sàstras is the main cause of that hell. For if a man rejects the sastra called Veda, and the instruction of God called Veda, and acts merely to realize his wishes, following the lead of his ambitiousness, he will never attain any siddhi in the next world, nor will he find any happiness in this world, let alone the attainment of the supreme end.

V ON THE ACTS WHICH ARE ESTABLISHED BY THE SÀSTRAS

1 Acts which are not established by the sàstras have not the desired results, for they are of a demoniac character.

17, 1 Arjuna does not know that acts which are not established by the sàstras have no results, and he wants to know the various results — various in so far as effected by the various gunas — which follow acts which are not established by the sàstras, but are performed in faith. Question What is the position of those who neglect the regulations of the sàstras but perform sacrifices in faith? Is that position sattva, rajas or tamas?

2 Answer Sàstric faith is of three kinds, and it is determined by one's own nature — and one's own preferences which are effectuated by previous

613 paraphr of G abhyasāvakāh
614 narakasya G = R āsurasvarāvarṣaṇa
615 -udhī G = R vedākhyaṃ madanusāmanam
A man has faith in that act for which he has a preference. Faith is the zeal in executing the means to fulfil a desire; so it presupposes confidence. Vāsanā, preference and faith all originate from that particular natural conjunction with prakṛti which corresponds to the properties of the ātman. The factors which condition these properties are the gunās which inhere in body, senses and internal organ. The gunās can only be known by their effects, and these effects are the cognitions of body, senses and internal organ conjoined with gunās. Hence that faith, too, is of three kinds, it is either of a sattva, or a rajas, or a tamas nature.

Everybody’s faith corresponds to the guna with which his internal organ is conjoined. When a person has a matured faith in auspicious acts — which themselves are the eventual outcome of that faith — then he will gain the results of these auspicious acts; consequently, faith, or zeal, is the first thing required to gain a result.

Those who have a faith of sattva nature sacrifice to the gods; so the faithful zeal in sacrificing to the gods who cause supreme bliss unstained by unhappiness is of sattva nature. Persons of a rajas disposition sacrifice to yakṣas and rākṣasas; their faith brings about limited happiness interrupted by unhappiness. The faith of a tamas person brings about an extremely limited happiness which mostly is unhappiness.

However, no happiness at all will result from ritual acts which are not enjoined by the śāstras, because such acts are contrary to God’s teaching. Moreover, they do harm to the performers; they who perform ritual acts — tapas etc. — which enjoined by the śāstras are subject to conceit, ahamkāra, desire, hankering and violence, and they torture all embodied beings and the jīvas, which are amās of God, within their bodies. They are of a demoniac persuasion: for demons...
act contrary to God's commandment Therefore they will find no hap-
piness at all and fall a prey to a multitude of calamities

2 Acts which are established by the sāstras are of three kinds,
according to their determining guna

a Nourishment

7 Nourishment \textsuperscript{622} is of three kinds, as it may be determined by each
of the three guṇas. Consequently the sacrifice is also of three kinds,
even as tapas and charity

8 1 Sattva kinds of nourishment please a man whose sattva preponder-
erates. These kinds of nourishment increase liṅga and consequently
knowledge,\textsuperscript{6} \textsuperscript{3} power and health. They increase happiness while de-
veloping into fulness and they increase pleasure because they induce a
person to perform acts which give him pleasure. These kinds of
nourishment are sweet, juicy, substantial and agreeable to the eye

9 2 Food that agrees with a rajas person is bitter, sour, too salty, very
hot, very biting, dry and burning. Such food being of rajas nature
increases unhappiness, sorrow, illness and eventually rajas

10 3 Food that is stale, spoiled, reeking, putrid, that consists of left-over
of persons who are not gurus and that does not consist of sacrificial
remnants \textsuperscript{624} agrees with a tāmas person. It increases tāmas.

Therefore, people who in their own interest want to increase their
sattva should partake of nothing but sattva food

b Sacrifices

11 1 sattva a sacrifice which is sanctioned by the sāstras and is per-
formed, not to gain a certain result, but as an end in itself, as a
propitiation of God

12 2 rajas a sacrifice which is performed to gain a certain result and
to win a reputation

13 3 tāmas a sacrifice which is not performed with the sanction of
virtuous brahmans who are familiar with the ritual, nor with mantra,
dākṣinā and faith, and the substance of which is not of the recom-
mended kind

\textsuperscript{6} R. the expl. of the varieties of ritual acts begins with that of the varieties
of food because food lies at the root of all
\textsuperscript{623} R. equates here sattva with antahkarana (above n 619) and the latter
with its effect. knowledge
\textsuperscript{624} amedhyani G = R. aṣṭaṇārham aṣṭaṇāṣṭam sti arthah
c. Tapas.

Tapas may be of the body, the tongue and the mind Tapas of the body entails: worship of gods, gurus, sages, brahmans; purification by ablution in tirthas etc.; sincerity of bodily actions; chastity; non-violence Tapas of the tongue entails: unhurting veracity; agreeable and auspicious language; the practice of the Veda task Tapas of the mind entails: serenity; benevolence; control over one's language; exclusive attention for the atman.
1. sattva: the above threefold tapas, if in perfect faith performed by people who do not aim at any result but regard it as a propitiation of God.
2. rajas: tapas performed to gain a result — e.g. to win a reputation — and therefore motivated by conceit; being a means of achieving a certain end it induces a person to keep moving lest he fall and be subject to annihilation.
3. tamas: tapas unreasonably performed by undesirous people who thereby torture themselves because they do not investigate the possibilities of themselves; and tapas performed to destroy other people.

d. Charity.

1. sattva: charity disinterestedly done at the right time and in the right place to the right person who has no profit to offer in return
2. rajas: charity, if that means the presentation of a not beautiful gift made with a veiled hint at an expected reward
3. tamas: charity not done at the right time and in the right place to the right person, and done without any ceremony of cleansing the feet etc. and without courtesy.

3. Vedic acts are characterized by Om, Tat and Sat.

Om, Tat and Sat are the three words which accompany Vedic ritual acts.

The syllable Om accompanies the sacrifice because it is a preliminary act in itself, and is therefore used at the beginning of a Vedic sacrifice etc. The words Tat and Sat accompany the sacrifice because the first is a term for the object of worship and the latter expresses a property. Those who are connected with these three words.

\[\text{manahprasadah G.} = \text{R manah brahman krodhikartatah.}\]

\[\text{R. viz. saikharamanapitaa, resp. "homage paid by mind, tongue and body".}\]

\[\text{brahman- = Veda = Vedic act.}\]

\[\text{anga-}\]
1 e persons of the first three stations, brahmans, ksatriyas and vaiśyas who are entitled to perform Vedic sacrifices, and the Vedas and the sacrifices themselves have all been created by God in the beginning

4 How the three words are connected with the ritual

24 a Om The ritual acts prescribed by the Vedas, which are performed by persons of the first three stations, will always proceed after the syllable Om has been pronounced. Moreover, the Veda is always remembered together with the word Om.

25 b Tat The ritual acts which are performed by persons of the first three stations who do not aim at the results but aspire to release may be expressed by the word Tat — which is a word for Brahman — because these acts constitute various means of attaining Brahman.

26—27 c Sat The word Sat is, in Vedic and in common usage, used in the sense of “existing” and “good.” Therefore the devotion of Vedic persons of the first three stations to sacrifice, tapas and charity is said to be sat because it is good. The acts which are auspicious for these persons are also said to be sat or good.

So the Vedas, Vedic acts and Vedic persons are characterized by their connection with the three words Om, Tat and Sat, and thereby distinguished from what is not Veda or Vedic.

28 Whatever ritual acts — sacrifices etc — are performed without faith are asat, although they may correspond to the precepts of the sastras. The reason for this is that these acts will never lead either to a result in samsara or, beyond samsara, to release.

VI MISCELLANEOUS

1 Tyāga and Samnyāsa are synonyms

18, 1 Question According to the śruti631 both tyāga and samnyāsa are means of attaining release. Now what do both words exactly signify? If they are not synonymous what exactly is their difference?

2 Answer Some sages hold that samnyāsa being relinquishment of desiderative acts is as such synonymous with tyāga whereas others say that tyāga means relinquishment, not only of desiderative, but also

629 G brahmaṇa explained as qualified for brahmaṇ or Vedic acts (cf. above n 627)
630 R quotes MBh 13.149.92 sa vai kah yat tat padam uṇuttam
631 R quotes TatuI.142 and MundU.12.226
of periodical and occasional acts. So their difference would be one in degree. Certain sages, adherents of Kapila, nay, even orthodox followers of Kapila, contend that all acts should be renounced by aspirants to release, because acts, like passion and other defects, only bind them. Others again maintain that these acts should not be relinquished.

Now, God's decision is this: tyāga is threefold, as has been said before, viz. the tyāga or renunciation of the result of the acts, the ātman's possessiveness with regard to the act, and the ātman's agency in acting. The acts themselves, sacrifice etc., should not be renounced by the aspirant, but on the contrary be performed until his death, for they purify the worshipping aspirant of his previous karman which is incompatible with his worship. God's supreme doctrine is that the aspirant should perform the acts as propitiation of God, while renouncing his possessiveness and the result of his act. Saṃnyāsa, or relinquishment, of periodical and occasional acts is wrong, for without acts it is impossible even to sustain the body. If sustained by sacrificial remnants, the body enables the person to acquire perfect knowledge; if not, it will bring him to error. The śrutis states that food nourishes the mind and that the immediate presentation of Brahman depends on the purity of one's food. So it is wrong to relinquish periodical and occasional acts, such as the mahāyajñas, because then one cannot sustain one's body by sacrificial food. The relinquishment of these acts because of the erroneous notion that they bind the performer is rooted in tamas, i.e. in the ignorance effected by tamas. Still, although they recognize that the acts may gradually lead to release, some fear lest they ruin the performer's mind, because the activities required for them — the earning of money etc. — cause

632 R.: this means that saṃnyāsa- and tyāga- are in any case synonymous, as will be amply proved by st. 4: 7 and 12 infra.
633 maṇiśṭhānī G. = R. kāpiṇa vaidikas ca tānmatānvasūrīnāh. Kapila is the founder of Śāmkhya; the theory is that of the śāmkhya Yoga and Advaita.
634 G. 3,30: mayi sarvajñā karmanī samyuktadhyāntesāk.digital / nirāśir nirmamābhīśa yudhyas ca vipataja yuktaḥ // where nirāśir means the renunciation of results, nirmamā that of possessiveness, and mayi samyukta that of personal agency
635 maṇiśṭhānī G. = R. mananāsādhaśi: mananam upāśām
636 R.'s expl. of G. niyata-.
637 R. refers to G. 3,8.
638 R. refers to G. 3,13.
639 R. quotes ChUp. 6,24 omnātham hi soma maṇīḥ and 7,3,12 eva-uddhāra sattvajuddhīḥ etc.
640 R. refers to st. 32 infra where false knowledge is ascribed to the tasmal buddhi.
suffering and because the acts themselves, requiring strenuous efforts, vex the body. If on account of some such fear a man decides to devote himself to the practice of knowledge and to relinquish his proper acts, then his relinquishment is rooted in rajas. He will not acquire the result of his relinquishment, that is knowledge, for that would be contrary to the sāstra. In fact, the acts do not clear the manas in a visible way, but (in an invisible manner) through the grace of God.

One should justly hold that the periodical and occasional acts proper to each man's station and stage of life, are to be performed for their own sake, as a propitiation of God, and consequently one should renounce possessiveness and result. This renunciation is rooted in sattva, i.e. true knowledge of the purport of the sāstras. Then one will be animated by sattva, possessed of true knowledge and no longer doubtful, and renounce the result and one's agency of and one's interest in one's acts. So one will not hate acts with undesirable results — which occasion negligence — or like acts with desirable results.

Summing up, the sāstra prescribes that the interest, and the result and the agency of, acts should be relinquished, but not the acts themselves; a dehin possessed of a body that should be sustained cannot give up all acting, for acts are necessary to sustain the body, and consequently the mahayajñas are necessary. Only he who renounces the results of his acts is rightly called a tyāgin.

Question: But do the sāstras not prescribe the ritual acts in connection with their respective results? But then, when one is to perform these acts, one is at the same time bound to reap their fruits, whether they are aimed at or not! These fruits being incompatible with release, the aspirant must refrain from all acting.

Answer: No, for the results (which are of three kinds: undesirable — hell etc., desirable — heaven etc., and mixed — son, cattle etc.) will come, at a time subsequent to the performance of the corresponding acts, only to those who are not tyāgins in the above sense, but they will not come to the tyāgins. So, the results of periodical acts are avoided, if the performer acts only for the sake of release in the same way as he might have acted to sustain his body or to materia-

---

641 R. refers to st. 31 infra.
642 for G nityata- as above n 636
643 R. refers to G 14 17 and 18 30
644 R. refers to KathUp 1,24
645 G kusala- and akusala resp.
646 R this implies the renunciation of interest and agency as well
647 R. as witness MahanarUp 10 5 tyāgena ke amrītātman asnute
lize his desires. It all depends on the end to which the acts are applied; that they may be applied to achieve release is proved by the śruti. Therefore, saṁnyāsa is the renunciation of one’s interest in, and of the results of and one’s agency of, one’s acts, and so is synonymous with tyāga.

2. God is the agent of the acts.

It is now explained how one may realize that the ātman is non-agent by realizing that God, the Supreme Ātman, the inner Ruler, is the agent; so that one may relinquish all possessiveness with regard to acts and results: for it is God who performs acts by means of the jīvātman — which is his — and its organs — which are his — for the sake of his own sport; which proves that God’s jīvātman is responsible for all acts and results. —

Those who know the sāṁkhya say, on the strength of their positive conviction which is formed by the Vedic buddhi concerning things as they really are,⁶⁴⁹ that five causes bring about the success of all actions. These five causes are now set forth. In all actions, whether corporeal, oral or mental, which are either enjoined or forbidden by the śāstras,⁶⁵⁰ there are five causes:

1. the body, that conglomeration of gross elements which is governed by the jīvātman; ⁶⁵¹

2. the agent, which is the jīvātman; ⁶⁵²

3. the motorial senses with the mind, which work out in different ways to complete an action; ⁶⁵³

4. the different functions of the fivefold vital air; ⁶⁵⁴

5. the Supreme Ātman as the inner Ruler who is the main cause. ⁶⁵⁵

The jīvātman derives its agency from the Supreme Ātman, as

⁶⁴⁸ BĀU. 6,4,22.
⁶⁴⁹ R. obviously derives sāṁkhya- from sāṁkhya- = buddhi- (cf. G. 2,39).
⁶⁵⁰ So sāṁkhya- “that which is realized by the vaishiki buddhi, the knowledge about Vedic lore” (R.: the Vedic buddhi realizes that God is agent by means of body, senses, prāṇas and jīvātman, as asserted by BĀU. 3,22 (M.) and TaittIr. 3,11,2);
⁶⁵¹ kṛṣṇaṁ G. = R. nirṇaye which I interpret hetu caṇḍām.
⁶⁵² G. nyāya- and riparita- resp.
⁶⁵³ adhi- √adh, hence adhiṣṭham = body.
⁶⁵⁴ as is proved by VS. 2,3,19 jāt., ‘s eva and 2,3,33 kāraṇaḥ, śisṭṣeṣeṣeṣantah.
⁶⁵⁵ G. kāraṇam prthivyādham.
⁶⁵⁶ R.: cetasādabham prācārīm tūṣyur abhidhāyate.
⁶⁵⁷ R. refers to G. 15,15 and 18,61.
witness the Sūtras. The objection that in that case the jīvatman cannot be bound to act is disposed of by the author of the Sūtras in the explanation that God makes the jīvatman act, while considering its volitional effort. That means that the jīvatman itself makes, by his own will and by means of his body, organs etc. and the powers inherent in them, an effort which depends on that body etc., that body etc. are, however, granted by God. So God actuates the jīvatman, within whom He resides, by granting it his permission, but it is the jīvatman itself which is the cause of its activity, and therefore it is subjected to the injunctions of the sāstras, because it acts by its own free will. For example, when a number of people co-operate in removing a rock, they together constitute the cause of the removal, but the one person for whose sake the rock is removed is alone responsible for the removal of the rock, though it be effected by many persons.

So, he who perceives that the atman alone is agent, whereas actually the ātman derives its agency from the permission of God, is mistaken, for he does not perceive the real agent because his knowledge of the real state of affairs is incomplete. He, however, who has rightly directed his mind to the difference in agency, because he realizes that God is the agent, and so is not subject to the misconception of egotism, that is, that he acts himself, and who has the insight that he, while acting, is not bound by the result because actually he is not agent, — he then, although he have slain all these hosts of enemies, does in fact not slay at all and is not bound to experience the results.

3 Description of the effects of sattva, rajas and tamas

The injunction to acts, like jyotistoma etc., is compounded by three elements: 1 knowledge about the act which is to be performed, 2 the act to be performed, 3 the knower of that act. The act itself — the object of the knowledge sub 1 — is compounded by three elements: 1 the required means, substance etc., 2 the action, sacrifice etc., 3 the performer.

The knowledge of the act to be performed, the act to be performed, and the performer of the act are threefold, each of them being divided according to the three gunas. Now one should hear, while the effects of the gunas are summed up, how the above elements, knowledge etc., are divided according to the gunas.

656 viz. VS 2340 parat tu, teh chrute
657 VS 2341 kriprayojanapekṣas tu, vhitapratisddhavai,arthyaśdhyah
658 cf. Ch III, p 1516
1 Knowledge

a sattva that knowledge by which all different beings — different in station and stage of life — are seen to have in common an unitative principle, the atman, and therefore to be equal in spite of their differences, and imperishable, in spite of the transitoriness of their bodies, and untransformed and incapable of interest in the results of their acts

b rajas that knowledge by which the atmans in all beings are, on account of their existing in a plurality of forms, held to be manifold and different and to be capable of taking interest in results etc

c tamas that knowledge which is directed entirely to one act — which will have an extremely limited result — as though it would have all possible results, which, consequently, is unreasonably directed; which has an erroneous content as it involves the above notion that the atmans are different, and which has but a limited result

2 Act

a sattva an act proper to station and stage of life, not involving interest because of the misconception that one is agent oneself, not performed to win fame or not to win notoriety, i.e. without conceit, and without a desire of its result

b rajas an act, performed for the sake of the result on account of the misconception that oneself is the agent and has performed the act with strenuous efforts

c tamas an act, performed without consideration for the pains pertinent to the performance of acts, for the loss of money, the hurting of living beings and for the atman's capacity of completing the act, this lack of consideration being due to ignorance of God's agency

3 Performer

a sattva a performer who is not interested in the result, has not the idea that he is the agent, who, while acting, endures the pains which necessarily appear before the act is completed, who is energetic, and whose mind is not transformed by success or failure of the act and of the preparatory activities

---

640 R. i.e. at the time of undertaking an act, hence the connection of this knowledge with the ritual act, the jnana of st. 18 supra “the knowledge of the act to be performed”, the same applies to rajas and tamas knowledge.

680 R. acts like sacrifices to ghosts, deceased ancestors etc.

681 P. kriy karmampu labhadharmadhikam mudatadhikam.
b rajas a performer who aspires to fame, seeks the results, does not want to spend the money required for the act, who, while acting, hurts others, who is not pure and who rejoices in success and is grieved at failure

c tamas a performer who is not qualified to perform sastric acts, who is uninstructed and lazy, who has a preference for magic etc, who is deceitful and lax even if the act has already been started, who is uninstructed and lazy, who has a preference for magic, pays malevolent attention to others for a long stretch of time

The positive knowledge which results from discrimination, as well as stubborn perseverance when an action has begun, are also threefold according to the governing guna

1 Buddhi

27 a sattva knowledge of the dharma leading to fortune and the dharma leading to release, of what ought and what ought not to be done of the respective practices of the above dharmas in different places, times and circumstances, of the fact that not observing the sastra is dangerous and observing the sastra is tranquillizing, and of the truth about samsara and release from samsara

b rajas inexact knowledge of the above dharma and its opposite, of what ought and what ought not to be done of their respective practices in different places, times and circumstances

c tamas false knowledge by which all ends are misconceived dharma is mistaken for adharma and reversely advantage for non advantage and reversely, higher for lower truth and reversely

2 Dhrti

30 a sattva perseverance by which all activities of mind, prana and senses which are permanently directed to, and which are means to, the worship of God as a means of attaining release are endured

b rajas perseverance of a person desirous of results by which the

663 ayuktah G = R sāstriyakarmaṇyogayah
664 prākṛtāḥ G = R anadhihataṇdyah
665 sātikāḥ G = R abhidṛḍhikarmarūpam
666 Buddhi- is explained by teṣekapāraṣaktiṣcāsārpaṇaṃ jñānam
667 G dhṛtī- explained by perseverance (ṣaḍhārana) when an action which is a means to release has been undertaken but meets with an obstacle
668 resp G pratīti and nīcīti- which are here taken in the sense of their cause dharma cf n. 608.
activities of mind, prana and senses as means of attaining dharma, artha and kāma are endured.  

C. Tamas perseverance of the fool by which he persists in those activities of mind etc. which bring about sleep and perplexity and which are directed to objects that bring about fear, sorrow and despair.

Now it is said which happiness — again threefold according to the governing guna — results from the above knowledge, act and agency, in which happiness incomparable joy and the end of all grief in samsara may eventually be found after long practice. 

A. Sattva happiness which at the beginning of yoga is like unhappiness because its realization requires strenuous efforts and because then the distinct proper form of the atman is not yet cognized, and which at the end is like elixir because the distinct proper form of the atman appears perforce as a result of practice, and which originates from the total cessation of the buddh’s focusing on everything but the atman.

B. Rajas happiness which immediately when experienced is like elixir because then the senses contact the objects, but which at the end, when the hunger etc. — which first caused the agreeableness of the objects — have ceased, is like poison because it will lead to hell etc.

C. Tamas happiness which immediately when experienced and also at the end causes the atman to be ignorant of the truth about things and which is brought about by sleep, laxity of sensoreal operation and negligence about one’s task.

All this signifies that an aspirant should suppress rajas and tamas and acquire sattva. There is no living being among men, in heaven or among gods who is free from the three prakrti-born gunas.

4. God can be attained by acts proper to one’s station and stage of life.

Tyāga or relinquishment — which is synonymous with samnyāsa — is a means to release. The relinquishment of result and act is brought about by the relinquishment of the agency of acts when acts are being performed, and this latter relinquishment is brought about by the realization that God is the agent. Now it will be said that such an act, which is performed as a means to release, constitutes a propitiation of God and that it results in the attainment of God. To introduce this topic the proper form of the acts is presently set forth, together with its

68a I.e. the puruṣārthas, in contrast with release which is parāmāśāyatha.
68b G. atma-buddha-prasāda is the “clearance” (cf. ā-1 concern) of other acts.
68c of the buddh which is solely concerned with the atman.
68d R. refers to Mahābhārat, 10:5.
functions and differences according to the various gunas of the natures of their performers.

The gunas originate from the nature, or the previous karman, of brahmans, ksatriyas, and vaisyas which has caused them to be born in their proper station. Sattva arises when rajas and tamas are suppressed and originates from the brahman's nature, rajas arises when sattva and tamas are suppressed and originates from the ksatriya's nature, tamas preponderates slightly in the vaisy and strongly in the sudra from whose natures it originates when sattva and rajas are suppressed. The acts of these various stations, differing according to the governing guna, are expounded by the sastras.

42. From the brahman's nature arises the act of control over the external and internal organs, 671 sastric chastisement of the body, qualification to sastric acts, endurance, sincere behaviour, positive conviction that this is truly the purport of the Veda that God is the Supreme Brahman with all his divine attributes 672.

43. The acts proper to the ksatriya's nature are heroism, invincibility, stubborn perseverance, 673 competence, the holding out in a desperate fight, the sacrificing of possessions to bestow them on others, and the power to rule others.

44. The acts proper to the vaisy are agriculture, cattlebreeding and trade.

d. The natural task of the sudra is service to the above ranks.

The acts and tasks summed up above are illustrative they imply acts like sacrifices etc., prescribed by the sastras, as well as the different functions of all four stations, the sacrifice, naturally, is proper to the first three stations, brahmans, ksatriyas and vaisyas alike, the various tasks of the brahman — viz. control over external and internal organs etc. — are proper to the aspirants of all three stations. But they are here assigned to the nature of the brahman since it is easy for a brahman to accept these tasks because in him sattva naturally preponderates, whereas they are not assigned to the ksatriya and the vaisy because in them rajas and tamas naturally preponderate — The brahman's functions are sacrificing for others, teaching and accepting the ksatriya's function is protecting the people, the vaisy's husbandry etc., and the sudra's service.

671 G sama and domo resp.
672 G astikya R refers to G 1515, 10.8 7,7 5,29 17,46, and 10.3
673 for dhiti see above n 666
A man devoted to his proper task attains the highest end How? When by means of his proper acts he has worshipped God as the inner Ruler of divinities like Indra etc — to whom his sacrifices are directed — , he will attain God, who is the cause of the activity of all beings and the pervader of the universe, by the grace of God Therefore, one's proper dharma — relinquishment of agency etc — which constitutes a propitiation of God is very easy to perform for a person who is conjoined with prakrti because this dharma, or karmayoga, is sensoreal activity So, albeit defective, this proper dharma or karmayoga is better than the dharma of another, i.e., of a person capable of controlling his senses — or jñanayoga, because the latter involves the risk of negligence Consequently, since action is natural to a person conjoined with prakrti because it means sensoreal activity, that person will not implicate himself in samsara when he acts On the other hand, since jñanayoga involves negligence because it can only be executed when the senses are restrained, a person devoted to jñanayoga may implicate himself in samsara this doctrine of Lecture III is here resumed So, even if one is qualified for jñanayoga, one should not relinquish action, which is easy because it is natural and which does not involve negligence, even though it may bring about unhappiness All performances, of karman as well as of jñana, are accompanied by unhappiness, but still there is this difference between the two that karmayoga is easy and does not involve negligence in contrast to jñanayoga

When the buddhi is not attached to anything — result etc. — when the mind is controlled, when one does not desire to be agent oneself because one realizes that God is the agent, and when, therefore, one has positive samnyāsa and so performs acts, one will, despite one’s actions, reach the supreme state or dhyanayoga — which also results from jñanayoga — , that is the cessation of sensoreal activity Now one should hear in what manner one will attain brahman, once one has achieved the dhyanasiddhi which is attainable through lifelong daily practice of karmayoga this brahman is the highest attainable end of that knowledge which is dhyana. One is qualified to be brahman, i.e., to be released from all bonds and to experience the ātman in its pure

871 R. siddhi means here “the attainment of God”
872 R. refers to G 7.6-7, 9.4 and 10.10
873 R. i.e., the dharma which one should appropriate.
874 expl. of G 7.66 karmayogasiddhi
875 to be taken in the sense of “the released ātman”, see below
form, when one practices dhyānayoga in the following manner: directing the buddhi to the pure ātman; qualifying the mind by turning it away from the objects; removing the objects; renouncing the preference and aversion occasioned by the objects; living at a place where nothing can hinder the dhyāna; eating neither too much nor too little; directing the operations of body, speech and mind to dhyāna; being constantly intent on dhyānayoga until death; taking an aversion to all objects but the one entity to be meditated upon, by considering the defectiveness of the objects; giving up the misconception of egoity as well as the forcible influence of vāsanā which nourishes this misconception, and the resulting pride, desire, anger and possessions; being free from the notion that that which is not the ātman’s is the ātman’s; and finding one’s sole happiness in experiencing the ātman.

Then, when the proper form of one’s ātman, whose nature is to be a śēsa of God and whose form is unlimited knowledge, has been revealed and this proper form is not contaminated by the kleśas, acts etc., one will not mourn over any being but God, nor desire any being but God, but be equal and indifferent towards all beings; not caring for anything, one will acquire bhakti towards God — supreme bhakti which is the experiencing of the most dearly beloved One. Through such bhakti a man will know God in all the majesty of his proper form and nature, virtues and manifestations; and immediately after knowing, he will attain God in virtue of his boundless supreme bhakti. This is the crowning development of the disinterested performance of periodical and occasional acts proper to station and stage of life, which are performed to propitiate God. But it crowns also the desiderative acts: when one performs, not only the periodical and occasional acts, but also the desiderative acts while relinquishing one’s agency to God, then one will by God’s grace completely attain that eternal end which is God. Therefore, one should leave all acts — together with agency and object — to God because one knows that one is ruled by God; and, while realizing that it is God who is to be

---

679 which proves that dhyāna- here is not synonymous with bhakti, but means the knowledge in the contemplation of the ātman as discussed in Lectures 4 and 5.
680 R. refers to G. 7.5.
681 expl. of G brahmabhītah.
682 the five kleśas are ignorance (avidyā), egoity (asmitā), preference (rāga-), aversion (dveṣa-) and affection (abhinicīla-), VAK. s.v.
683 R. G. tatās must refer to bhakti, for bhakti is the only means to attain God, as witness G 11.54.
684 for G. reads “all acts” (savrakarmāni).
attained, and in that spirit performing one's acts and devoting oneself to this buddhayoga, one should always keep God in mind. Then, while being absorbed in God and performing all acts, one will escape from all dangers of samsāra by the grace of God. When, however, one refrains from listening to God's word, because one thinks that one knows everything that ought and ought not to be done, then one will be lost, for God alone knows what all living beings ought and ought not to do, and He is their law-giver.

When Arjuna is under the delusion that he knows of his own accord what is good for him and what not, and, not heeding God's command, decides not to fight, then this independent decision of his will be fruitless, for his prakṛti will make him submit to God's command, although his fool's mind is grieved by the fact that independence is only of God. For heroism is the ksatriya's natural duty, and bound by this duty he will be unable to suffer the enemies' insults and he will engage them in the battle which he now shrinks out of ignorance. All beings are forced by the Lord to follow their prakṛti in accordance with their previous karman the Lord Vasudeva, who is wont to rule all, resides in the heart of all beings — the heart from which arises all knowledge and on which all action and inaction depends —, while actuating by means of his own māyā — which consists of gunas — all beings which are put in that mechanism which is called prakṛti developed into body and senses. For this reason Arjuna should be completely submitted to God, the Lord of all. If not, then he will still have to fight the battle, inevitably, for his ignorance, stimulated by God's maya, will make him do so. Therefore he should fight the battle in the manner which God has explained, then God's grace will make him attain supreme sānti — the release from all bonds of all acts — and the eternal end.

Herewith the knowledge which is to be acquired by the aspirant to release, that most secret knowledge of karma- and bhaktiyoga, is set forth in its entirety, and, considering it in its entirety, one should do what one wishes to do so far as one's qualifications reach perform karma-, jñāna- or bhaktiyoga at one's option.
It has been said⁶⁸⁹ that bhaktiyoga is the most secret of all secrets because it is the best way to salvation. Now Arjuna should hear God's final word on bhakti, God speaks this word to Arjuna's advantage, because Arjuna is very dear to him. He should practise that continuous representation — synonymous with knowledge, worship, meditation etc — which has the form of contemplation and which is most dear to the worshipper⁶⁹⁰. He should love God excessively and therefore practise the above representation while being completely absorbed in the worship of God,⁶⁹¹ and humiliate himself before God. If he does so, then, God promises,⁶⁹² he shall attain God, for he is held very dear by God, so that He cannot endure being separated from him and hence makes him reach Himself. While performing all dharma — i.e. karma-, jñāna- and bhaktiyoga which are means of attaining supreme bliss — at his option according to his qualifications, and at the same time relinquishing their result, his agency etc., he should realize that God alone is the agent, the object, the end and the means.⁶⁹³ Then God will release him from all evil incompatible with his attainment of God, evil piled up by endless wrong activities in beginningless times; therefore he should not despair.⁶⁹⁴

This most secret doctrine should not be taught to someone who does not practise tapas, nor to someone who practises tapas but not bhakti, nor to someone who, though he practises bhakti, does not listen, nor certainly⁶⁹⁵ to someone who discovers defects in God's proper form, his sovereignty and his virtues. But he who explains it to bhaktas will, when he has practised supreme bhakti towards God,

---

⁶⁸⁹ G 9.1
⁶⁹⁰ Interpretation of G manmanda bhava, for this passage cf. CBh I,1,1, p 8-10 (Th p 13-16)
⁶⁹¹ = G medyati R yaj anom pada anom / adhvana h s paripannasayasam "propitiatory worship is the complete performance by a subservient person of all services which are due to his master" on this passage cf. 9.34
⁶⁹² R. remarks that this promise must be taken literally, not merely as a flattering turn of speech (upacchanda)
⁶⁹³ R. this is the satirical relinquishment of all acts, see forth above 49 and 11
⁶⁹⁴ R. gives an alternative expl. of 66 cd. Arjuna should not despair of being capable of bhaktiyoga he should forsake all various, endless and — on account of the brevity of life — impracticable dharma (expiatory rites) corresponding to all various endless sins piled up in beginningless times which are incompatible with bhaktiyoga, and, in order to succeed in bhaktiyoga, he should take refuge in God. Then God will rescue him from all his sins, see my remarks Intr. Ch. IV, p. 27
⁶⁹⁵ asamamavbhaktime dehas tapajyanaparharanajalajnapandya.
It has been said⁶⁸⁹ that bhaktiyoga is the most secret of all secrets because it is the best way to salvation. Now Arjuna should hear God’s final word on bhakti. God speaks this word to Arjuna’s advantage, because Arjuna is very dear to him. He should practise that continuous representation — synonymous with knowledge, worship, meditation etc — which has the form of contemplation and which is most dear to the worshipper.⁶⁹⁰ He should love God excessively and therefore practise the above representation while being completely absorbed in the worship of God,⁶⁹¹ and humiliate himself before God. If he does so, then, God promises,⁶⁹² he shall attain God, for he is held very dear by God, so that He cannot endure being separated from him and hence makes him reach Himself. While performing all dharmas — i.e., karma-, jñana- and bhaktiyoga which are means of attaining supreme bliss — at his option according to his qualifications, and at the same time relinquishing their result, his agency etc., he should realize that God alone is the agent, the object, the end and the means.⁶⁹³ Then God will release him from all evil incompatible with his attainment of God, evil piled up by endless wrong activities in beginningless times therefore he should not despair.⁶⁹⁴

This most secret doctrine should not be taught to someone who does not practise tapas, nor to someone who practises tapas but not bhakti, nor to someone who, though he practises bhakti, does not listen, nor certainly to someone who discovers defects in God’s proper form, his sovereignty and his virtues. But he who explains it to bhaktas will, when he has practised supreme bhakti towards God,⁶⁹⁵

⁶⁸⁹ G 9,1
⁶⁹⁰ Interpretation of G manmanabhava for this passage cf ÇBh I,1,1, p 8-10 (Th p 13 16)
⁶⁹¹ = G mojayi R. yajanam pujanam / arddhanam hi paripurnasayanith 
'Propitiatory worship is the complete performance by a subservient person of all services which are due to his master' on this passage cf 9.34
⁶⁹² R. remarks that this promise must be taken literally not merely as a flattering turn of speech (upacchanda)
⁶⁹³ R. this is the satanic relinquishment of all acts see forth above 4.9 and 11
⁶⁹⁴ R. gives an alternative expl. of 66 cd. Arjuna should not despair of being capable of bhaktiyoga he should forsake all various endless and — on account of the brevity of life — impracticable dharmas (expiatory rites) corresponding to all various endless sins piled up in beginningless times which are incompatible with bhaktiyoga and in order to succeed in bhaktiyoga he should take refuge in God then God will rescue him from all his sins, see my remarks Intr Ch. IV p. 27
⁶⁹⁵ asamananaabhaktimirdesas tasyātīyantapariharantatāmāpanaya.
indubitably attain God: no one has ever acted or will ever act more to God's pleasure then he does. He who will learn this dialogue of God and Arjuna on dharma will be regarded by God as if he had performed a sacrifice of knowledge. A man who with faith and without criticism just listens to it will thereby be released from all evil which is incompatible with bhakti and join the hosts of the bhaktas.

Then God questioned Arjuna: “Have you listened attentively to all that I have said? Has your perplexity of ignorance which made you refuse to do battle vanished?”

Arjuna answered that by God’s grace his delusion has vanished and that he had acquired true knowledge of things as they really are, i.e. the delusion that the átman is prakṛti, that all spiritual and non-spiritual substances which constitute God’s body are not ensouled by God, and that action, periodical and occasional, which actually is a propitiation of God and therefore a means to attain him, could implicate its performer in samsāra, has now given way to the knowledge that the átman is different from prakṛti and so has a different nature — the nature of being the knower of prakṛti — and is essentially a śeṣa of God and is ruled by God, as well as to the discriminating knowledge of the truth about God the Supreme Brahman, that of the higher and lower Truth about the átman, and the knowledge that God is the Supreme Person who can be known by the Vedānta and who can only be attained by worship through bhakti which is to be achieved by means of the virtues of the átman — control over external and internal organs etc. — and of cautious performance of periodical and occasional acts — which presuppose the regular practice of the former knowledge and are accumulated day after day — whose sole reward is the gracious love of God. Therefore Arjuna is now freed from his despair which resulted from error nourished by his love and compassion for his relatives, and, being no longer doubtful, he has been restored to his old self. Henceforth he will observe God’s words, dealing with the necessity of fighting etc.: he will enter into battle.

Then Sanţiśaya related to Dhṛtarāṣṭra that he had heard this moving and wondrous dialogue of Kṛṣṇa and Arjuna, possessed of great buddhi, who had resorted to Kṛṣṇa, in this very form in which he 

69 R.: this jñānayajña- is the complete dialogue of the G., by learning it one offers this jñānayajña-
70 tijñāna-
71 those summed up above st. 42.
72 mahātmanah G. = R. mahābuddheḥ.
has repeated it. Having obtained divine vision and hearing through the 
favour of Vyāsa, he heard this supreme secret called Yoga from Kṛṣṇa — 
that ocean of knowledge, force, sovereignty, perseverance and glory 
— personally. As often as he recalls this auspicious and miraculous 
dialogue which he has heard with his own ears, he is moved by joy; and 
whenever he remembers that most wondrous sovereign form of God 
which He revealed to Arjuna and which Saṁjaya witnessed, he is 
struck with amazement and stirred by joy.

But words fall short. Suffice it to say that wherever God, the Lord 
of the conjunctions of spiritual and non-spiritual substances 100 — which 
constitute his higher and lower natures —, He, on whose volition 
depend the different proper forms, existences and activities of all 
substances different from God, He, Kṛṣṇa, Vasudeva’s son, is present, 
and wherever Arjuna the Archer, the sister’s son of Kṛṣṇa’s father, 
who resorted to Kṛṣṇa feet, is present, there — to his mind — will 
happiness, victory, prosperity and unswerving morality be found.

100 expl. of ṛgveda-, ṛg- in the sense of “combination, association etc.”.
APPENDIX

Yamuna's Gitārthasamgraha

(vigāhe Yāmunam tīrtham sadhuvrīndāvane sthitam
nirastaśāvmagaspārse yatra Kṛṣṇah kṛtadāraḥ)
svadhiṣṭaṁyāśeṣayasyādhyādhyākṣeṣaṁ
Nārāyanah param brahma Gitāśāstre samīraṁ
jñānakarmātmike nisthe yogalakṣe susamkrte
ātmānubhūṭisiddhyarthē pūrvasatkena codite
madhyamē bhagavattatttātvāsthāmyavaptisiddhyāyē
dūkṣavāmābhinirvartyo bhaktiyogāḥ prakirītaṁ
pradhānapurusavyaktaśarvasvaravivecanam
karmadhir bhaktir ityādīpūrvasesā 'ntīmodiitaṁ
asthānasnehaṁkārurunyadharmadharmadhyākulaṁ
Pārthaṁ prapannam uddāya sāstravataram aṁ kṛtaṁ
nityātmāsangakarmehagocarā samkhīyayogadhiṁ
dvitīye sthitadhiṣaṁ proktā tanmohasantaṁ
dakṣaṁ lokaraksāyai gunev āropya karte
śarvasvare vā nyāsyokta śrīye karmakāryatā
prasangāṁ svacchābhavāktaṁ karmano karmatāya ca
bheda jñānasya māhātyam caturthādhyāya ucyate
karmayogasaḥ karmayuktam saṁghram kāścanā tadvidhiṁ
brahmaṁjñānaprakāraṁ ca paścamāṛthāya ucyate
yogābhāṣavaiśvādhiṁ yogi caturthā yogasādhanaṁ
yogasiddhāṁ svayogasāṁ satcāṁ satya ucyate
svāyathātyam prakṛtyāya tirodhīṁ saranaṅgatiṁ
bhaktabhedah prabuddhāya srasṭhyam saptama ucyate
aṁśavāksarasyāḥtyatmyaṁ bhagavaccaanarūdhināṁ
vedyopādeyaḥbhavanāṁ astamē bheda ucyate

1 I reproduce here Āpte's text as given in his edition of Rāmānuja's Gitābhāṣya (Nandārasa Skt. Series vol. 92, Bombay 1923) and add in notes the variant readings which appear in the parts of the GBh printed in Govinda-cārya's translation of the GBh, all of them are to be preferred to Āpte's readings.
2 Gov. yogandhiṁ
3 Gov. -yāthātyatmyābhagavac
svamahatmyam manusyatve paratvam ca mahatmanam
viseso navame yogo bhaktirūpah prakīrtitaḥ. 13.
svakalyānagunānayakṛtṛnasvādhīnatāmatiḥ
bhaktiyutpattivvṛddhyarthā vistirnā dasamoditā 14.
ekādase śya yāthāmyasāksātkārāvalokanam
dattamuktā 4 vidupṛpyor 5 bhaktiekopāyatā tathā. 15.
bhaktisaṅghyam upāyoktir a-aktasyātmanisthatā
tatprakārās tv atipritir bhakter dvādasa ucyate 16.
dehasvarūpam atmāptihetur atmavisodhanam
bandhahetur vivekas ca trayodasa udīryate 17.
gunabandhavidhau tesām kartṛtvam tamnvartanam
gatitrayasavātmalatvam caturdasa udīryate 18
acinnmisrad visuddhac ca cetanat purusottamah
vyāpanād bharanat svāmyād anyah pañcadasodītaḥ 19.
devāsuravibhagoktipūrvika ṛstra-yaṭā
tattvānusthanavinjānanasthme na sasada ucyate 20
asastrām āsūram kṛtanaṃ sastryam gunatā prthak
laksanam sāstrasuddhāsya tridhā saaptadodītam 21
isvare kartṛābuddhiḥ sattvopādeyantikme
svakarmapanīmānas ca sāstrasārārtha ucyate 22
karmayogas tapastīrthadhanayajñāidisevanam
jñānayogo jītasyāntah pariśuddhātmam stītīḥ 23
bhaktiyogāḥ paraikantyaprityā dhyanadisu stītīḥ
trayanam api yogānam tribhir anyonyasamgamah 24
ntyanaumuttikānaṃ ca parādhanarupinam
atmadṛstes trayo ṭy eṣe yogadvārana sādhakāḥ 25
nirastanikhilajñāna drstvatmānam parānugam
pratilabdhyā param bhaktim tayaivāpnoti tatpadam 26
bhaktiyogas tadarthī cāt samagraśvaryaśādhānām
ātmārthī cāt trayo ṭy eṣe tatkaivalyasaka sādhakah 27
āikāntyam bhagavaty esām samanam adhikārṇām
yāvatprapti pararthi cāt tad eva tyantam asnute 28
jñāni tu paramakānti tadayattaīmaṣvamanah
tatsamsesaviyogākṣaśukhāduhkhas tadekkadhī 29
bhagavaddhyanayogoktavandanastutiṣvartanaḥ
labdhmatā tadgatapranamobudhvardryakriyah 30
njākarmādībhaktyantam kuryat prītyāva karitraḥ

4 Gov tatvam uktā
5 so, curiously, both Āpte and Gov. this irregular form should be emended
tītī-, cf Yamuna, AS, p 19 (śl) saṃśītī-, p 47 (śl) tādṛṣṭīḥ and arthamāt
upāyatāṁ parityajya nyased deve tu tāmabhīḥ. 31.
aikāntyātyantadāsyaikaratis tatpadam āpnyāt
tatpradhānam idam śāstram iti Gitārthasamgrahaḥ. 32.

**Translation**

(I bathe in the holy tīrtha of the river Yāmunā which is situated in the blessed Vṛndāvana, where no snakes are to be met with and where homage is paid to Kṛṣṇa.)

1. It is the doctrine expounded by the Bhagavadgītā that Nārāyaṇa, who is the Supreme Brahmaṇa, can only be attained by means of bhakti which is brought about by observance of the dharma, acquisition of knowledge and renunciation of passion.

2. In the first six Lectures it is commended to gain well-founded positions in knowledge and action directed to Yoga, in order to succeed in the presentation of the ātman.

3. In the Lectures 7—12 the bhaktiyoga, which can (only) be brought about by knowledge and action, is treated of as a means of attaining exact knowledge of God such as He is.

4. The Lectures 13—18 deal with topics supplementary to the foregoing, such as matter, ātman, the evolved creation, the sovereign Lord, action, knowledge, bhakti etc.

5. The whole teaching is set forth for the sake of Arjuna who, overcome by misplaced love, compassion and anxiety about dharma and adharmā, has taken refuge in God.

6. The 2nd Lecture treats of the knowledge of sāṃkhya and yoga, concerning the eternal ātman and disinterested activity respectively and culminating in mental fixation.

7. The 3rd Lecture demonstrates that acts should be performed, not for the sake of retribution, but to save the world, and that the agency which those acts involve should either be attributed to the guṇas or imposed on God.

8. Apart from an incidental discussion of God's nature, the 4th Lec-

---

6 this śloka contains an elaborate pun; it might be read "I betake myself to the venerable Yāmuna who has his place among the hosts of saints, among whom no crooked people are to be encountered and homage is paid to Kṛṣṇa"; the śloka is not Yāmuna's.

7 *tattva*—"quiddity".

8 *dhi* is synonymous with G. *buddhi* (2,39) to which it corresponds.

9 *asakti*—"not because of one's interest in the results of one's acts".
ture deals with non-agency in activity, the divisions of acts and the eminence of knowledge

9. The 5th Lecture sets forth the easy practicability and quick efficacy of karmayoga, some smitā topics and the knowledge of brahman

10. The 6th Lecture treats of the practice of Yoga, the fourfold division of yogins, the means to Yoga, the succeeding of Yoga,10 and the perfect state of Yoga with God 11

11. The 7th Lecture discusses the exact knowledge of God, its concealment by prakṛti, the resorting to God, the divisions of devotees and the superiority of the enlightened one

12. The 8th Lecture deals with the three divisions of aspirants, viz. aspirants to 1 sovereignty, 2 knowledge of the ātman, 3 attainment of God,1 and with the knowledge to be obtained and the qualities to be acquired by each

13. The 9th Lecture treats of the eminence of God and his divine superiority in human embodiment of the excellent character of the mahātmans and of the bhaktiyoga

14. To further the origination and increase of bhakti, the 10th Lecture sets forth in detail the knowledge of the infinite variety of God's beautiful qualities and the utter dependence of the universe on God

15. The 11th Lecture describes the immediate presentation of God and teaches that the quiddity of God can only by bhakti be known and attained 13

16. The 12th Lecture treats of the rapid efficacy of bhakti and of the means of practising bhakti, directs the unqualified aspirant to the attainment of the ātman and discusses its modes, and explains how very dear the bhakti is to the devotee

17. The 13th Lecture discusses the proper form of the body, the reason why the ātman can be attained, the purification of the ātman, the reason of the ātman's bondage, and the discrimination between ātman and body

18. The 14th Lecture deals with the way in which the gunas bind the ātman, the agency of the gunas and their elimination, and explains how God is the basis of the three ends 14

10 I translate Gov's reading yogasuddhi
11 stra refers to God, the Teacher of the Gita
12 I translate Gov's reading
13 I translate Gov's reading tattvam iti t. is the object governed by the nominative verb viśīptam
14 the three ends and objectives summed up in 1457 brahman, dharma and sukha.
19 The 15th Lecture argues that the Supreme Person is different from the spiritual creation, whether conjoined with the non-spiritual or in its pure state, because He pervades, maintains and governs the universe.

20 The 16th Lecture, after setting forth the division of the godly and the demoniac, contends submission to the sastra in order to corroborate the knowledge and the observance of the truth.  

21 The 17th Lecture treats of the difference in qualities between all demoniac or non-sastric acts and sastric acts and concludes by expounding the three characteristics of all acts which are sastric.

22 The last Lecture deals with the knowledge in virtue of which all agency is attributed to God, and of the necessity of cultivating sattva sets forth how personal acts develop (into the attainment of God) and concludes by stating the fundamental doctrine of the Bhagavadgita.

23 Karma-yoga is the observance of austerities, pilgrimages, charities, sacrifices etc. Jñanayoga is the fixation on the completely purified ātman with all inner emotions subdued.

24 Bhaktiyoga is the fixation on meditation etc., born from love for exclusive concentration on the Supreme One. All three yogas are interconnected.

25 All three yogas serve to success in periodical and occasional sacrifices which are propitations of God as well as in the presentation of the atman by means of Yoga.

26 When all nescience has vanished and one has perceived the ātman which is attendant on God, then one may acquire perfect bhakti and thereby attain God’s paradise.

27 The bhaktiyoga serves to gain complete sovereignty if that is desired. All three yogas serve to attain the ātman in its pure state, if that is desired.

28 The exclusive concentration on God is the same for all adhikārins until they have achieved their ends. When one aspires to the Supreme One, then one will fully attain Him.

29 The jñanin, however, is exclusively concentrated on God, the life of his atman depends on Him, his happiness and unhappiness are...

15 taittârusťānajñāṇasthāne, taittra must refer to the topic of Lecture 15.
16 vs 19, so essentially R.
17 the objective of the so-called aśvarjārtham.
18 the objective of the kaivalyārtham.
19 e. aśvaryārthins kaivalyārthins and jñanins.
brought about by his union with and separation from Him; his mind is focused on Him alone.

30. When he has attained the ātman by means of salutations, litanies and glorifications which are called the yoga of meditation on God,\(^1\) then all operations of his ātman, mind, spirit, and senses are directed towards God, and

31. urged upon by his love, he practises everything, from the performance of his personal duties to the cultivation of bhakti, as a means of attaining God; renouncing all personal interest he dedicates all to God in holy terror.\(^2\)

32. Having found his sole happiness in exclusive concentration and perfect humility, he attains God's paradise.

This is the chief matter of the doctrine; and herewith ends the Summary of the Bhagavadgītā.

---

\(^1\) or bhaktiyoga.

\(^2\) ātmanabhiḥ; this terror I take to signify the aspirant's fear of remaining in saṃsāra by cherishing his interest in the results of his acts.
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4,36-37 ...................................... 5,15 .......................... 13,2
5,19 ...................................... 4,35; 5,7; 6,29 .......................... 13,2
5,27-29 ...................................... 6,37 .......................... 10,20
5,29 .......................... 18,42 .......................... 10,21-38
6,10 .......................... 15,16 .......................... 11,11
6,19 .......................... 6,29 .......................... 11,12
6,33 .......................... 6,29 .......................... 11,13
6,40 .......................... 2,40 .......................... 11,19
6,46 ...................................... 11,1
7,4 ...................................... 7,19; 10,13 .......................... 11,36
7,4-5 .......................... 13,2 .......................... 11,40
7,5 ...................................... 13,5-6 .......................... 11,38
7,6 .......................... 7,16; 7,19; 18,53; 14,3 .......................... 7,0
7,6-12 ...................................... 13,7-11
7,7 .......................... 15,4; 18,46
7,8 .......................... 7,19
7,13 ...................................... 8,22; 18,42/46
7,14 .......................... 8,22
7,17 ...................................... 8,22
7,17-18 ...................................... 14,27; 15,4
7,19 ...................................... 14,27
7,26 ...................................... 7,3
8,3 .......................... 14,19
8,11 ...................................... 13,12
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AitĀr.
3,2,3 *) ........................... 10,33

ĀpÇ.
19,16,3 ........................... 15,1

BāU.
1,4,7 ........................... 13,2
1,4,15 ........................... 7,0
2,3,6 ........................... 4,6
2,4,5 ........................... 7,0
3,7,3 ........................... 13,2
3,7,3-22 ........................... 13,2; 15,15
3,7,22 ........................... 3,30; 8,22; 9,4; 10,20; 13,12; 19,13; 18,61

3,8,9 ........................... 9,6
4,4,5 ........................... 2,18
4,4,16 ........................... 10,12
4,4,24 ........................... 18,12
4,5,6-7 ........................... 13,2
4,5,11 ........................... 13,2
4,5,15 ........................... 13,2

ChUp.
1,6,6 ........................... 4,6
1,13,7 ........................... 10,12; 18,62
3,14,2 ........................... 4,6
4,14,3 ........................... 10,12
4,15,6 ........................... 8,22
5,2,15 ........................... 8,22
5,9,1 ........................... 8,3,22

5,10,1 ........................... 8,22/26
5,15,6 ........................... 8,22
5,24,3 ........................... 10,12
6,2,1 ........................... 13,2
6,2,3 ........................... 13,2
6,3,2 ........................... 13,2
6,5,4 ........................... 18,7
6,8,6-7 ........................... 13,2
6,16,2 ........................... 13,14
7,26,2 ........................... 3,8; 13,14; 18,7
8,1,1 ........................... 15,15
8,1,5 ........................... 13,2
8,3,4 ........................... 3,0; 13,14; 18,7
8,7,1 ........................... 3,0
8,12,2 ........................... 3,0; 15,17
8,12,3 ........................... 13,5; 15,17

GAS.
5 ........................... 2,10

Hariv.
123,63 *) ........................... 10,13/14

KālākUp.
2,23 ........................... 11,54

KāthUp.
1,22 ........................... 3,0
2,18 ........................... 3,9; 11,37; 15,2
2,20 ........................... 3,0

*) I have not been able to verify these quotations, which I borrow from Gov. in the text-editions available to me.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Reference</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Other References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mahānār Up.</td>
<td>2.22-23, 2.23, 2.24, 3.9, 4.10-11, 6.1</td>
<td>3.0, 7.0, 9.30, 3.0, 13.2, 15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subāl Up.</td>
<td>2, 7</td>
<td>7.6, 8.3, 13.2, 9.7, 13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Çvet Up.</td>
<td>1.6/9, 1.10, 1.12, 3.8, 4.5/6, 4.7, 6.7, 6.9, 6.10, 6.16, 6.18, 6.19</td>
<td>13.2, 13.2, 13.2, 13.2, 13.2, 5.29, 13.2/12, 13.2/12, 13.2/12, 13.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manu</td>
<td>1.5/8, 3.76, 12.122</td>
<td>9.7, 3.14, 15.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBh. *)</td>
<td>2.38-23, 3.88-23-24, 12.171, 13.149, 13.159</td>
<td>4.4, 10.13/14, 9.26, 17.25, 13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maitr S.</td>
<td>1.10.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mund Up.</td>
<td>1.1.4, 1.1.5, 1.1.9, 2.27, 2.28, 3.1, 3.1.1, 3.1.3, 3.2.6, 3.2.9</td>
<td>11.18, 12.4, 13.2, 14.3, 7.0, 13.2, 13.13, 18.1, 10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nār Up.</td>
<td>4.12, 6.11, 10.21</td>
<td>18.1, 13.10, 18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>1.22.20, 1.164.50</td>
<td>18.62, 18.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP</td>
<td>1.2.24, 1.4.51-52, 1.17.19, 1.19.20, 2.12.41-44, 221.3</td>
<td>1.7, 7.17, 7.14, 2.16, 2.16, 21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- MBh. *) refers to *Mahabharata*
- RV: *Rigveda*
INDEX III

aṃsa- 152
akarman- 80
akṣara- 38, 70, 110 f, 128
agnusoma- 57
anga- 66, 161
adṛśa- 157
adhyavasaya- 59, 134
anumati 27
apṛthakṣudha- 137
apohana 154
abhava- 122
abhimana- 19 65, 68, 133
abhyaasa- 96 108 f
arthā 30
avidhupurvaka- 118
avyakta- 56 111, 132 f 142
asat- 143
asattva- 55
ahānkarā- 68
ātman passim
atmatattva- 55 86
atmanūṣṭha 67
atmayaoga 131 134
atmavālokana 22
arambhā 148
śāstavya- 50
upādesa 17 50
upādhyā- 50
ekarasa- 35
ekavakyaadhikarana- 29 f
aṅkarthyā- 29
aṅśavarga- 3, 23 f
aṅśavaryārthu 12 15 31 f, 103 ff
kamalāsanāsthā- 128
karman 31, 108
karmamāṃsa 29 f
kalyāṇaṅgunas 37, 45 passim
kāpila- 163
kula 112 130
kūṭastha- 93, 133
kaivalya- 22 ff
kaivalyartham- 15, 31 f, 103 ff
krodha- 63
klesas 172
kṣetrajña- 50
jāramanamokṣa- 106
jñāna- 154 passim
jñana- — viññānaa- 76 93, 100
jñānā- 12, passim
jyotis- 144
tṛṣṇā 148
tejas- 126, 156
daharavidyā 65, 112
dharmabhutasñāna- 89
dhātra- 116
dharmāna- 123, 131
dhira- 150
dhṛti- 94, 170
dhyāna 99, 135 145, 172
Nārayana 47
nirvāna- 84
nīcaya 59, 74
nīśtha 66
nātikarmya- 67, 171
pāncagnīvidyā 31, 107
paramapurusarthathā- 47, 58
paravidyā 66 112
purusarthas 47, 58
prakṛtu- 19, passim
prajāpati- 69
prajñāvada- 49
pradarśanartham 37
prajñā- 24 f
prāpta atman 65 137
prabhava- 121, 135
prabhu- 87
prāśāda- 64, 161, 169
bādhītānūṣṭhra- 51 f
buddhi- 59, 100, 102, 122, 134, 142
brahman- 34 f
brahmanavāna- 65, 90
bhakti- 6, 22 f, 66, 99
bhaya- 63
bhāvana- 122
bhāva- 122 f.
bhūta- 70 t., 122
bhedābheda- 50
bhoktṛ- ātman- 137
Mahat- 100, 147
mātras 54
māyā 36, 77, 102, 106
mukha- 83
muni- 36, 63
mṛtyu- 139
yāthātmyajñāna- 49
yāthārthajñāna- 49
yoga- 59 ff, 92, 109 passim
yogākṣema- 36, 61
yogeśvara- 127, 176
rasa- 64
rāga- 63, 148
līlā 46, 102
loka- 149, 154 f.
vāsanā 64, 107
vibhu- 87 f.
vibhūti- 3, 124
virya- 129
Vaikunṭha- 46
vairāgya- 96
vyāvasāya- 120
śānti- 65, 84, 87, 120
śubhāśraya- 64
śraddhā 159
sat- 143
sattva- 55
sattkāryavāda- 37, 57
satya- 156
sāmnīṣa- 85
śabdabrahman- 98
samādhi- 60, 63
sāksātkāra- 21, 83, 126
sāmanādevkaraṇya- 101, 125 f
sāmkhya- 20 f., 37, 59, 66, 85, 145, 165
siddhi- 67, 171
sūri- 46
smṛti- 7, 99, 154
svabhāva- 159